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The AA machine - gun battalion with the Proposed In"Fantry Division

ORGANIZA nON

THE PROVISIONAL Machine-Gun Battalion, 69th
Coast Artillery (AA) was organized at Fort Cr"ockett,
T.exas,on August 24, 1937, for participation in the tests

t the Proposed Infantry Division conducted last fall on
Ie Leon Springs military reservation, 20 miles north of
an Antonio.
The battalion included the battalion Headquarters and
eadquarters Battery (6 officers and 56 men) and 2 ma-
line-gun batteries (IO officers and 344 men); a total of

o~cers and 400 men. It was organized on the basis of
clal tables drawn up for the Proposed Division. The
o machine-gun batteries were short two officers and 38

nhsted men.
No service section was included. The combat train was
led by selected men from the regimental supply and
nsportation sections. This unit had the triple function
transportation maintenance, general supply (including

tlons and motor fuel), and munitions supply. As it
er developed, it took a high-powered combat train to
t the job over.
ach machine-gun battery manned 18 caliber-'50 ma-

ne guns of the latest type. Each battery had three pla-
ns, each with two sections of three machine-gun

squads each. The squad included a leader, a chauffeur,
and four gunners.

Transportation, as provided by the tables, was not avail-
able, although the shortage was not excessive. Each ma-
chine-gUll section used two 2 )Ii-ton cargo trucks, in lieu
of three I )Ii-ton trucks. The vehicles used in the battalion
were as follows:

Battalion Headquarters:
I car, passenger.
2 cars, reconnaissance, 8-passenger.
2 motorcycles, W /side cars.
2 trucks, cargo, 2 )Ii-ton-wire and radio.
4 trucks, cargo, I)Ii-ton. (I) Two for c.P. person-

nel and equipment. (2 ) Two for radios (normally
attached to the batteries for operation) .

Combat train:
I truck, cargo, I )Ii-ton-maintenance.
6 trucks, cargo, 2 )Ii-ton. (I) Four for ammunition

supply and two spares to repbce other trucks in
battalion out of repair.

Each wfachine-Gun Battery:
Battery Headquarters and Maintenance:

I car, reconnaissance, 8-passenger.
I motorcycle, \V/side car.
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Attack al'iatioll flyillg o/'er all amll1/llliti01~ distr~b~/~illg
poillt dll/"illg tbe recellt tests of tbe stream/tiled dt/'tstOll.

4 trucks, cargo, 3~-ton. (I) Mess, (2) Supply,
(3) Communication, and (4) Maintenance.

Three Platoon Headquarters:
3 motorcycles, W / side cars.
3 trucks, cargo, I ~-ton, personnel and wire laying.

Six wfachine-Gun Sections:
12 trucks, cargo, 2~-ton, for 18 machine-gun

squads.

PRELIMINARY TRAINING

Rumor had it that the tests were to be realistic and
severe. Accordingly, all elements of the battalion plunged
into the preparations with more than the \'s~'al zest f?r
such exercises and, in short, intensive trall1ll1g was III

progress.
Airport officials and golf-course keepers su?denly found

themselves protected from air dangers which they had
hitherto not fully appreciated. Khaki caravans of army
trucks marched up and down West Be~ch with its. long
stretch of sand, grass, and beach debris III the practice of
cross-country mobility. At night, drivers learning the art
of driving without lights, threaded their way along the
same beach through herds of Te~as steers. With all. of
this activity, September 10th arnved, and the battalIOn
was on its way to the scene of the tests.

leaving Fort Crockett at 6:~ A.M., the b~ttalion made
the 26s-mile march without mishap, and arnved at Camp
Bullis by 6:00 P.~1. There it encamped in semi-permanent
camp alongside the Provisional.6th Infantry (6th, 22d,
and 29th combined), the Engllleer BattallO.n, and the
Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron. The remalllder of the
Division was barracked and encamped at Fort Sam
Houston.

CAMP BULLIS

Camp Bullis and the reservation thereabout of approxi-
mately 25,000 acres is little known to the Coas~ ~rtillery,
but to the troops in the Southwest, Camp BulliS IS Camp

Bullis. The hills are just a bit more rugged than elsewhere;
mud is more viscous; the roads are ruts and the ruts are
aullies; dust is a mass of impenetrable particles; and the
~rails wind off into the unknown. \Vithal it is a beautiful
landscape and the deer abounds. So do the. armadillos,
the ticks, and the chiggers. The rattlesnake IS spoken of
more often than seen. The outstanding characteristic of
Bullis is intimated by the rich history of lost units. Adja-
cent to the reservation some 50,000 acres had been leased
for the purposes of the tests. In this setting the antiaircraft
battalion was aiven carte blanche for two weeks of unit

t:>

trainina. Other units were usin?; the same terrain, but the
experie~1Ceof an unforeseen enta~1glement with other units
was properly judged good training for the more compli-
cated tests to come. The rapid development of halt dis-
cipline as well as march discipline was noteworthy: ~hen
a unit halted for any cause, officers and noncommissioned
officers promptly alighted, took charge, and had all ve-
hicles move off to the right of the road and clear.

THE DI\'ISION

The Proposed Infantry Division comprises a tod
strength of approximately 700 officers and 13,000 men-
rOlwhly a 50 per cent reduction from the strength of the
pre~ent division. Yet, by the wider use of automatic
weapons, the theory is that it has roughly equal fire power
in the defense. Under the Napoleonic theory of measur-
ina power in terms of mass and velocity it has for certain

b ff .operations equal or greater 0 enslve power.
It is not completely motorize~, though there ~re so~e

1,600 vehicles. The riRe battalIons can march Just lIke
"Stonewall" Jackson's. But by borrowing artillery am-
munition trucks and quartermaster motor battalion vehicles
for the infantry, the entire division can be transporte~ by
motor. The general idea is that the troops need I~nle
ammunition during movement and few motor vehIcles
for combat during the battle. "

Three infantry regiments replace the two Il1hn.try bn-
gades. The riRe platoons are smaller. The machll1e-gun
battalion is back again, though in operations its compallles
functioned more frequently under riRe battalion control.

One field artillery regiment replaces the brigade: It
includes three support battalions and one heavy hOWitzer
battalion. The 7s-mm. howitzer replaces the 75-mm.
gun. The support battalions also man the mortars an~ the
infantry howitzer company is dropped. The engllleer
battalion replaces the regiment. It also takes over the func-
tions of the military police. With the division headquarters
and the signal company it is or&"anized under the con:mand
echelon. The medical battalIon replaces the regIment.
The quartermaster regiment is :eplaced ~y the Q.M.
Motor Battalion and two compames for mallltenance a~d
service. All service troops are included in the servICe
echelon, with a brigadier general in command. The ca\'-
airy reconnaissance squadron becomes an integral part of .
the division. For the tests the observation squadron, thej
antiaircraft battalion, and the anti-mechanized battalion
were attached.
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THE EXERCISES

The exercises were conducted in three phases as follows:
(I) Preliminary Training and Unit Tests. From date

of organization to September 25. Conducted both at home
srations and on the Leon Springs Reservation.

(2) Combat Team Tests. Sept. 27-0ctober 9. As im-
plied, this period was ?evoted to the. development of team-
work among the UOltS of the vanous arms, to provide
training for the division staff, and to get all units into the
swing for the division tests. One infantry reaiment and
its field artillery support battalion composed ~he combat
team. One combat team, together with other miscellaneous
units, participated in each test. The tests were based on
particular phases of the division tests, though care was
taken to prevent any combat team from performing the
same maneuver twice. All units participated in three
combat team tests.

(3) Division Tests. October II-November 13. The
tests around Leon Springs involved problems in strong de-
fense, strong attack, wide envelopment, and withdrawal
Jnd delaying action. During the last week the division
made a march to the Mineral Wells area and return;
taking up problems in advance on a wide front (day and
night), change of direction, pursuit, attack, and a march
of 325 miles in one column not in the presence of the
en~my. Unfortunately Uncle Sam ran short on transpor-
tation ~unds before the last week arrived. Accordingly
rhe antIaircraft battalion and several other units were left
behind on this march.

ANTIAIRCRAFT UNIT TESTS

~ine unit tests were conducted during the preliminary
penod. All of these were initiated at Fort Crockett, and
n~ostof the~ were completed at Camp Bullis. They pro-
nded a baSISboth for necessary unit training and for the
desired factual data. No undue stress was placed on speed;
however, each test was repeated under different terrain
conditions until the results were considered representative
ofwhat might be expected from a well-trained unit. Prac-
ri~aIlyall tests were conducted both by day and by night
Without lights. The comments hereunder are based on
rhe r.esultsof the unit tests as tempered by the results later
obta1l1edin the division tests.

AA Test No. I Organization. This test was conducted
todetermine the adequacy and suitability of the machine-
~n battery organization. Each battery was deployed first
With the three platoons as the local fire units, and then
Withthe six sections as the local fire units. Conclusions:

(I) That the personnel was adequate.
(2) That the section was the more suitable fire unit

becau~eless guns were masked in firing, and a better dis-
tnbutIon of fire was practicable for the area to be normally
defended.

d itA Test No.2 Plan of Loads. The tests were con-

h
~cted to develop systematic plans of loading for all ve-
Ides W' h h' d .. k .. . It mac me-gun an ammuOltlOn truc s It was

lound that weight was the controlling factor in load ca-

pacity; with other trucks, space. For machine-gun trucks
plans were developed both for the machine mIns mounted
(with the bows and covers down) and dis~ounted. Dur-
ing the division tests the machine gun was mounted and
manned ready for action during all movements, except
when weather prevented. In the tests conducted with one
I ;h-ton truck per machine-gun squad, it was found that
one truck could carry the squad of six men, their equip-
ment, the machine gun, all accessories, and 2,700 rounds
of ammunition. 1,600 rounds were carried in belt-loaded
boxes and the remainder in bulk boxes.

AA Test No.3. Road l\1arches. These were conducted
b>: day and by night (with and without lights) to deter-
mm~ the optimum conditions of speed and distance for
maximum practicable utility of roads in major movements.
The mileage was accurately read both at the head and at
the tail of the column at 5-minute imervals. Moreover,
frequ.ent checks were made at various points to determine
the tllne length of the column. This test was conducted
repeatedly by all units of the Division. Night tests were
usually made on secondJry roJds; dJY tests, over primary
and secondary roads. The dust encountered on the dirt
roJds by day made conditions about as difficult as did the
dar~ness at night. Frequently the dust enshrouded the
vehicle JheJd, but the columns rolled on, with occasional
collisions: At night it was found virtually useless to cut
off heJdhghts without also disconnecting stop-lights, be-
cause the brakes were Jpplied more frequently than usual.
~n aPrropriJte ."stop" signal could be designed, but the
lIn~ledlJte solutIOn WJS to secure a sigllJl flag or salVJged
white cloth to the rear of eJch vehicle. PreliminJry tests in
d~yhght convoys indicated the extreme difficulty of run-
nmg a convoy successfully on any fixed distance plan.
In order to secure the desired hctual data it WJS ordered
tlut all convoys, regardless of length, would run without
prescribed distances, except for a "minimum sJfe distJnce"
between vehicles as determined by the individuJI drivers.

All alltiaircraft ullit (sectioll) 011 tbe marcb 011 a dusty
road durillg PID tests recelltly beld ill Texas.
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A tremendous mass of statistICs resulted and are now
under study. Suffice it to say here that the Division ex-
perienced its due share of trouble with "whipping"-that
inexplicable tendency in motorized columns to have ve-
hicles racing at maximum speed at one point and other
vehicles only a short distance ahead jammed up and crawl-
ing at a snail's pace.

AA Test No. 4 Cross-countryMobility. Conducted to
determine capability of vehicles in cross-country travel.
All of the trucks in use (four-wheel-drive) gave surpris-
ingly satisfactory performance. In dry weather they would
climb any hill on the reservation, hills which the passenger
and reconnaissance cars could make only with difficulty,
and which motorcycles could not make at all. The four-
wheel-drive trucks gave the best performance. Motor-
cycles were not popular. Passengers did not like the jolt-
ing or the necessary pushing; worst of all they feared
getting run over by trucks at night or in the dust. Only
one test was conducted in rain and mud. The rain kept
the planes aground, and the mud nearly demobilized the
motorcycles, but the effect on other motor vehicles was
not sufficient to warrant conclusions.

AA Test No.5 Bivouac. With the entire battalion in
bivouac, time was taken from the command "March
Order" till the battalion was on the road ready to march.
Time: day, 26 minutes; night, 28 minutes. "

AA Test No.6. Ammunition Supply. Four 2~-ton
trucks were used in the combat train for the two batteries.
This gave a slightly greater hauling capacity per battery
than the combat train of IO I )0.-ton trucks, provided by
the tables of organization for the four-battery battalion.
Sand-loaded ammunition boxes were available to fully
load one-half of the trucks. Upon arrival at the R.P. the
full load was removed from one truck and placed upon its
mate, and vice versa upon arrival at the D.P. Thus was
gained the loading experience and full-load running ex-
perience for half of the trucks. In each unit test one truck
from each machine-gun section made one trip to the
refilling point to speed up the initial supply. The practice
was later found to be impracticable for sections in the di-
vision tests, due to frequency of movement in position.
It was also found unnecessary, since the combat train
could keep pace with normal expenditure when the refill-
ing point was within 40 miles distance. The test dictated
the expediency of breaking down the combat train into
battery sections. It also led to the utilization of battery
D.P.' s in order to eliminate loss of time bv the combat
train in trying to find each section position. Each machine-
gun squad arrived in position with ),520 rounds of am-
munition. The battery section of the combat train im-
mediately dumped approximately 1,5°° rounds per gun
at the battery D.P. Within four hours it returned with
a like amount. Machine-gun trucks on runs for meals
could easily keep the desired quantity at the section posi-
tions. 3,600 rounds per gun appeared to be sufficient for
a "day of fire" even in active periods. A greater amount
results in the abandonment of ammunition at objection-
able places upon movement.

AA Test No. 7- Communications. The battalion was
equipped with three radio sets, two of which were nor-
mally attached to the two machine-gun batteries. It Was
also equipped for complete wire communication when the
batteries were located with an intervening distance of five
miles or less. The test ran simultaneously with several
other tests. In both batteries the platoon headquarters
trucks were used to assist in wire laying. Time required
to install complete communications: Within a battery
one and one-half hours; Battalion complete, two hours.

During the division tests the batteries were usually
widely separated, and consequently it was necessary to rely
on radio for communication. The tables of basic allow-
ances prescribed a small portable radio set for each ma-
chine-gun section; however, it was not available for the
tests. Other units of the division did use such sets, ap-
parently with good results. Other units used power-driven
reels to pick up wire.

In command-post operation stress was laid on operation
with a minimum number of men. The battalion com-
mand post was manned by men whose normal duties were
at battalion headquarters. The same was true in the
batteries.

A warning service was developed, but the value was
limited due to the lack of distant observing stations. It
served little purpose to have the sections "flash" each other.
They usually detected the attacking planes simultaneously.

AA T estNo 8 was omitted.
AA Test No.9' Occupation of Position. Action: The

battalion being in column at a distance of fivemiles ormore
from the area to be defended, orders were issued assigning
areas to be defended; battery reconnaissance parties were re-
leased; the march was made; positions were occupied; and
complete wire communications installed. At night no
lights were used either in the march or in the occupation
of positions. The average time record from the arrival in
the area was as follows:

Hr. Min.
Tin the last section in each battery was

ready for action - I 15
Till the battery communications were

completed . .- 30
Till the battalion communications were

completed 2 00

The time factor was reduced as the tests prog~essed.
During the division tests the average time required for a
battery to occupy positions and prepare for action was
thirty-six minutes. Command was decentralized, orders
were brief (utilizing gestures), and the action was tuned
to rhat of the streamlined division.

Tests were also made to determine the time required
to emplace the individual machine gun at various distances
from the ttuck, hook-up the water system, and get ready
to fire, with the following results:

Time to a point 40 yards distant .. 2 minutes, 47 seconds.
Time to a point 225 yards distant. 9 minutes, 2 seconds.
During these tests we found a need for more vehicles
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suirable for reconnaissance, command, and liaison than
noWprovided. In stabilized conditions in a rear area, one
passengercar, if it runs 100% of the time, may meet the
requirements of a battery. Our battery commanders need-
ed at least two vehicles of the general passenger or recon-
naissancecar rype. Throughout the division tesrs all units
of the battalion needed twice as many reconnaissance ve-
hicles as are provided. Small field artillery batteries had
moreof these vehicles than the entire antiaircraft battalion.
Light pick-up trucks are well suited for reconnaissance
and other necessary trips by section and platoon command-
ers. Motorcycles appear to be suitable only for messengers
on road nets, and preferably should be used solo.

AA Test No: 10. Change in Defensive Position. Ac-
tion: The battalion being in position, orders were issued
through regular communication channels assigning new
areas to be defended at a distance of approximately five
miles. The test was usually conducted shortly after the
completion of Test No. 9, and the action was generally
similar. The average time r,equired to move and set up in
the new position was two hours. This time factor, too,
was reduced during the Division Tests.

THE DIVISION TESTS

The division tests were conducted as controlled exer-
cises. The participants knew the broad plan of each test
beforeit began, but it would be in error to imply that the
operations were "canned." We knew the "what'" and
roughly the "how," but the division staff was quite crafty
at keeping the "who," the '''where'' and the "when" well
concealeduntil ready to release the orders.

The tests involved the employment of the Proposed In-
fantry Division as a part of a corps. The 1st Division and
the 3d Division were assumed. Furthermore it was as-
sumed that the enemy also was motorized and that his
forceincluded mechanized units. In one test the Proposed
Infantry Division participated in a meeting engagement.
Usuallv, however, the 1st Division was assumed to have
gone ahead clearing the way, and to have developed the
enemy. At times the Proposed Division detrucked within
rangeof red artillery.

To begin each test the units were alerted from one to
two hours before departure. The hour of march and the
route were announced later. Usually the combat teams
assembledbefore departure at the station of the infantry
regiment, though at times the assembly was effected at
a junction en route. The advance was usually in three col-
u~ns, with one combat team in each column plus such
mIscellaneousunits as might be assigned. The command-
er of the infantry regiment formed the column and com-
manded it on the march. The foot elements of the 6th
Infantry sometimes marched on foot; usually all regiments
Weremotorized. In order to effect this, each regiment had
to borrow approximately 100 trucks for the movement of
the rifle battalions from its support battalion of artillery.
A standard scheme was perfected whereby these vehicles
~potted and were released and returned to original units
ttnmediately upon arrival. Early in the tests the advance

guards were large-frequently a reinforced battalion with
strong flanking patrols to establish antitank blocks. As
the tests progressed the tendency was toward reduction
until one rifle company with attached machine guns be-
came the usual security force. The reconnaissance squad-
ton was out ahead screening the movement. While en
route the convoy commander usually received a further
message. It might give further orders as to the operations.
More than likely it would be, "Guides report to Advanced
Division c.P. at ---." Each regimental and battalion
headquarters had guide squads headed by the regulating
officer, who received the overlay from the division which
showed the bivouac or detruckment area and, in turn, sub-
allotted the areas. Without further orders the o-uidesre-

b

turned to their units and led them to their destination.
The engineer officerprepared the traffic plan and gave out
information at the advanced c.P. No traffic plan was
published. Orders were always brief and usually frag-
mentary.

The opposing force consisted of:
Airplanes, varying in number from one plane to an

attack group;
Tanks and armored cars; ever on the go trying to ride

down the artillery or the reserves, or springing a
surprise on the reconnaissance, anti-mechanized
and antiaircraft forces;

Infantry squads with flags representing red battalions,
in sufficient number to represent three red divisions;
the flags indicated when the blue force could hold
its ground, could advance by proper maneuver, or
was forced to withdraw.

The red army though small in numbers, was a force to
be reckoned with. They appeared to have an ~xcellent
intelligence service. They entertained a healthy rivalry
with the blues; albeit, in emergencies they proffered sound
advice on the road net to commanders of lost blue details.

Though not a part of the opposition, it may be men-
tioned that umpires were attached to all units. They were
required to collect data and submit factual reports on each
test.

The tests were designed primarily toward the determina-
tion of organizational rather than tactical data. Attention
was directed toward the development and test of methods
of movement, assembly, detrucking, supply, and the suit-
ability of the various organizations to accomplish these
objectives. Rations might be delivered at the railhead, or
at a unit D.P., or at the kitchens. Like schemes were tested
in the supply of ammunition and gasoline. A division am-
munition D.P. was sometimes employed. The trains
hauled ammunition whether it was needed or not. Run-
nin~ tallies showed the score. With the trains mnning
night and day, they were usually ahead.

Casualties were assessed, designated "walking" or
"litter" cases, and the collecting squads carried out their
functions. Stragglers were released and collected. At first
the collecting agency functioned poorly due to the fact
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that John Doe proceeded to the nearest kitchen. However,
remedial action was taken, collecting plans revised, and
thereafter the pickups frequently exceeded the releases.

A logical employment of the antiaircraft force was at-
tempted in each test . .In some cases, however, it was nec-
essary to create assumptions in order to make logical the
desired test of some features of employment. In most
tests the battalion was employed in the combat area, since
little further data was required on railhead protection.
In all, the battalion engaged in the protection of the divi-
sion railhead, rear echelon, command echelon, reserves,
ammunition D.P.'s, and the supply route and the combat
troops in movement, assembly, detruckmenJ;, deployment,
front line combat, withdrawal, and delaying action. It
also engaged in the anti-mechanized defense.

The first phase of one test in defense found the division
entering a bivouac area in rear of the position occupied
by the Ist Division (assumed). The test was drawn to rep-

resent the action following a sudden decision of the COl11-

mander to enter an area with poor roads and a limited road
net. Tactical conditions began upon arrival in the area. The
antiaircraft battalion commander advancing north on Mal-
abang Trail and accompanied by 5-3, the sergeant major,
and the master gunner, arrived at the advanced division
c.P. at the junction of Cowgill Road at 4:15 P.M. He
reported and received an overlay as shown on Figure 1.

5-3 had ascertained that traffic on all trails was one-way
except on Malabang south of the juriction. The antiair-
craft plan required the battalion to protect the assembly
of the division. There was no further information. The
anti-mechanized battalion was arriving and blocking the
road south. Advance parties and umpires were arriving
and reporting. The antiaircraft battalion was due in five
minutes. The battery commanders had arrived with their
platoon commanders. In lieu of the five-paragraph order,
the battalion commander issued one of the five-second
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Figure I-Defense of a bivouac area. Broken lines show sectors and bivouac areas.
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type (by pointing), to the effect that Battery "B" would
protect the junction and main trails east and south; and
Battery "E," the trails west and north to include the Di-
visionc.P. He announced general locations of kitchens
and c.P.'s, and dismissed staff and commanders. S-3 re-
turned south on Malabang to meet the battalion head-
quarters and lead it to position. Battery Commanders
hastily issued their orders on the spot and then returned
with their platoon commanders to meet their units. Pla-
toon commanders, declining to use their motorcycles on
account of the rain and mud, mounted their leading
trucks and led them to positions. All antiaircraft units
goingnorth had cleared the junction at 4:29 P.M.

The division entered the area in two columns. The
antiaircraft battalion, the 6th Infantry, and the engineer
battalion entered from the south on Malabang, the two
latter units bivouacking short of the junction. All other
troops entered in one motor column on Cowgill Road
fromthe east. The 23d Infantry at the head of the column
arrived at the junction at 4:38 P.M., turned north on
Malabang, and continued to pass the junction for 20 min-
utesin a steady flow of traffic, with about 15yards between
vehicles. It was immediately followed by the 9th Infan-
try on the same route. At times the trafficwas blocked up
a half mile or more east on Cowgill. By 5:20 P. M. the
artillerywas arriving and swinging to the south on Mala-
bang. This continued till 6:00 P.M. By that time more
than 100 field artillery and quartermaster vehicles, return-
ing from the two infantry regiments, had closed up at the
junction from Cowgill west and were awaiting clearance
at the junction.

Figure 1 also shows the antiaircraft defensive positions
occupied. The first section was ready for action at 4:42
P.M. All sections were ready for action at 5:II P.M.

This event is related to show a typical instance of the
motorized division making an entrance into an assembly
or a detruckment area. It was carried out in an efficient
manner. However, in any operation of this nature there
is necessarily congestion, and frequently confusion. As
long as each vehicle follows the vehicle ahead, all is well;
when one unit takes one path and the next, another, then
the confusion is on and the congestion backs up. In ad-
~ition, there are always some vehicles with special mis-
SIons.

Throughout the movement the columns were more
vulnerable to air attack than they normally are in the
march. Fortunately the same mud which caused trouble
to them also operated to keep the hostile air force aground.

The antiaircraft disposition typifies good results in rapid
occupation, where the platoon and section commanders
selected their locations while en route.

Upon completion of the assembly Battery "B" was
ordered to withdraw from positions, serve supper, move to
and protect the division railhead. Battery "E" was directed
to reorganize its defense to protect the command echelon
and important routes in the vicinity.

Meanwhile infantry and artillery commanders had been
reconnoitering defensive positions. By dawn the next

morning these were occupied. On the second day the anti-
aircraft defense was again reorganized to include the junc-
tion of Malabang and Cowgill, where a division ammu-
nition D. P. was set up.

In another test the Division Commander found himself
confronted by an inferior force offering a stubborn defense
along the foothills on the northern part of the reservation.
He decided to attack in force with one combat team in
wide envelopment. Under the plan the enveloping force
was to be screened by the reconnaissance squadron, sup-
ported by one anti-mechanized battery, and protected by
the Antiaircraft Battalion. We had known the decision and
the antiaircraft plan for a month. Two hours before the
movement began we learned what combat team would
make the envelopment. A hurried trip was made to the
c.P. of the regimental commander concerned, his plan
of movement and detruckment ascertained, and arrange-
ments were made for interspersing the antiaircraft sec-
tions. The sections of one battery in defensive positions
nearby were moved to the bivouac areas of the several
subordinate units to be accompanied. The other battery,
however, was back in the service echelon area. This battery
arrived at a designated junction en route ahead of the en-
veloping force, and by taking position on a broad road at a
crest of a hill, and by the aid of energetic liaison, succeeded
in interspersing its units in accordance with the plan with-
out halting the movement. Obviously such a plan had to
be simple. One platoon accompanied the advance guard.
Another platoon preceded the main body by 300 yards.
The remainder, interspersed by sections, protected the
command group, the two leading rifle battalions, the artil-
lery, and the trains.

The battalion in this problem had a dual role in anti-
aircraft and anti-mechanized defense. An attack group re-
inforced the red air force. They were reported as spraying
mustard. More specifically, we had information that this
unit was equipped to spray whitewash to simulate mustard.
The battallion was equipped with gas masks. When at-
tack was likely one gunner was kept on the alert, masked,
and reincoated to simulate protection against the simulated
mustard.

The time factor indicated that the attack might come
about the time the force reached its detruckment area. Ac-
cordingly an area defense was planned and established im-
mediately upon arrival. It appeared highly possible that
the attack would be launched on the straight road from
Boerne to Leon Springs, as it was. Obviously the antiair-
craft commander could not be sure to have sections at the
right place except by accompanying the column and pro-
tecting it from positions in column.

In flights of three planes each, the attack group sprayed
the entire column by sections, from an altitude of 100 feet
and flying from rear to front. At first the spray missed its
mark due to lack of correction for wind, but in each flight
a shift up wind was made and the spray was made effec-
tive from one or more planes. Shortly before the attack a
friendly plane flew over the column wabbling his ship and
signaling "enemy attack in force." Unfortunately not all
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of the division personnel understood the signal, and con-
sequently much simulated fire was directed at the plane.
Moreover, a large number of distinguished soldiers and
citizens had gathered by the roadside to observe the opera-
tions. Consequently all units were well alened. The hostile
aircraft continued to fly over the troops simulating bom-
bardment attack until the ground force had reached its
detruckment area.

Nfeanwhile hostile tanks and armored cars were en-
countered en route and in the detruckment area, thereby
furnishing interesting opposition to the antiaircraft sec-
tions at the head of the column as well as to the anti-
mechanized battery. Platoon commanders were putting in
practice their developed methods of truck deployment to
avoid masking guns.

As each antiaircraft section arrived it was directed to a
position in area defense by the battery and platoon com-
manders. When the detruckment was completed, trucks
scattered and concealed, and the deployment begun, the
danger from air attack practically disappeared. The anti-
aircraft units were then assigned missions to provide anti-
mechanized defense during the attack. The leading units
advanced with the infantry reserves. The rear units pro-
tected the artillery and trains. The antiaircraft battalion
CP kept pace with that of the enveloping regiment and
the battery commanders maintained liaison with appro-
priate battalion commanders. Practically all of the antiair-
craft sections were engaged during a tank attack from the
flank in the afternoon.

Throughout the exercises the battalion handled various
problems with interesting results. It will suffice here to re-
late them brieRy:

a. All tests were conducted under rapidly changing
situations and in such haste that the platoon and section
commanders invariably had to select the actual machine-
gun positions under circumstances which could not be
foreseen exactly by the battery and battalion commanders.

b. The battalion CP was habitually located near that of
the division and a liaison officer kept there constantly. Co-

ordinating conferences with other subordinate units were
rushed affairs. Coordination was well achieved only when
the units became familiar with each other's methods of
operations.

c. In the protection of front-line combat troops such
protection did not appear necessary except for a major ef-
fort where several successive assaulting waves are involved.
However, the antiaircraft sections were able to keep pace.
Platoon commanders needed personnel to maintain con-
stant liaison with the assault battalions.

d. In the protection of marching columns from position
in column some practical difficulties were met in inter-
spersing the antiaircraft units properly, due to the speed
of assembly as well as to the normal congestion in an en-
trucking area. Infantry battalions organized their own anti.
aircraft protection by the employment of machine guns
and riRes. Infantry trains and artillery were not so well
protected.

e. In one problem in withdrawal, the antiaircraft units
had to rally to the anti-mechanized defense. In another,
the battalion provided antiaircraft protection over a seven-
mile stretch of road and trail over which the motorized
elements of the whole division withdrew in more than
three hours of constant Row.

The officers and enlisted men of the battalion thoroughly
enjoyed the exercises. The discomforts endured, the con-
stant opposition provided by red tanks and airplanes, and
the necessary decentralization in command all served to
sharpen initiative. As an example, in the march to one
test a driver punctured his radiator. At first glance it ap-
peared to be a matter of just one more truck laid up for
repair; but not to the corporal. Taking an inventory of
material at hand, he designed and effected a water-supply
system by utilizing cans of water and the water-pump and
hose designed for the gun. The gunners operated the
pump all day and the truck held its place. Upon arrival
in position in the afternoon the transportation officer was
waiting ready to install a spare radiator which had been
brought up for the purpose.

Attack at,iatioll passillg Ot'er a truck coIl/mil of the PID.



MODERN ATTACK TRENDS
fir Afaio~ ~lclza~d q. Itndall, INFANTRY

Since 1933 more progress has been made in armament
dlan in any other four years in history, always excepting
1914-18. New weapons have been placed in the hands of
the infantry; the artillery is being greatly improved; and
mechanization and motorization are in full swing.

In view of the European political situation, it is only nat-
ural that France and Germany should actually have and
use masses of the new materiel which the rest of us talk
about or experiment with in small quantities. Since these
tWOnations have recently published their fundamental
combat doctrines,' a discussion of certain 1938 European
ideas on attack and defense, with particular reference to
that tactical novelty, the fast tank, is timely.

In central and western Europe large forces will be en-
O"a<Trdin comparatively small areas; there will be no action
b,'::>smallindependent units. Therefore, for tactical discus-
si~n,French and German military students adopt the view-
point. of an interior unit. This article conforms to their
practICe.

Since tactical doctrine is based not only upon the weap-
ons of today, but upon the experience of yesterday, it
seemsadvisable to glance briefly at the offensive tactics de-
veloped during the World War on the Western Front be-
fore starting an examination of modern attack technique.
We therefore turn back twenty-three years.

.,. .,. .,.
Masses of riflemen in rigidly-dressed firing lines, beat-

ing down the hostile fire, closing with a faltering enemy
and sticking him with gleaming bayonets-such was the
universal conception of the attack on August 1, 1914.
True, the artillery might help a little, but, generally speak-
ing, waves of men were to submerge the opposition. The
number of riflemen engaged was the measure of the power
of an attack.

Naturally there were minor variations, depending on
the nation doing the visualizing. The experiences of the
BoerWar made the British a bit cool to the idea of a heavy
firing line. Instead, they stressed individual marksman-
ship, depending on this for the fire superiority which was
deemed an essential preliminary to "closing with the
bayonet." The Germans were going to get fire superiority
by musketry training and discipline and by crowding
ll10remen into the firing line on a given frontage. We
adopted the German dish as a whole, but added a little-.'The German Tntppenfiihrullg and'the French L'ElIlploi Tac-
tlqltedes Grands Unites. corresponding to our F.S.R. This article is
basedon these regulations and on articles appearing recently in
theforeign military press.

American sauce, since our national tradition was accurate
shooting. The French neglected rifle marksmanship and
kidded themselves into the belief that if enough French-
men ran:lt the enemy, the enemy would run away.

In thirty days of battle the automatic weapon exploded
these theories :ll1d their variations. The attacking riflemen
found the b:lttlefield empty but bullets came from every-
where. Even crack shots were unable to gain fire superiority
over an invisible opponent. On the other hand, the dense
firing lines advancing to the attack presented conspicuous
targets. Regiments were wrecked in a few moments by the
fire of one or two machine guns or a single battery of ar-
tillery. The effects of modern fire were nothing short of
devastating against troops moving in the open.

These thirty days proved that, regardless 'of number,
skill, or bravery, riflemen a/one have not enough power to
overcome a continuous defense. The rest of the World War
on the Western Front resolved itself into a test of whether
any attack could prevail over such a defense.

When, in the sombre fall of 1914, European tacticians
realized that their pre-war ideas were sour, there was not
much they could do about it at once. Calls for artillery
support resounded to high heaven but there were few guns
and the supply of shell was almost exhausted. Neither
side could attack effectively, and soon the bullet drove
men underground. It was dig or die, and dying didn't
seem to do much toward winning the war. So the rifleman
spent his time digging trenches, strin~ing barbed ~ire
and bringing up more and more machll1e guns, makll1g
the prospect for a successful attack even more dismal than
before.

Gradually, however, munitions became less scarce and
<Tuns from naval vessels, old fortresses and new factories
~ppeared at the front. Early in 1915 the French and British
tried a series of small-scale attacks. They concentrated all
available artillery on narrow fronts and demanded that it
destroy the enemy wire, trenches and garrisons, and thus
help the rifleman to advance into the open and resume
mobile warfare. Success was in exact proportion to the
quality and surprise effect of the artillery bombardment.
The attacking infantry met a disastrous repulse unless the
wire had been cut and the garrison of the hostile front line
killed or demoralized. Where this had been done, the at-
tackers advanced and occupied that line with the greatest
of ease. BU,t even in these cases, attempts to exploit the
success and push beyond that one trench usually proved
costly failures. For example, after making a slight ad-

~-----------------------------------------------
~--------------------------------------



2CasuaIties during the early portion of an attack were usually
not exorbitant. Th~y. O?~ypiled up in later ~tages when attempts
were made to explO1tmlhal success or to contmue the advance with
insufficient fire support.
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vance at Neuve Chapelle, some 48 British battalions were tunity was lost. Everything had to start over again. When
stopped-by one German battalion. the infantry tried to go it alone it was stopped with heavy

The Allies concluded that wider fronts must be attacked loss~sby a few enemy reserves which possessed great de-
and that the action of the artillery must be more thorough fenslVepower against unaided infantry, or-worse still_
and deeper. "The artillery conquers; the infantry occu- was thrown back in disorder by a well-prepared counter-
pies" became the slogan. Artillery preparations now lasted attack.
for days. The hostile wire had to be cut or the attack However, toward the end of 1917' several significant
would fail, and artillery fire seemed the only satisfactory changes took place. For one thing, the tank was given its
method of accomplishing this. Moreover, the artillery was chance at Cambrai and more than made good. At the same
asked to destroy the hostile trenches and emplacements of time a new artillery technique appeared which was almost
automatic weapons, and this was a slow process. Likewise, an equal threat to the defense. Based on extremely accurate
the construction of special assembly trenches, shelters, and maps and survey devices for determining the correct bear-
new artillery emplacements was considered essential be- ings of artillery aiming points, this technique enabled the
fore an attack. Under these conditions surprise was almost artillery t.o dispense in part with observation and prelimi-
impossible. The later attacks of 1915' notably in Cham- nary regIstratiOn. For the first time, the artillery was
pagne, overran the forward portion of the hostile defense capable of massive and accurate surprise fire.
and made large captures of prisoners, but broke down in- Other material conditions no longer favored the defense:
side the first position or in front of the second. so strongly. There were now enough guns and munitions

In 1916, at Verdun and on the Somme, more methodical for offensives on extremely wide fronts or even for several
attacks were made. These attacks, which had successive simultaneous offensives. Shell fuses were greatly improved.
limited objectives, aimed at breaking the hostile front, not The new powerful trench artillery could blow wire skv-
with one punch as before, but with two or three blows in ~igh in a few hours. Nearly all the Western Front by this
that same place. These offensives achieved local successes tlme had been offensively equipped; that is, the material
but failed to bring about a decision. However, it was obvi- installations were such that offensives could be launched at
ous that the attack was gaining on the defense. The artil- short notice. The growth of the GHQ artillery reserve
lery now had more and better guns and shells, and the in- placed a powerful mobile weapon in the hands of the high
fantry began to get equipment (automatic rifles, mortars, command and masses of motors allowed rapid transpor-
rifle and hand grenades) which would permit it to fight its tation of reserves behind the front.
way forward inside the hostile position, once an entrance The inf~ntry had not only been reequipped but was now
had been blasted open for it. At the same time, 1916 bemg tramed to overcome local resistance by its own
saw a great improvement in infantry-artillery teamwork, means. Petain stressed this point in his instruction on of-
including the birth of the rolling barrage. fensive combat of large units; Pershing loudly called for

These developments continued in 1917' The long artil- open warfare; and Ludendorff's notes on the infantry at-
lery preparations still gave the defender a week's warning tack prescribed infiltration tactics. Thus, at the moment
and allowed him to reinforce the threatened zone. But when surprise once more became practicable, the infantry
even so, the attack now had so much power that it drove became capable of eXploiting its effects. It shook off the
ahead until brought to a standstill by its own ponderosity. despondency engendered by years of failure and trench
During this portion of the war it was repeatedly proved warfare, and regained confidence in itself.
that the attacker could overrun the enemy's forward po- It was not surprising, therefore, that in the spring of
sition any time he felt like paying the price in artillery am- 1918 the attack began to go places on the Western Front.
munition.2 His real troubles started after this initial suc- The new artillery technique, featured by extensive use of
cess. gas and short but violent preparations, opened huge gapsin

The range of the field artillery was too short for it to the Allied front. Through these gaps poured German
carry the attacking infantry through the entire depth of ~hock troops, apt at infiltration tactics and adept at turn-
organized resistance and the infantry still seemed unable mg a temporary advantage into a definite tactical success.
to go far by itself. Thus, after satisfactory initial progress, A noteworthy feature of the German infantry attack.
the attacker of 1917 had two choices: he could either stop once it got within the Allied position, was the use of
his infantry and wait while the artillery moved up, or at- minenwerfer to crush local resistance rapidly. These weap-
tempt to push on with inadequate or no artillery support. ons, extremely light in comparison with the devastating
In the first case the forward movement of the artillery over effect of their bombs, were an integral part of the Ger-
terrain torn up by days of bombardment always proved a man infantry regiments and gave the riflemen splendid
matter of many hours. Before the attack could be resumed, support in the later stages of the attack.
the enemy invariably managed to plug the holes in his But despite spectacular victories, the Germans failed to
front, reestablish a continuous resistance, and the oppor- gain a decision. They lacked a mobile exploiting force and

sufficient motors to shift their heavy weapons rapidly.
Conse<;Iuently they could neither exploit one succesS

.strategIcally nor launch new offensives quickly. Therefort':,
Allied reserves, rushed up by truck, always' managed to
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reestablish a continuous resistance in rear of a break. The
arrival of American masses in the summer of 1918 defi-
nitely turned the tide, but not before the Germans had
conclusivelyproved that even the elaborate defenses of the
Western Front were vulnerable to an infantry-artillery at-
rack.

In the four months following July IS, 1918, the tank,
themotor truck and the new artillery technique permitted
theAllies to pound the German Army to pieces. American
reinforcements and an ever-increasing superiority in ma-
teriel allowed them to launch powerful attacks at various
pointsin quick succession, each of which wrecked its share
of the Kaiser's divisions and tore a hole in the German
front.

Correctly or incorrectly, the Allies made little effort to
exploitanyone success strategically. Instead of attempting
to push forward in the pocket they had created, they pre-
ferred to strike anew, somewhere else. No sooner would
the Germans rush reserves to the rescue of one sadly bat-
tered army, than the Allies would shift their offensive to
another portion of the front.3 Trucks would pick up the
tanks, reserve divisions and GHQ artillery and rumble
off100 kilometers to a zone where communications were
intactand supply presented no difficulties. Everything be-
ing in readiness, another trip-hammer surprise ~ould be
deliveredwithin a few days; and a few more German di-
visionswould be washed up.

Each Allied victory made the next attack easier, for the
weakenedGermans were unable to cope with the system.
Toward the end, the Allied superiority in men and ma-
terielwas so great that several armies could strike at the
sametime-and the German reserveswere gone. Germany
yieldedas strategic eXploitation by the Allies finally began.

The gasoline motor thus restored mobility and ma-
neuverto the Western Front, in attenuated form perhaps,
but nevertheless a mobility of a sort. At the end of four
yearsof trial and error, the attack had achieved a certain
paritywith the defense.

At the end of the W orId War victories could be won
underWestern Front conditions with 1918 weapons, but
thefruits of victory could not be reaped at once. Without
strategical exploitation of victories, winning a war was
certain to be a long-drawn-out process. Quick decisions
wereimpossible unless the attack could be speeded up and
could retain its initial impetus much longer.

In the fifteen years following the war there was no great
change in armaments. For instance, far more tank litera-
turewas produced than tanks. Tank enthusiasts argued for
tanks and more tanks; there were even hyper-enthusiasts
whoseclaims left scant room in warfare for any weapon
savetheir own. But the armies got no great numbers of
newtanks. Therefore, for a decade and a half the infantry
remained as helpless against tanks as it had been in 1918,
forno effective antitank gun made its appearance.

Moreover, there was little change in tactical ideas. The

"The American Meuse-Argonne offensive was somewhat of an
exception,although it was immediately preceded by the St. Mihie1
operation.

French, naturally enough, stressed fire power more than
mobility, for they had a somewhat clumsy, short-term
conscript army and masses of heavy weapons. The Ger-
mans, who always had preached mobility, were led to
stress this even more than before, since their army, de-
prived by the Versailles Treaty of tanks and heavy artil-
lery, was composed of long-term professionals.

And then, four years ago, things began to hum. The po-
litical horizon of Europe changed and, with it, the armies.
The German Army threw off all imposed restrictions,
completely refitted itself with new equipment, and again
became a national army. The French Army got masses of
new materiel and its term of service was doubled. Let us
take a look at these two armies today, before they change
further.

THE FRENCH THEORY

The French Army has an imposing mass of fast tanks;~
just how large is not known. It has three light mechanized
divisions composed of combat cars, armored cars, motor-
cycle units, fast tractor artillery and troops transported in
cross-country carriers. It has several completely motor-
ized divisions which can move 150 or 200 miles in twenty-
four hours and enter combat soon afterward. It has an
especially large and powerful motorized GHQ artillery
reserve. It has a large and new air force.

The French infantry regiment includes a covey of
chenillettes-handy miniature supply tanks which can
haul mortars and machine guns, tow antitank guns, serve
as movable c.p.'s or carry infantry ammunition into the
front lines (a ton and a half per vehicle). 5 It also has a
company of nine 2s-mm, antitank guns6 and disposes of
eight Brandt 81-mm. mortars (six of which are organic
parts of infantry battalions), Each rifle company contains
12 highly satisfactory light machine guns, and a 6o-mm.
Brandt mortar. Each rifle platoon is getting a special bomb
thrower and an improved riflegrenade is being introduced.
The marked increase in curved-trajectory weapons throw-
ing explosive projectiles indicates that curved fire in gen-
eral should be considered as the principal offensive fire of
the infantry, and seems to foreshadow an important trans-
formation in the tactics of small infantry units.

Other arms have, or are getting, the latest in gadgets.
Some new artillery materiel is available. Antitank guns,
larger than the 2s-mm. weapon, are undergoing test. Each
division has an extra battery of six 7s-mm. guns, especially
adapted for antitank fire. All in all, the French Army is
reasonably prepared for modern war.

The possession of all this new equipment should again
bring strategical mobility and maneuver into the fore-
ground of the picture. At the start of a war, at any rate,

'In addition to the medium tanks, a new light tank is expected
soon to replace the modified Renaults. German reports state that
large numbers of heavy tanks are being constructed, some mount-
ing guns as large as 6-inch.

"The allotment of these varies, but is increasing.
"The quota of antitank guns will be increased soon, and a di-

visional detachment probably will be created in addition when pro-
duction of materiel permits. The divisional reconnaissance group
at present contains four guns, so that the French division contains
thirty-one 25-mm. antitank guns in all.
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we may expect to see sweeping dashes of 100 and 200 miles
by motorized armies, covered by light mechanized di-
visions.7

But in the field of tactics, the experience of 1914 makes
the French rather loath to adopt ideas that have not been
tested in war. Like other armies, they are in a dilemma-
either they must stick to a tested doctrine, or they must
risk untried theories. On the one hand, war may reveal
"tested doctrine" obsolete and unable to cope with the
capabilities of new weapons and modern science; and on
the other, the untried theories may prove unsound-as
they did in 1914.

A direct fruit of the unhappy 1914 gamble is the present
French tendency to avoid revolutionary change in their
basic doctrine and to think twice before discarding meth-
ods that proved successful in the World War. For example,
they cling to their system of successive objectives and
centralized control, and their pet tactical abomination is
anything that even suggests leading with the chin.8

However, this cautious attitude does not mean that they
have forgotten Napoleon's observation that tactics change
every ten years.9 They often change details of procedure
in an effort to keep their tactics abreast of their new weap-
ons. Of particular interest to American readers is the fol-
lowing French estimate of the present capabilities of the
fast tank:

The days when the tank could cruise about, scattering
battalions as the knight of old dispersed unarmed peasantry,
are gone forever. Although recent improvements in the tank
have been great, the improvements made in antitank defense
in the last three years have been even greater. Today the fast
tank finds itself confronted by the modern antitank gun just
as the infantry of 1914-18 found itself confronted by the ma-
chine gun.10

The French are firmly convinced that the fast tank needs
the assistance of other arms, including infantry, just as the
infantry needs the support of artillery and fast tanks. The
French doctrine of tank employment is based on this esti-
mate. Let us see how the French might coordinate the
action of tanks and other arms in a 1938 attack. We will
consider a "type" division; an interior unit of a larger force
which has gained contact with and is preparing to attack
a hastily organized position, held by first-class infantry
equipped in accordance with modern European standards.
. Prior to the attack our ~ivision would be powerfully re-
mforced by tanks and artIllery; for an outstanding char-
acteristic of French offensive action is that it is "lavish
with steel, stingy with blood." According to the French
way of thinking, a division with only its organic elements
is too weak to participate in a major attack. Abundant

'The new French regulations place increased emphasis on mo-
bility and maneuver.

SA favorite motto of the French General Staff is "Strategical
boldness, tactical prudence."

"Marshal Petain in 1935 reminded a distinguished gathering of
French generals and General Staff officers that tactics was the most
changing of arts and demanded that the French directing staffs
"interrogate the future."
. "'This last sentence is printed in italics in the new French regula-

tions.

automotive equipment permits reinforcement to be ef.
fected rapidly and just before the attack; in fact, the tanks
would probably be held far behind the front until the last
minute.

Two important questions are: should the tanks lead the
attack, and should there be an attillery preparation? Let
us assume that the tanks participate in the early stages
of the operation.ll The French would decide the questIon
of an artillery preparation after an analysis of its purpose.
In general, its purpose is:

(I) To destroy mine fields and barbed wire.
(2) To destroy or neutralize weapons (automatic

arms, antitank guns, artillery).
(3) To diminish the enemy's strength by inflicting

losses, lowering morale, blinding observation, iso-
lating or destroying command posts, and interdict-
ing the movements of reserves and supplies.

The French admit that tanks can deal with the small
amount of wire to be met in a hastily organized position,
but insist that antitank mines are something else again.
They point out that mining logical avenues of tank attack
is fast becoming a national military sport in Europe and
cramps the tank's style no end. Furthermore, they say that
if the mines are there and the attacker desires to use tanks
at the outset, the question of an artillery preparation is
settled. There must be one.12

Automatic weapons may be neutralized by tanks and
infantry and artillery fire after the attack has started, and
the French do not consider a preparation for this purpose
essential. On the other hand, they do consider it highly
desirable to knock out all located or suspected antitank
guns before the tanks debouch. They hold that the at-
tacker's supporting weapons will have plenty to do in
dealing with antitank weapons which reveal themselves
only after H-hour. Furthermore, an attempt to deal with
all the hostile antitank guns after the start of the attack
might be fatal.

Similarly the question of counter-battery is given care-
ful consideration, since the hostile artillery can by itself
wreck an attack for keeps. If the attack has enough artil-
lery to devote a powerful portion of it to counter-battery
missions throughout the action, and if the majority of
the enemy battery positions have been accurately located
action against the hostile artillery can wait until H-hour .
If these conditions do not prevail-and frequently they
will n.ot-the French say that a preparation probably is
essentIal.

llEven if possible, this may not be always considered desirable.
Moreover, if the defender has selected a position with a good
water Hne as an obstacle, the tank cannot be used until an infantry-
artillery attack has established a bridge-head.

"Mine fields will show up on a good aerial photograph. The de-
struction of mines by artillery fire is not considered an ideal SQ-
lution by the French, but.at present means have not been perfected
for takmg tanks over mme fields. However, experiments are be-
ing made to this end with various types of machines.

What happens to attacking tanks when they strike a mine field
was shown in the World War. The American 30Ist Tank BattaliOll
lost a dozen tanks in the attack of September 29, 1918, against the
Hindenburg Line as the result of crossing a mine field, which inci-
dentally had been originally laid by the British.
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Figure 1: The Attack

"'The corps artillery would be engaged on counter-battery mis-
sions.

are armed with 75-mm. guns capable of knocking out
antitank guns at ranges of 1,200 to 1,500 meters and have
such thick armor that antitank guns are ineffective against
them at those ranges. These tanks closely support the
general maneuver tanks, a later mission being to smash
tank counter-attacks.

Then the first wave of accompanying tanks moves out,
followed later by a supporting wave. Although not tied
to the infantry, these tanks do not get more than a few
hundred yards away from it. This does not mean that they
move at the pace of the foot soldier; instead they utilize
their speed to scour the ground in front of the infantry, at
times moving laterally, at other times forging ahead, and
every so often returning to the infantry, but moving all
the time.

The attack thus tries to neutralize hostile weapons over
a great depth. When the infantry begins its advance
(some five to ten minutes after the first tanks), the French
want to have some weapons acting on all areas from which
fire can possibly be directed at their infantry.

Diagrammatically this situation is shown on Figure 2.

The foremost tanks are almost on their objective and the
divisional artillery16is about to lift. The tank waves cover
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The general diminution of hostile combat strength is
seldom in itself considered enough reason to order a prep-
aration against a hastily organized position. Therefore,
a French artillery preparation under such conditions is
usually limited to the destruction of mine fields and the
neutr~lization of hostile antitank guns and artillery. Of
course, the commander weighs these advantages against
the partial loss of surprise. On the whole, the French in-
cline toward a one- to three-hour preparation, and doubt
the feasibility in the furure of attacks without preparation,
suchas Soissons and Amiens.llI

Let us now assume that the attack is about to start
and that it is time for the tanks to move out. The em-
ployment of tanks in small numbers is not countenanced.
An attack with only one tank platoon on the front of an
infantry battalion (as contemplated only a few years ago)
wouldbe classsed today as tank murder by the French, re-
gardlessof whether the tanks were fast or slow. Instead
the French deploy their tanks in great depth (see Figure
I) and send them forward in successive waves. At least
four and often as many as eight or ten waves are used.14

This gives a density of 40 to 80 tanks per kilometer of
front.

Someof these tanks will be accompanying tanks, form-
ing part of the infantry-tank groupments; and some will
be general maneuver tanks, operating under the division
commander.The accompanying tanks will be light tanks,
preferably fast. The modified Renaults may be used in
this role for another year or so, but they must always be
precededby waves of fast tanks. The last one or two waves
are always accompanying tanks. The general maneuver
tanks, which are fast medium models, assist and support
the infantry but do not accompany it closely and are not
subordinated to it.

As the first wave of the general maneuver tanks moves
ou~,the artillery blocks off an area or compartment (smoke
bemgfrequently used) and takes under fire any antitank
~ns which reveal themselves.15 Rapidly advancing comb-
109 firesprecede the tanks, which are expected to advance
on the battlefield at an average rate of 12 kilometers an
hour,or 100 meters in half a minute.
. The first tank wave dashes for its objective, usually an
Important terrain feature on the visible horizon and
seldommore than 2,000 meters distant. It endeavors to
neutralize or destroy automatic weapons encountered en
route.The next wave remains in surveillance a few mo-
ments, looking for newly revealed antitank guns, and
then moves forward in support of the leading wave.

With the rear waves of general maneuver tanks will
m?V~s~~l~ distributed groups of heavy tanks, whose
mISSIontnItlalIy is to deal with antitank guns. These tanks-of7~e French hold that the conditions which permitted the attack
di U Y 18. 1918, are exceptional. They point out that the attack
ofSI/OhSed o! a~undant counter-battery artillery and that the location

t e maJonty of German batteries was known.
the"The «:xact number of waves depends largely on the depth of
lIVanterram compartment which is to be neutralized. The French

t a tank wave each 200 or 300 meters.
'"The infantry base of fire helps neutralize these weapons.
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the ground fot nearly 2,000 meters in front of the infan-
try, thus replacing the artillery's direct-support fires. The
artillery furnishes protective or general-support fires for
the infantry, rather than direct support. The tanks get the
direct support ..

Mastery of the air, of course, is considered essential. The
French say that air observation will playa major role in a
tank attack because of the tank's blindness. The combat-
liaison plane is expected to spot antitank guns in action
during the attack and notify tanks, artillery, and infantry.
Moreover, there has been considerable discussion regard-
ing the employment of combat aviation against antitank
guns during the tanks' progression. Such action is un-
doubtedly contemplated, although not specifically men-
tioned in the new regulations. The use of aviation in the
Spanish war to support and accompany attacks has im-
pressed the French and clearly points to closer air-tank
teamwork in the future.

The French still regard the infantry's role in such an at-
tack as primary. They say that an infantry advance within
the blocked-off area sets the seal of success upon the entire
operation, and that if the infantry does not get forward,
the attack is a fizzle. However, this advance will be no
parade, for despite tanks, airplanes and artillery, numerous

resistances will have to be overcome by the infantry With
its own means.

The French believe that the infantry can do this, for
thanks to the tanks and artillery, these resistances will no
Longer be mutually supporting posts, but isolated nests
which can be outRanked and maneuvered. To deal with
such resistances rapidly the French infantry's allotment of
curved-trajectory weapons has been much increased, and
control of the mortars has been decentralized, contrary to
usual French custom. The closest of support by mortars is '
considered essential. Since speed of entry inco action is
held to be of utmost importance, each French infantry
commander has his own curved-trajectory weapon. He
can act instead of having to request mortar support. More-
over, his mortars cannot be taken away from him. French
regulations prohibit the formation of groupments of mor-
tars.

The French believe that, as in the World War, the
infantry's great difficulty will be to locate resistance. The
defenders may be expected to lie low until after the tanks
have passed and then open up with automatic weapons
on the advancing infantry. At such moments the fate of
the attack will hang in the balance.

Even if the infantry overcomes resistance rapidly, it wiLL
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be some time before it can Join the tanks on an objective.
This is because infantry starts later and moves much more
slowly. Should the fast tanks, then, refrain from advanc-
ing during this period? The French answer is an emphatic
yes. To them the experience of the World War was con-
clusive-if tanks and infantry get separated, the attack
fails. Moreover, they feel that the tank actions of the
Spanishwar confirm this view. The French are more than
everconvinced that their tank doctrine is sound, and that
other nations' doctrines are less so.

Thus, even in a tank attack the French expect to eat
through the hostile position, not in one bite but in two or
three. Not until the enemy dispositions appear to have
been dislocated will the French abandon this methodical
procession. Then the tanks will cut loose from the infan-
try and penetrate deeply, attacking artillery positions,
command posts and reserves.

The principal eXploitation, however, falls to the light
mechanizeddivisions. These units are not intended as front
breakers,but once the front has been broken, it will be up
to them to prevent the enemy from reforming on positions
in rear. The mobility of these formations permits them to
beheld well back until the last moment. Then, when the
time is ripe, they race through the gap, cut loose from
other troops and wreck everything in sight. Meanwhile,
the divisions in rear attempt to widen the gap.

From the foregoing it is evident that a French tank at-
tack is not a success until infantry has crossed the entire
depth of the hostile position. Although recollections of
1918 may make this appear a rather slow process, the
French expect their new materiel to give them greatly in-
creasedspeed in the attack. They reason thus:

(I) The time required by preliminaries has been great-
ly reduced. Tanks, artillery and other reinforcing troops
canbe brought up swiftly by motors. No longer will the
enormous 1918 tonnages of artillery ammunition be re-
quired. Some artillery missions will be taken over by
tanks,so that the number of guns can be slightly reduced.
Moreover, the divisional artillery will not have to fire at
topspeed during the progression of the infantry, but only
during that of the tanks, a far shorter period. The rest of
thetime, its activity will be sporadic.
. (2) The time required for displacement of the di-

VISionalartillery, formerly estimated at a minimum of two
to four hours, has been greatly decreased. Not only can
tractor artillery easily do 15 kilometers per hour across
country, but the reestablishment of communications and
observation are greatly facilitated by modern develop-
Inents. The use of modern artillery observation posts on
se¥-propelledmounts equipped with radiotelephone, per-
nutsa great saving in time.

(3) The artillery does not have to change position as
ofte!ias it used to. The new guns have longer ranges but
eventhe old guns can support an attack longer than in
1918. This is because tanks are not harmed by shell frag-
tnents and the artillery need not be as careful about its
~ when supporting tanks. Thus the present French

materiel can support tanks at distances up to 7,000 and
8,000 meters with the 75's and up to 9,000 meters with
the I55-mm. howitzers-something that cannot be done
when the front line consists of infantry. Since tanks are
easily seen, artillery observers no longer have such ago-
nizing doubts about the location of the front line.

(4) Thanks to improv.ed artillery technique, the
French can maneuver and concentrate fire power on the
battlefield with a speed and precision considerably beyond
World War standards.

(5) The infantry should be able to advance more rap-
idly than during the World War. The ground will not
be so torn up and the way will be cleared more effectively.
Moreover, the infantryman will not be as encumbered,
for many supplies and weapons will be brought fotward
by chenillette instead of being manhandled. These same
vehicles, equipped with radio, enable infantry command-
ers to keep in closer touch with the situation, maintain
better control, and deal more promptly with emergencies.
In fact, the chenillette has done much toward abolishing
the tyranny of the static command post.

(6) The machine-gun nest, once a cause of inter-
minable delays should be dealt with in short order. Locat-
ing this resistance twenty years ago was often a matter
of hours. Today the tank takes over the task, and is an
"intelligent projectile," which can search suspected areas
effectively. Moreover, the French infantry itself is better
equipped than ever before to deal with machine-gun nests.

(7) Finally, when the organized portion of the hostile
position is penetrated and hostile dispositions dislocated,
the light mechanized divisions and fast tanks can begin
effective eXploitation at once, something impossible in
1918.

Thus we see that a 1938 French attack by a normal di-
vision should move with equal power but much greater
speed than a World War attack. And if the attack suc-
ceeds, an ideal weapon is available to clinch the victory.

THE GERMAN THEORY

Whereas the French emphasize fire power, the Germans
stress mobility. Moulded by Frederick the Great, Clause-
witz, Moltke, and Schlieffen, German military thought
has an inherited instinct for speed and maneuver. The
present economic situation of the Third Reich strengthens
this tendency; for in case of war, the Germans feel that
they must win quickly. Their tactics, and no doubt their
strategy, are designed with this in view.

"Wegen und WagenH-weigh the chances, then chance
the risks-was a Schlieffen motto which the German
Army follows today. To obtain swift and decisive success
German tacticians will take chances which French leaders
would reject. They stress rapidity, deceit, and surprise
far more than the French; and their tank procedure in a
break-through attack is in harmony with the rest of the
system. They decentralize, tend to eliminate prearranged
halts on objectives, and demand more of their infantry.

Equipment keeps pace with doctrine, for the German
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Army is probably the most modern in the world-the one will attempt to drive rapidly through the hostile posicion,
whose equipment is most nearly abreast of today's science. and attack attillery, reserves and installations at the same
It has masses of airplanes, trucks, tanks, antiaircraft guns time that the enemy infantry is being attacked by German
-all new. infantry. Contrasted with the French attack, this pro-

The new German artillery features lOS-nun. howitzers cedure sacrifices power for speed. The hostile rear areas
with greatly increased range (12,000 meters). These re- are attacked rapidly, but less power is applied at anyone
place the old 77-mm. gun as the divisional light weapon. moment against a single objective. This is especially
The French credit the new German rs-cm. howitzer with true of the enemy infantry position if the bulk of the
a range of 14,000 meters and the new roo-mm. gun with tanks drive through to the rear areas at the outset of the
a range of r8,000 meters. attack.

The equipment of the German infantry is not strikingly The tanks directed to assist the attacking infantry are
different from that of the French, although it is newer. not tied to it as closely as the French accompanying tanks
Instead of Brandt mortars, the German regiment has a are. This is clearly established by the provisions of T rup-

company of light infantry howitzers which replace the pcnfiihrung and is borne out by German practice in recent
World War minenwerfer. These weapons have a range maneuvers. Truppenfiihrung deprecates the idea of hold-
of 3,Soo to S,ooo meters and the projectile is highly ef- ing back tanks because infantry cannot follow immedi-
fective. The infantry's antitank weapons are 37-mm. ately, but it does leave the door open for the attachment
guns on a shielded carriage, with a split trail giving a wide of tanks to infantry. Undoubtedly some tanks will be
traverse. These have rubber-tired wheels, and are drawn so used, but probably not many. Perhaps an attacking bri-
at high speed by four-wheeled tractors. According to gade might drop off a company or two to act as accom-
British accounts, they can do twenty miles per hour across panying tanks.
country on favorable terrain. Each regiment has a com- When given the mission of assisting their own infantry,
pany of 12 of these guns; and in addition there is a di- German tanks are frequently directed against a definite
visional detachment of 36 guns, which gives the division terrain feature inside the hostile infantry position. Ac-
a total of 72. cording to published accounts, tanks were used in this

The German tank organization differs radically from manner on several occasions in recent maneuvers. Formed
that of the French. Instead of a pool of tank regiments, in great depth on a very narrow front, they dashed for the
the Germans have organized an armored or mechanized terrain feature and left the infantry far behind. Here
corps of three divisions. All tanks are an integral part of their role resembled that of the French general maneuver
these divisions, which also contain armored cars for recon- tanks rather than that of accompanying tanks. Incidental-
naissance, and mechanized infantry and artillery. ly, the tank attack usually came from a different direction

Let us see how the Germans coordinate these arms in a than that of the infantry attacking the same objective. In
break-through attack. The armored corps may not always such cases, the tanks may debouch before, after, or at the
be used as a unit; occasionally ordinary divisions may be same time as the infantry, depending on our old friends,
reinforced by tanks for such an operation. The reinforce- the terrain and the situation.
ment, however, will be a tank brigade, not just a company Upon completion of the tank attack, their further em-
or two. For in a break-through attack, the Germans prob- ployment is left to the judgment of the tank commander.
ably will mass even more tanks on a given front than the He may pursue, widen the gap and roll up the hostile
French, and dispose them in even greater depth. flanks, attack reserves, or, in case of a check, retire to an

The German tank attack, like the French, is made in assembly point.
conjunction with other arms, but details differ. For one A tank attack gets considerable assistance from other
thing, liaison with the infantry is not so close. The bulk weapons. Truppenfiihrung prescribes that combat aviation
of the German tanks are often given missions that require give support by attacking the weapons of the hostile :ie-
them to cut loose entirely from the infantry; even the fense, reserves and artillery, antitank weapons bemg
tanks designated to help the infantry are not required to among the preferred targets. Artillery support blocks off
keep near it. the zone in which the tank attack operates. Moreover, the

General Guderian, in discussing the attack of a tank artillery "takes hostile weapons under fire, reduces a.p.'s
brigade, states that each tank unit and sub-unit must be or blinds them with smoke, neutralizes woods and va-
given definite tasks. He indicates the following as pos- lages which the tank attack passes, ... and prevents the
sible missions in a break-through: intervention of enemy reserves." A portion of the infan-

First .echelon: Drive through to the hostile command try's heavy weapons "beats down the enemy's antit~nk
posts and reserves and eliminate them. weapons." And smoke and gas are used to create bame1"5

on the flanks. Thus, to a certain extent, the way will be
Second echelon: Destroy the hostile artillery. cleared for the tanks.
Third echelon: Attack the hostile infantry and hold it Employed as indicated, and in conjunction with other

down until our infantry reaches it; then proceed as arms, a German tank brigade would afford powerful as-
directed by the tank commander. sistance to a division endeavoring to break a front. How-

Thus, at the very start of an attack, the German tanks ever, it should not be assumed that the tank advana:
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would necessarily come at the beginning of an action.
The Germans are convinced that the tank is a valuable

front-breaker but they are not sure that it will always be
needed for this purpose. They believe that an infantry-
artillery attack can overrun a hostile position as it did in
1918, and that often the best employment for the tan~
will be to keep the attack rolling in the later stages. This
will prevent the loss of impetus which usually occurs dur-
ing the artillery displacement. Therefore, the Germans
will frequently throw in their tanks in mass and by sur-
priseseveral hours after the infantry assault has started.

So much for the attack of a normal German division re-
inforcedby tanks. Much as in 1918, this attack seeks de-
cisive results earlier than does a French attack, and its
methods are therefore characterized by greater rapidity.
Obviously, things would roll even faster if the supporting
artillery were mechanized and if the infantry followed in
fast cross-country carriers. Such would be the case in an
attack by the German armored corps employed as a unit.
This force could be ).lsedas the spearhead of the attack.
One can picture its divisions debouching by successive
waves from a concealed position well behind the front.
Followingby bounds from cover to cover comes its attillery
on self-propelled mounts, and infantry in cross-country
carriers,ready to take over promptly the terrain seized by
the tanks. As soon as the hostile position is subdued, the
armored force pushes on to deal with the enemy's hastily
arriving mechanized reserves. This appears to be the
manner in which General Eimannsberger would employ
theseformations in a break-through.

However, the German official view may be more con-
servative. The increasing effectiveness of antitank de-
fensemay well prevent the armored divisions from being
usedin the early stages of a break-through attack. In fact,
many German authorities lean to the belief that such
formations should be used like the heavy cavalry of by-
gonedays-as a weapon of opportunity.

It may well be that the modern equivalent of the charge
of a Seydlitz or Murat will be the assault of the armored
divisionsat the crisis of the battle. Once "the event" has
beenbrought about, the armored divisions can immediate-
ly start eXploitation, pushing forward their lighter recon-
naissanceelements at the earliest opportunity.

~ of' ~
Since the World War imaginative writers have filled

the public prints with prophecies about a future conflict.
Naturally it was the new weapons which allowed the
fullestscope to their fancies. Infantry, lacking in romantic
appeal,was often treated as a rabble unfit to be mentioned
onthe same page with the lordly newer arms. Even some
military writers of undoubted ability were inclined to dis-
miss infantry as something secondary, if not altogether
obsolete.

But those dull fellows, the French and German General

Staffs, refuse to accept the scribes' pronouncements. In-
stead they retain the quaint belief that, tanks or no tanks,
infantry still bears the brunt of battle and that an army
whose infantry is inferior is itself second-rate. Conse-
quently, while by no means neglecting mechanization,
they save a place for infantry in the forefront of battle and
are training and equipping it accordingly.

With this view American infantry will be in accord.
It may be difficult to imagine modern war without tanks,
but it is impossible to imagine it without infantry and
artillery. As in the past, many battles will hinge on an
infantry-artillery attack. This certainly will be the case
if the attack is across a stream line, or if for any reason it
is not considered desirable to employ the tanks in the initial
stages of the attack. Moreover, the infantry will have the
difficult task of gaining contact with the real hostile posi-
tion and it will have to deal with wooded areas and other
antitank terrain. In fact, there are abundant primary
tasks left for infantry, and we may be sure that at the start
of the next war, it will have as important a role as it had
at the close of the last one. The post-war prognosticators
who have so often announced the demise of the Queen of
Battles have had, not a vision, but a nightmare. Infan-
try will continue to exist, although it doubtless will-and
should-----change.

Whatever changes are made should both improve infan-
try's footwork and develop its punch. Infantry can expect
to be helped by other arms; it cannot expect to be carried
all the way. The rapidity of its advance depends on its
own ability to reduce isolated resistances quickly . Today
its offensive ability is still somewhat deficient; for one
thing, its production of offensive fire is limited. Generally
speaking, offensive fire is not flat-trajectory; it is curved-
trajectory fire. This indicates that if infantry is to pull its
weight in a major offensive against a strong enemy, it must
have plenty of curved-trajectory weapons.

When we view offensive tactics as a whole, it is clear
that the tempo of modern combat has been speeded up
considerably. Today it is possible to win a battle much
faster than in 1918-in a few hours~and to begin ex-
ploitaion at once.

However, it would be premature to conclude, as many
have done, that the next war will be short and decisive.
Maneuver space may be limited and the armies may again
have to solve the problem of the continuous front. In any
event, the defense retains such strength that an attacker
still requires a large margin of superiority before he can
reasonably look for a quick and decisive success. In this
connection, it is noteworthy that the new weapons, al-
though employed in appreciable quantities in Spain, have
not brought about a quick decision.

Undoubtedly Victory has found some new wings, and
high time too. But just how far and fast she can fly with
them remains to be seen.



Part I

"TUI"ll out
the guard!
General of-
ficer !"

1h~fltlj/llkfl
By PETER B. KYNE

During the days of the Empire I was a private in Company L
of the 14th Infantry, which was holding down a sector that
ran from wfanila Bay to the Pasig River. This was known as
the South line and, with the exception of sporadic hates, was
so quiet we usually could hear old Dad Keyes, the first ser-
geant, snoring 0' nights on the Roor of the nipa shack he used
for an orderly room.

On the afternoon of June 9, 1~9' I had gone down into the
adjacent village of Pasay with the pious intention of testinl1
a somewhat attenuated credit with a suspicious native woma~
who operated a little grog shop. I did not enter, however, for
my mind was taken off beer by the sight of a big cavalry briga-
dier on a black American horse, and with him a couple of
shavetails and a higher grade or two. The sentry on duty in
front of Colonel Aaron S. Daggett's headquarters snapped
into it and turned out the guard for a general officer, and Col-
onel Daggett came out and said: "Hello, General Lawton"
-whereupon eighteen-year-old Private Kyne Red home with
the alacrity of a tin-canned dog, because gossip of any kind
was welcome in the trench line and real news was an event.

"We'll be moving out tonight," I told Dad and gave as my
authority for the statement the fact that Lawton was down
from the North line with his staff, nosing around our
sector.

Within the hour we were being issued three days' rations
and a hundred and fifty extra rounds of ammunition. At
dark, in a heavy rain, we pulled out, with two carabao
carts following at the tail of the company with the officers'

baggage, the kitchen equipment, spare rations, ammunition and entrenching
tools. My bunkie, Private John Ryan, late of Her Brittanic Majesty's 21st
Hussars, a veteran of Omdurman, Suakim and T el-El Kebir, plus seven
years on the Burma Border-cursed the terrible Lawton for moving us in a
rain through mud up to our ankles and himself for enlisting in the American
infantry, where they dressed a man in beggar's rags and fed him beans.

After slogging along an hour somebody guided us off into the grassy
plain south of San Pedro 1vfacarti. The grass was long and wet and we
tripped in it and finally lay down in it. We had had ponchos issued in San
Francisco a year before, but the rubber had worn off in a month and now
they shed water like a mosquito net. A squadron of the 4th Cavalry,
mounted on Filipino stallions, rode in about ten o'clock and put up picket
lines. The stallions squealed and fought and the infantry cursed the cavalry.
Then artillery commenced rumbling in and the braying of mules was
added to the discordant noises of the bivouac. By midnight, however, all ~e
troops in the concentration appeared to have arrived, and we fell asleep m
the rain.

At 2:00 A.M., on the 10th the bugles roused us out; the companies had all
brought along dry fuel on the bull carts so we had coffee, but nothing else
unless we cared to dig into our reserve rations. By daylight we were all down
on the road that runs along the west bank of the Pasig River up to where
Fort McKinley now stands. As nearly as I can recollect the 1st Colorado
Infantry and a troop of Nevada cavalry nobody had ever seen before were
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the only volunatarios in the concentration. Besides these
the force consisted of ten companies of the 14th Infantry,
the 9th Infantry, the 12th Infantry, the 13th Infantry, one
mounted squadron of the 4th Cavalry, a company of Signal
Corps, mostly mounted, one battery of one-pounder guns,
Capron's Battery of 3.2 guns, Reilly's Battery and one
other-probably Dyer's or Scott's. In those days a battery
was named for the battery commander and so known, the
battery letter and the number of the regiment being used
only in officialcommunications.

I suppose each outfit had its own medical unit. I know
we had ours-one doctor, one hospital steward and three
Corpsmen---and the regiment was about nine hundred
strong that day. Imagine that little bunch trying to take
careof our hundred and thirty-nine wounded and get them
off the field! The answer was-they didn't. When a man
beside me was hit I used my first-aid packet on him and
tried to be clean about it; and then hoped, if I should get
hit, there'd be somebody hard by with a first-aid packet
and brains enough and training enough to use it intel-
ligently.

I imagine General Lawton knew whither he was bound,
but nobody else did. Fortunately, nobody gave a damn. I
supposewe had an intelligence section and maybe it had
drawn a map of sorts but it didn't matter. Our warfare
in that Luzon day was not complicated. We just issued
three days' rations, one hundred and fifry extra rounds (in.
the case of Regulars armed with the Krag-Jorgensen rifle)
and pushed off in the direction from which the enemy had
beenshooting at us. Once started we kept on going; when
the rations were gone we lived on the country; when the
job was done we sat down and waited for more grub and
ammunition to catch up with us. Then we continued the
motion. It was nice warfare, despite the physical handi-
caps,because it took one into so much new scenery!

About the only thing we were certain of that day was
that somewhere out front a lad named Pia Del Pilar, a
mestizo who had had his upbringing in the Spanish Army,
had about thirty-five hundred troops that could and would
fight and, in the matter of musketry, were better than the
mn-o'-the-mill Insurrecto soldados. They were mostly
armed with Mausers and uniformed and quite a lot of
them wore shoes. In all probability many of them had
gone over the hill with Pia from the Spanish Army.

Personally the thought of good old Pia disturbed me no
little. I hoped he'd view the entire procedure in a sensible
manner and go far far away where we could never find
him. And I wished we had somebody else in command
ofour forces, because that man Lawton was a cavalryman
whoused to run Apaches down with infantry! I had heard
a tale to the effect that somebody once had asked Lawton
howhe managed to catch mounted Apaches with infantry
and he had replied: "Why it's simple. I just run the in-
fantry along behind my cavalry until it can't run another
step. Then I make it get up and run twenty miles more."
I never doubted this tale for Lawton ran us about twelve
miles that day; and seven miles across country in Luzon
Wasconsidered good going for seasoned troops.

I was further disturbed by the water situation. Down
in the trenches on the South Line we always kept a big
pot of water boiling day and night to purify it, but when
we pulled out on short notice there wasn't half enough on
hand to fill the canteens. And we wondered if we would
find water where Lawton was leading us. First Lieutenant
Henry G. Learnard, who commanded Company L, must
have read our thoughts, for when we rested he warned us
not to fill our canteens at the Pasig River flowing just
below the road. That water, he said, would kill us. I
thought so, too, for the river was in freshet and the
swollen carcasses of animals bobbed along on the current.
And we saw a small bamboo raft coming down with an
American soldier crucified on it. Mr. Learnard said we'd
probably get water later in the back country. He was sorry
but it was better to know thirst than dysentery and ty-
phoid ... we were bound to find better water out where
we were going. And John Ryan was too old a soldier to
accept that wishful prediction on faith. He shook his
canteen and poured the contents into his tin cup. Half a
cupful. I did the same with mine. A full cup. We split
the water equally between us and Ryan swore he'd break
my young back in two halves if he caught me drinking
without his permission. Strangely, this old reprobate loved
me and conceived it his duty to look after me. And cripes,
I was famished for a swig then!

An officerrode back down the road and spoke to Major
Hasbrouck, whereupon the 1st Battalion began climbing
at right angles to the line of march straight up that eighty
to one hundred foot bluff that rises above the Pasig Valley.
We were quite winded when we reached the top and the
Major gave us a brief breathing spell; then away we
went through the tall wet grass that clutched at our legs
like detaining hands .... A long way up front, we heard
faintly, the sound of musketry. We marched toward it.

Presently a bullet whined over, very high, then another
and another. They were coming out of the morning
mist that still spread over the land like a blanket. Quietly
Mr. Learnard put us into line of skirmishers.

N ow we could hear Krags firing-not very many but
unmistakable. We assumed, correctly, that the scouts
had gone on ahead and established. contact with the
enemy.

We went down into a broad deep swale. The sun was
up now and at our backs and we were steaming. We
plodded on. More and more metal came over, but high.
The sun was burning up the mist and presently, about
four hundred yards below us, at the foot of the next rise
we caught glimpses of blue-shirted men in the grass.
There was a line of entrenchments on the crest and plenty
of enemy shoulders and heads silhouetted.

"Double-time!" cried Mr. Learnard.
"'Tis a wooden leg or a wooden overcoat for you this

day, kid," the Ryan yelled, and Sergeant Hoar told him
to quit trying to scare the child. A man on my right fell
on his face. He wasn't hit-just faint from thirst, and
exertion and dysentery. Thirst dropped seven or eight
more before we dosed in on the scouts and infiltrated
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among them, and nobody in my company was hit during more about than he did, but I paid no attention to him.
the advance. Mr. Learnard gave the range as eight hun- When I was finished, Ryan lifted Mr. learnard to his
dred yards, and told us to fire slowly and at will. feet. I pulled up his trousets and handed him his sword.

I was pretty jumpy . (Yes, officers carried a sword in the field in those days-
Mr. learnard came walking sedately down the line, as a slender, straight dtess sword.) He thanked us both,

if on Saturday morning inspection. He assured each of us tested his game leg, and resumed his prowl up and down
we were quite safe, but I didn't believe that. He came in behind the skirmish line. And when he took over again
back of me, looked over my shoulder at my sights and saw and I picked up my Krag and got back on my job, 10, a
that they had slipped up to 1,600 yards. So he slid the miracle had occurred. For the first time (and I had been
rear sight down to eight hundred and tightened it in with under fire a number of times before) I was not frightened!
the little set-screw; he told me to take my time ... he The wind had left me. I wasn't fit to win a Medal of
patted me between the shoulders and shouted in my ear: Honor but I was fit at last to soldier in'the 14th Infantry.
"They can't hit you, son." He smiled at me and I was I could never be stampeded again; I could remember what
comforted. Then I saw him spin around and sit down I had learned on the target range and now I had the nerve
abruptly. The bullet that hit him passed between my to apply it. I was so happy I rolled down through the
legs and slipped through back of his left knee, between grass to Ryan and told him about it.
the tendons and the bone. Nfr. learnard had done that to me. I do not know how

r shrieked: "The company commander is hit." Ryan
heard me and ran over. Mr. learnatd, pretty white, was
Rat on his back with that momentary paralysis that often
goes with even a superficial wound. Ryan thinking him
dead, laid his Krag on the ground and shook his fists
toward the enemy on the crest. "Arrah," he growled,
"but ye'll pay dear for this before the day's wurrk is over."

Just a wild Irish soldier dramatizing himself; but it was
obvious he loved Mr. learnatd and was quite willing to
die to ayenge him. I knelt to apply first aid, but Mr.
learnard sat up like a Jack-in-the-box, and gave Ryan the
finger. The latter bent over him. "Tell lieutenant Gil-
breth to take command of the company until I relieve
him," he ordered. Ryan Red up the line for Mr. Gilbreth.

Instead of taking command Mr. Gilbreth came down
to find out just what had happened. He proceeded to tell
me how to apply my first-aid packet, a job I knew far

Sat down 011 tbe parados afld
fanned his tail.

but I think it was with that elusive something about which
millions of words have been written in service journals
and which nobody seems to know exactly how to describe.
to-wit: leadership.

Here I will digress to add my mite to this age-old dis-
cussion. I think leadership has its genesis in hum~n
love. Unless a man loves his fellow-man he is as deVOid
of leadership as a tone-deaf man is of melody. Once he
gets that over to his men they will follow. Of course he
must have coutage of the cool, quiet, smiling sort; and a
sense of humor helps; also he must be sympathetic and
understanding and forgiving-know when to sock 'ern
cold and when to toss 'em a compliment. That was Henr)'
G. learnard.

About this time a troop of dismounted volunteer Ne-
vada cavalry came up. They were armed with 45-Zo
single-shot Springfield carbines and when they slid In
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between our skirmishers and opened up with black pow-
der, there was the devil to pay. Mr. learnard was furious
and said things to that cavalry commander I may not re-
peat here. And Pio Del Pilar's men commenced correcting
their fire to get on those smoke balls, so the battalion
commander told his trumpeter to blow us up and forward.
So up the long slope we went, with the bugler blowing
"Guide right! Guide left! Guide center!" and the major
trying to maintain a parade ground alianment. He didn't
succeed in that worthy, if impracticabk endeavor, but we
kept going.

The enemy didn't wait. He wasn't doing any execution
and he knew, if he stayed, we'd come in with the bayonet
and the long yell. So he beat it, and when we got to the
abandoned trench he was about five hundred yards away
and moving fast. So we sat down on the parados of his
trench and fanned his tail until he disappeared in the heat
haze. He left behind him one casualty-a trumpeter
about fourteen years old, shot throuah the temples. We
laid the little martyr in the trench a~d hacked dirt down
on him with our bayonets.

From the crest we could look down across country and
our hearts sank. As far as we could see stretched a level
or slightly rolling sea of dry grass. There wasn't a tree
in sight, nor any sign of water.

About rwo miles off on our left flank we could see our
main force creeping like a dark gigantic snake, across the
plain, leaving little dots in the trail it made through the

, grass. These, we knew, were the men who had fainted and
fallen out from heat prostration and thirst.

As we started down the slope in column and headed
toward the main force Ryan said: "God help me, I've quit
sweatin'." This conveyed no significance to me, but the
oldveteran knew! "What does that mean?" I demanded.
"I've quit sweating, too."

"It means we're dehydrated. It means we're through."
I thought him an alarmist. At the foot of the hill Mr.

learnard halted us, gave us "fours right" and we were in
company-front formation. He opened ranks and then
went hobbling along the front of each rank, looking into

,. the faces of his men and trying to estimate what strength
the day had left in them. And it was only about eight
o'clock now! Finally he closed ranks and addressed us.
"Men," he said, "we have a long, hot, thirsty, cruel day
ahead of us. Conserve what water you have for I do not
think we will find any very soon. Any man who feels
that he can not keep up should drop out now. It will be

l nogain to himself or me if he hangs on to show his game-
ness,only to drop further on. He need not feel disgraced."

Twenty-six men stepped out of ranks and we closed
the gaps. Again Mr. learnard went down the line.

, "Ryan," he said, "you're done. You're weaving on your

I feet now. Fall out."
And t?en a soldier spo~e: "Sor,. I sogered in the 21st

~

Hussars In the Soudan an at Suaklm we had to kill the
camels to get wather out 0' them an' damn little 0' that.
But I didn't fall out-an' me wit' a lance wound in me
thigh. "

Sir, I W01l't fall out 'til the leftenant does.

"Howald were you then?"
"Sixteen, sir. I was a trumpeter, sor, and I blew the

maiden charge of the 21st Hussars whin we wint into the
Mahdi's bucks wit' the lance an' broadswoord at Omdur-

"man.
Mr. learnard shook his head. ''I'm sorry to lose you,

but-fall out."
"Sor," Ryan replied, "whin I fall out I'll shtay out.

Till thin, sor, I'll follow the leftenant."
For the first time I saw Mr. learnard lose his temper

with an enlisted man. "Stay then," he said wearily, "and
be goddamned to you, you contrary, disobedient Irish-
man." He poked a finger in my wishbone. "Drop out,

"son.
I was eighteen-and the man was about to inflict upon

me a public disgrace! He was going to lead on, with a
hole through his leg-and just because I was a little thirsty
and heat weary he would forbid me to follow him! He was
shaming me-with kindness! But I could not be a lesser
man than my bunkie and I had to be worthy of a regi-
ment that has always thought well of itself and always will
-and with good reason. I said: "I'll stick with Ryan, sir,
if you please. When the lieutenant takes a header I'll be
there to keep him company."

He complained that we were making it hard for him,
and Ryan uncorked his canteen and held it up to Mr.
learnard "Have a slante, sir, an' maybe ye'll feel betther
about it?"
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Jerked me violentl)' backwards and sucked up tbe water.

To those not of Celtic ancestry be it known that when
two Micks are having a snort they say, "Slante," which is
the Gaelic equivalent of "M ud-in- Your-Eye" or "How."

Mr. Learnard ironed the irritability out of his face and
said: "Thanks Ryan, not now. Later, perhaps." But we
knew he lied. He wouldn't accept even to keep life in
himself. One had to follow a man like that. I've often
wondered if he knew anything about leadership, or ever
discussed it at the officers' mess. I'm inclined to think he
did not. He had it but he didn't know it.

We slogged along. Presently I began to see myriads of
big black balls jumping out of the grass in front of me;
when I came to, on my h:lOds and knees, the black balls
were gone and the company was two hundred yards ahead
of me. A mile in my rear considerable shooting was going
on. So I knew that Filipino soldiers who had hidden in
the gullies as our troops passed were now busy sniping
the stragglers, who were sniping back. Interesting, but
not important. The army marched on and I got to my
feet and ran until I was by Ryan's side again. He looked at
me with hot eyes and said "Good morning" to me in
Hindustani. He was crazier than a hoot owl!

I do not remember very much about that passage. I just
slogged along until I fainted, and when I came to I
slogged along again umil it was time for another faim.
Somehow I kept up--probably because the troops had to
rest every quarter of a mile. As far as the eye reached
along the broad trail tramped Hat in the grass one could see
men lying where they fell. ... After a while we could no
longer hear the sniping in our rear, because of the firing
up front. I passed a dead man and saw some wounded
being carried on stretchers. The enemy-not very many
of him-was retreating before us. It was a running rear-
guard action on his part and I do not think either side did
any damage to the other, all hands just blazed away be-
cause it was the thing to do.

About noon, Ryan fell and that was my cue to fall too.
But the terrible old soldier was not unconscious. He said:
"I'll die if I don't get wather." So I found a little depres-
sion that had, quite recently, held a pool of rain water and

dug in the damp earth with my mess kit. A trickle of
water began to seep in, stinking and black; I was about to
scoop it up for Ryan, when a big Chinese coolie, one of
our bearers, jerked me violently backward, half knocked
me out and sucked up the water. I tried to shoot him but he
ran among the soldiers, so I took after him with the bay-
onet and pursued him umil I fainted. But when the com-
pany went forward and Ryan got up and went forward too,
I had to follow. I heard the gurgling of cool waterfalls, I
saw shimmering lakes edged with cool green trees; I lis-
tened to men moan and cry and sob and pray and sigh and
swear. Ryan was delirious. He was pursuing turbaned
men in forgotten little wars in the Himalayas and cursing
them in Hindustani.

About four in the afternoon Mr. Learnard fell. Dad
Keyes took him by the collar and dragged him over to a
little bush that cast a meager shade over his head; when 1
came by I unfolded my shelter half and spread it over the
little bush to augment the shade. We pressed on-and
then, way up ahead, I heard wild shouting .... After a
while I made out the words: "Water, water."

I must have staggered a quarter of a mile before I came
to a scene that reminded me, even then, of swine at feed-
ing time. The setting was a deep arroyo that Hattened
out into a pool about three feet deep and forty feet wide,
and then narrowed again into another arroyo. Some of
the men were struggling to reach the pool while others
who had gotten water fought to get down the arroyo and
out. I knew better than to get down into that narrow
arroyo, so I slid down the six-foot bank that bordered the
pool on to the heads and shoulders of the soldiers below.
Uplifted hands caught me as I arrived; somebody knocked
me into the pool and there I was down among the
trampling feet filling Ryan's canteen and my own. I drove
my head under the water and drank; I rolled in it. Then
somebody picked me up, hit m.e several times, called me a
dirty little greedy bastard, and threw me up on the bank.

I was groggy from the blows I had received, but I felt
grand. I hurried back to Mr. Learnard opened his shirt
and poured water on his spine and breast and over his
face; when he blinked I poured water imo him .... I
got him up on his props and he came along obediently and
sat with me by the waterhole and watched the lunatics
battle for the water. A fat, freckled-faced 13th Infantry
boy had a heart attack close by me and we watched him
die .... After a while we formed column of squads again
and pressed on into the lowering sun toward a fight that
was going on over the next hill.

Mr. Learnard, walking on the Hank beside me, said:
"Let me carry your piece, Kyne. And slip me that haver-
sack!"

Ryan, walking beside me, had a lucid interval. "The
pot is call in' the kettle black," he complained.

I declined Mr. Learnard's assistance with thanks. I told
him that when I could no longer carry my gear I'd drop
out and lie beside it, and, in any event I was not low
enough to accept assistance from a cripple.

Ryan moved out of ranks and vomited, and I followed
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suit. Just the power of suggestion. Then suddenly I was
really sick. I had drunk too much water all at once. I
ached all over and the will to go on began to waver. Nfr.
Learnard paused, looked at us a moment, shook his head
and went on with his disintegrating company.

In a little while Ryan moved off at right angles toward
a lone thick-topped tree about two hundred yards away.
"Where are you going, Jack?" I asked.

''I'm going over to die under that tree," he replied
wearily. ''I'm through. I've got to quit."

So his indomitable will had cracked at last. He had used

up all of that something men for a want of a better name
call stamina-that spiritual strength that drives a man on
after his physical strength is gone. And now Ryan's
soldier pride was gone out of him. I thought my bunkie
was going to die; I called after him. "\Vait for me,
Johnny, I'm going with you. \Ve'll die together."

So together we went to the lone tree, shucked our equip-
ment, pulled off our atrocious heavy navy-blue woolen
shirts and threw ourselves on the hot earth. There, naked
to the waist we lay with arms outspread, waiting for the
dark wings of Azrael to touch us.

(To be concluded.)



SEACOAST ARTILLERY FIRE
IMPROVEMENT in methods and devices, seemingly

permanent and satisfactory, should be our ultimate ob-
jective. It does not seem impossible to develop the subject
of seacoast artillery fire and its adjustment scientifically,
from the viewpoint that the general case is a target moving
freely in space, and that special cases are targets restricted
to the horizontal plane or stationary.

THE PERFECT ADJUSTMENT

In firing at moving seacoast targets, the continual ap-
plication of ballistic and weather corrections is intended
to meet calculable conditions for the successive positions
of the target. The so-called "Adjustment Correction" may
be considered as compensating as well for errors in the
computed corrections as for unknown causes of variation.
The perfect adjustment correction must be expressed in
such form as to place the center of impact on the center of
the target and keep it there regardless of the target's posi-
tion changes. It is inconceivable that such a correction
could ever be constant, or bear any simple relation to
position coordinates. In fact it is to be expected that the
algebraic expression may be very complex in form, and
contain other variables than those relating to position.

The expression of the adjustment correction as a per-
centage of the range makes it variable with the range
alone. It tends to serve our purpose only when the adjust-
ment correction appears to be dealing mainly with minor
muzzle velocity variations from normal. In such cases
and at the lower elevations, other causes of deviation may
be disregarded for a time and the percentage method
used, but at the higher elevations, caution is necessary.

It is important to note that, with targets moving at
battle speed, the adjustment correction, even when sliding
for a time with the range, will soon become stale and new
adjustment by continued observation of fire, and un-
hesitating discard. of dead observations, will always be
necessary.

REPEATED USE OF SOME DEVIATIONS IN CALCULATING

ADJUSTMENT CORRECTIONS

It is becoming the custom at target practice to compute
and apply an adjustment correction based on a small num-
ber (the first 2 or 3) of deviations, and subsequently to
apply for record fire a correction based on these together
with a number of later ("Improvement Fire") deviations.
A study of the results of several years seacoast practices in
Hawaii indicates that, in a majority of cases, better results
might have been obtained had the earlier deviations been

disregarded in computing the new corrections. I must con-
fess that I have always had an unreasoned prejudice against
the repeated use of the same deviation in computing cor-
rections, although I know that the new correction is ap-
plied only after stripping away those preceding it.

I believe that in battle the rate of fire will be so slow,
when considered in connection with the target's speed.
that we must train ourselves to make effective use of small
numbers of the latest observations, and not to depend
upon loose averagings of greater numbers of deviations,
some of which may be stale. This demands constant effort
to improve the accuracy of deviation measurement and
eventually to make our spotting as accurate as our position
finding.

ERRORS IN AZIMUTH PREDICTION

For several years in the Hawaiian Separate Coast Artil-
lery Brigade the azimuth deviations in target practices
seemed unaccountably large, and efforts were made to find
the underlying causes.

It was noted that, in making use of the bow-on figure
we were predicting on a target whose direction of travel
was abeam (sidewise). In other words we were predicting
on a target moving in the direction of its least dimension.
I do not believe that this is an adequate excuse for so man:'
errors in azimuth. It appeared that the slow speed and
consequent comparatively slow motion in azimuth of the
old broad-side target had led to some laxness in prediction
in azimuth. All firings were by Case III. One cause of
errors was the use of a long past time of flight as a result
of a habit formed in dealing with low target speed. A
time of flight corresponding to even the last set forward
point may be too old when there is a high rate of range
change. For example, if we consider the case of a ship
traveling at 17 yards per second (30 knots per hour) on
a course at 45 degrees with the line of fire, we find that
the target changes positions in range (as in direction) at
rate of 12 yards per second. Now, assume fire by I6-inch
rifle (2, lOa-lb. projectile) at about 25,000 yards. Here the
time of flight changes about 0.2 seconds for every hundred
yards so that in 30 seconds of travel the range change (30
yards) would give an increase or decrease of .7 seconds 10

time of flight. Now if we use a time of flight correspond-
ing to the very latest past prediction, errors of 0.7 times
12 yards or 9 yards in range and in azimuth will be made.
Although most of our firing was at low target speeds and
none in excess of 18 knots, the fact remains as demon-
strated above that the new time of flight and new range.
being interdependent, should be calculated simultaneous-
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Iv. This is not difficult as can be ascertained by reference
;0 the report of Coast Artillery B0ard Project 32, pub-
lished in the COAST ARTILLERYJOURNALfor July, 1925.
This report also points out other difficulties in connection
with fire at high-speed targets which are worth studying.

METEOROLOGICALCORR.ECTION
The above discussion reference the discard of stale data

naturally brings up the question of meteorological obser-
vationsand corrections. Something as to the rate at which
meteorological changes occur may be deduced from the
fact that violent storms of large size do not normally travel
more than 500 miles in a day so that as a rule when there
are no violent meteorological disturbances the rate of
changeof air density, temperature and of wind (in velocity
and direction) is comparatively slow. I believe accurate
observations every 30 minutes to be sufficient. Meteoro-
logicalstation may be some miles distant from the field of
fire if they are not separated from it by topographical
featuresof such magnitude as to cause climatic variations.

The most frequent observations from locations actually
in the field of fire should not be expected to correct for
tornado-like and other rapidly moving disturbances of
limited area. As to the meteorological correction. on the
other hand, high-target speeds produce rapid change of
wind component effects, or trajectory altitudes, and there-
fore of correction values generally. There should be nc;>
excusefor failing to reset the range correction and deflec-
tion board and to recompute range and deflection correc-
tions for each new set forward point position. To obtain
the very best results, with the least delay, it might be
advisable to make an approximate advanced prediction of
the set forward point range and even its azimuth for early
computation of corrections to be applied to the finally de-
termined set forward point coordinates. Such a prelimi-
nary prediction could well be made in connection with
the determination of an advanced time of flight.

SLIDINGCENTEROFIMPACT
A complete study of target practice reports of 1925, 26,

and 27 for the Coast Artillery, failed in my opinion, to
demonstrate in any single case a "sliding center of impact"
although there were several doubtful cases.

This may be explained by the contention that the num-
ber of shots fired in a target practice is so limited that a
demonstration of the sliding center of impact should not
be expected. However, sliding in a straight line or simple
curveshould rarely be expected.

The small number of rounds and the short duration of

fire, when considered with the magnitude of armament
probable errors and of other errors are such as to make
graphical correction for a sliding center of impact unwise.
Even in firing a long series of shots in battle, I think it
:-viseto try to find some explanation of difficulty in ad-
Ju~t~ent other than the sliding center of impact. The ob-
tammg of a new and carefully checked meteorological
message would be a worthwhile precaution.

ADJUSTMENTSBASEDONDEVIATIONSFROMSETFORWARD
POINT

It has been said that a gun ashore must be expected to
fight on equal terms against a ship afloat. I mention this
for the purpose of focusing attention on the great need for
accuracy in Coast Artillery fire, especially for large calibre
guns when firing at long range against capital ships. Every
ur:necessary approximation should be done away with, in
thl~ class of fire, and the greatest accuracy sought in prepa-
ratIOnof fire, position finding, gun-laying, observation of,
and adjustment of fire.

For comparatively short range weapons, with high rates
of fire, it does not seem to be objectionable to base adjust-
ments upon the deviations of impacts from the target, in-
stead of from the point on which the gun is actually laid,
i.e. "the Set Forward Point," even though it is realized
that there will be significant errors in the location of the
set forward point and that these errors may become serious
in the case of a target maneuvering so that accurate pre-
dictions cannot be made. On the other hand, it is my
belief that in the case of fire beyond twenty-thousand
yards, with slow firing major calibre guns, the required
degree of accuracy cannot be expected in battle unless the
ad~ustment is based upon deviations from the set forward
pomt.

It is quite true that we apply the theory of error, not
only to the so-called accidental errors, but also to a great
many errors incidental to range finding and gun-laying,
and that to some degree, at least, all these "incidental"
errors may be assumed to conform to our theory of error.

In the case of a maneuvering target and a long time
of flight such an assumption may not be justified. The
maneuvering of the target is purely arbitrary and errors in
prediction of the probable set-forward point may vary be-
tween wide limits and jump around quite irregularly. It
seems to me that basing adjustment on deviations from
set forward points together with separate continuing
study of prediction errors, whether resulting from ma-
neuvering of the target or other possible causes, may lead
to considerable improvement in prediction.

* * *
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"0l~Pap" , By FLETCHER PRATT I

Part I He opened the war by destroying a small
army; he ended it by destroying a great one

\Ve live in an age of counter-punchers. When eleven
boys in blue and )'ellow come dashillO" onto the mimic

I ~

battlefield of football with the band playing, nearly every-
one in the stands knows that this is not the team that will
strike for victory, but a special battalion of defense, whose
mission it is to draw the fangs of the opposition before an
entirely different team delivers its stroke. When a dull-
eyed negro comes rocking from his corner for the mimic
single combat of the ring, the audience is perfectly aware
rhat there will be no contest until his opponent tries a
right lead, under which the black will duck to deliver a
left hook of explosive violence.

It cannot be altogether accident that these little wars
pattern the great. There must be some relation, some basic
pattern of human thought, underlying the resemblance
between Notre Dame, Joe Louis and the World War. For
when the full history of that latter struggle is written no
observer concerned with the larger issues can miss the fact
that all its decisive victories were those of a defense that
passed into a crushing counterstroke. There is not one
exception-the Marne, T annenberg, the British drive in
Palestine, Mackensen's in Roumania, the 1918 victory in
France-all, all began as defensive battles.

With this material in hand we can look back to our own
Civil War and perceive what the men of that age missed
-that one truly modern mind was brought to bear there,
one mind that realized that modern technology had out-
lawed the system of Napoleon and Jomini and prepared
the way for the new age. That mind belonged neither to
Grant, Jackson, Lee nor Sherman, but to the least pub-
licized of the great generals of the war-George H.
Thomas, the old grey mare of the Union.

It is curious to learn that like Bonaparte, he was an artil-
ler~stwith a passion for geography; and, again like him, a
s?htary character at military school, more respected than
hked, working through late hours that he might not be
found wanting in his studies. "No cadet from our district

, has ever yet graduated," said Mr. M<lson to young
Thomas when the boy called to thank him for his appoint-
men~ to West Point. "If you do not, no more will be
appOInted and I never want to see your face again." Add

l
t~atMr. Mason was a tempestuous social and political

hon, whose frown made Hies tremble on the wall and that
the Thomas family of Virginia valued its local position-

and it becomes evident that the cadet felt himself in a
position of some responsibility.

Yet there is no need to make a psychological melodrama
out of the matter; if Thomas possessed a special incentive
for study he also possessed a temperament for it. "Slow-
trot," they called him at the Academy. He was deliberate
in speech, in movement and reaction-deliberate but tho-
rough. He made his highest grades in mathematics and,
on the strength of this, was gazetted to the 3d Artillery
upon graduation.

Exactly a year later Thomas had his brevet for gallantry,
gained in the Seminole War by the personal capture of
28 braves. He is next heard of in 1vfexico, where the battle
of 1vfonterey has taken place and Lieutenant George H.
Thomas is mentioned three times in dispatches, receiving
the brevet rank of captain for the handling of his battery
on September 23, 1846. At Buena Vista in the following
February he won the unprecedented honor of a third brevet
-to major. Out of 25 artillery casualties that day his com-
pany suffered 18, and "without those guns we were lost,"
reported the general.

The event brought him some fame in the service and
was probably responsible for his post-war detail to West
Point as instructor in cavalry and artillery. There he met
the Miss Kellogg who became his wife, and there the pair
lived for a year before Thomas was ordered to Fort Yuma.

His promotion to major came in 1855, and he was as-
signed to the newly organized 2d Cavalry stationed in
T ex~s. He was still there when the elections of 1860
turned the world upside down.

II
Thomas was on leave when the voting took place. Com-

ing north through Louisville he got into a railroad accident
and lay for six weeks in a hospital, where it was doubted
that he would ever walk again. A physical crisis was thus
added to that spiritual crisis which confronted every of-
ficer from the seceding states. Today, with the knowledge
of what was to happen, we accept Thomas' fidelity to the
Union as common place and remark on how difficult;' t
was for Lee to place himself on the other side. But in the
winter of 1860-'61 Thomas really made the more difficult
choice of the two.

Secession was an accomplished fact, and a fact in which
the Buchanan government seemed to acquiesce to a degree



III
The day Virginia seceded he was ill; at the news he

staggered from bed, dressed, sought out a magistrate and
for the sake of the record repeated his oath of allegianceto
the United States. In the South they said later that his
wife influenced him to the step; she denied it, with the
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that would prove binding on the incoming administra- comment that any effort to apply influence would drive
tion. Few believed there would be a war, and nobody be- him in the oppositedirection.
lieved that if there were, the North would stand any The remark indicates that she was aware of the volcanic
chance-what! with all the northern Democrats on the stressesthat had accumulated beneath the snows of a pre-
secession side? But war or no war, by staying with the maturely white head and were to burst into some startling
Union, Thomas was cutting himself off from his family, eruptions at later moments. EXplosions,however, are a
his friends, his home, every association that makes life privilege of the higher ranks; there was nothing eupeptic
comfortable and agreeable. To Virginians, he was a traitor about the newly-made ColonelThomas who, with his sick-
to his state; one little remark to an officerwho had said leave revoked, was ordered to Carlisle Barracksto reorgan_
something about the effect that breaking all the old ties ize the 2d Cavalry, the loyal members of which had just
must have on his feelings, shows how this must have cut come north by boat.
him. "I have had to educate myself not to feel," answered General Robert Patterson found him there and appoint-
Thomas, and going to his room, closed the door. ed him to command a brigade consisting of his own regi-

In short, he decided on duty, at the cost of feeling, for ment and three of Pennsylvania militia. The new colonel
there was no advantage in taking the national side. had barely time to set up his.brigade organization before
Thomas was known only to that limited circle of friends Patterson's corpswas ordered forward to cover the flank of
who had been associatedwith him long enough to realize McDowell's march on Richmond. The Washington
that behind the glacis of slow movement and difficult strategists directed Patterson into the mouth of the Shen-
speech there lay a spirit bright as a blade. And who were andoah Valley, apparently because there was a Confeder-
these? Well, his commander in Mexico had been Braxton ate force already there under General Joe Johnston.
Bragg. The colonel of the 2d Cavalry was Albert Sidney Thomas protested; crossing the Potomac at Leesburg out-
Johnston, its lieutenant-colonel, Robert E. Lee, the majors side the mountain chain, he said, would protect Washing-
were Hardee and Van Dorn. The department commander ton quite as thoroughly as a direct advance against John-
was D. E. Twiggs. In other words, Thomas could expect ston, at the same time placing Patterson where he could
advancement only in the Confederate service. either strike in on the flank of the main rebel army or cut

In the North his loyalty would certainly be suspect, the feet from under the Valley force by driving through
both becausehe was a Virginian and because 20 of the 27 the passes. The plan was rejected; it was both too bold
officersin his regiment had "gone with the state." Twelve and too intelligent for Secretary Cameron, who seemsto
of these 20 became generals in the Confederate service; yet have had the final voice..
the South could better have spared the 20 (even including And so Patterson moved into the Valley, following
Lee) than the one. For both the spiritual and the physical Johnston's retirement in a languid manner. "The ven-
justification of the Southern system ultimately shattered erable Patterson" was an amiable old banker who had
on the Rock of Chickamauga. To Grant they could al- taken militia into the field both in 1812and the Mexican
ways reply-"Pooh! Superior numbers"; to Sherman, War. He did not grip Johnston nor even scout his move-
"Superiormechanical resources,"but Thomas propounded ments; the Confederates slipped away to show up on the
a question they could not answer with gun or pen. plateau of Manassas in time to send McDowell flying

Consider the war as a whole; it was a foregone conclu- from the first Bull Run.
sion that the main forces of both armies must meet and The incident was important to Thomas, for when the
struggle in the narrow ground between the capitals until demand for officialheads followed the loss of the battle,
one was stabbed in the back. That blow must come from Patterson was. obviously nominated for the role of sac-
the west; and in the west four times-at Munfordville; rificial goat. The Virginian defended his general with
Stones River, Chickamauga and Peachtree Creek- vigor (it would be interesting to know on what grounds),
Thomas and Thomas alone stood between the Stars and which caused the rivulet of suspicionround his own loyalty
Bars and a victory that would have made the Union the to widen into a pool, on the theory that no one but a traitor
desperate cause. He opened the war by destroying a small would defend an incompetent. Fifty-four men were pro-
army on the battlefield and he ended it by destroying a moted past Thomas to brigadier-general. Indeed he might
great one. He was the only officer on either side who have remained a mere colonel for the rest of the war, but
achievedthis ultimate triumph of the military art. He was for the intervention of Robert Anderson.
the one generalnever beaten-the one indispensablefigure The hero of Sumter had just been appointed to the
the Union had in the field as Lincoln was the one in- command in Eastern Kenrucky and Lincoln had told him
dispensable in the government. it would be desirable to choose his four brigadiers from

slave-stateloyalists, because of the delicate political situa-
tion in the state. Anderson agreed and placed Thomas
first on the list. Faint echoes of the towering row that
followed come down to us; even Lincoln was doubtful
about the Virginia colonel, but Anderson made his own
acceptanceconditional on that of Thomas. Since Ander-
son was too important to be spared, he got his man.
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The new general went west in the fall with orders to

oflTanize a division and found everything at sixes and
se~ens in the camp. There was no mustering officer; he
had to muster in most of his own privates. There being
no quartermaster service, he had to offer his personal credit
for necessary groceries. The place was full of politicians
who entertained the unruly recruits with speeches every
evening after colors, the proceedings always closing with
the division shouting for various officers to come out and
talk to them. On one occasion they called for Thomas.
"Damn this speech-making!" he bellowed, then retired
to his quarters for twenty-four hours; for, like that other
testy Virginian, George Washington, he thought losing
his temper as bad as losing a battle.

Anderson was replaced by Sherman and Sherman by
Buellas the task of organization went forward. The South-
ern leaders had their plan now, drawn by Albert Sidney
Johnston. The part calling for a defense-line across central
Kentucky is remarked in every history book, but not so
familiar is his intention of staging an invasion of the North
around the right of the line, through the territory Thomas
wascovering. Thomas, however, was not merely thinking
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of covering this line; he submitted a plan for cutting
through Cumberland Gap, marching down the valleys to
Knoxville in Unionist East Tennessee, and then taking
position facing northwest on the mountain slopes. Ie
would Rank the rebel line across the west and place him
astride their vital supply railroad from Nashville to Rich-
mond; this would force the Confederates to attack against
the natural bastions of the Cumberland Mountains. The
Union itself was forced to attack these summits later and
found it hard enough work, but-Plan rejected: we can-
not spare the men, they told Thomas.

The result was that Johnston got his defenses set up and
pushed General Zollicoffer across the Cumberland River
into Eastern Kentucky, with orders to strike for Lexington
and Louisville. Zollicoffer crossed the river without difficul-
ty (the officer Thomas sent to the spot forgot to put out
pickets! ), intrenched a strong position on the north bank
opposite Mill Springs and began to feel his way forward.

Ie was the turn of the year, the weather was bad, and
the roads in a mire, but Thomas moved out to stop Zolli-
coffer. Uncertain by which of two roads the Confederates
would come, he did what he would not have done later-

•LEXINGTON
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divided his forces, sending Colonel Schoepf with a strong
wing eastward down one road, while he took the other
himself. A wide creek lay between him and his subordi-
nate. When it came on to rain the afternoon of January
18, the stream swelled to spate. Zollicoffer, who had per-
fect information in that land of divided loyalties, came
hurrying forward to knock Thomas out while the tumultu-
ous creek kept his detachment from closing.

The Union general was posted near a place called
Logan's Cross-Roads, where a string of low hills was
crossed by the road down which the Confederates were
advancing. Most of the hills were scalped on top for
farming, while the slopes and gullies were wooded.
Thomas had two infantry regiments with a battery of
artillery well forward at the southern edge of a clearing.
A regiment of cavalry (Wolford's) was forward in the
woods of the slope. The troops were dismounted and

spread out in pickets so strong as to constitute patrols-an
extremely odd tactical arrangement for 1862. The main-
guard, two brigades, was back at the next hill with more
artillery. The whole force aggregated perhaps 5,000 men;
the rebels, pushing toward them through dark and rain
were half again as many.

At six in the morning, still in road column, Zollicoff.er
struck Wolford's outposts. The cavalry, fighting dIS-
mounted, executed "fire and retire," slowing up the rebel
advance and forcing it into a deployment much crampe?
by the trees. Yet half-hearted as this deployment was, It
took time; when the rebels mounted to the clearing, the
line of Thomas' advance brigade was already drawn acrosS
it, the rear regiments were hurrying up and a messenger
riding to call Schoepf in.

The Union line received Zollicoffer with a fire more
noisy than damaging and got better than it gave. The
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Confederates came swinging on into the clearing, extend-
ing toward their right, where the ground was clearer, to
turn a flank. Both advance and extension however, were
held up by hostile fire, mud, the jam on the road, and the
constant nagging of Wolford's men around the head of
the column. Before the turning move was half complete,
Thomas was on the field, riding around as conspicuous as
Goliath of Gath. One of his brigades was up; this formed
at an angle across the wing of the hopeful Confederate
flanking body, flanked it in turn and hurt it badly with a
blaze of fire. A regiment of Minnesota lumbermen came
up to sustain the center al1d their fire killed ZOllicoffer.
Just as the rebel line began to shake under these blows,
Thomas brought the 9th Ohio around behind his line of
battle and threw it with the bayonet into the Confederate
left flank, which had achieved almost no deployment.

The rebels went to pieces. Thomas put his fresh troops
(including Schoepf) onto their track with most of his
artillery,which had not even unlimbered. Before twilight
he was outside their lines at the intrenched camp of Mill
Springs. There he directed the placing of his guns and
shelled the place all night. In the morning he found it
empty except for a few companies which surrendered.

"We were doing pretty well," said one of the captured
officers,"till old man Thomas rose up in his stirrups and
weheard him holler, 'Attention, Creation, By kingdoms,
right wheel!' Then we knew the war was over." It was
forZollicoffer's army; the casualties were only about 800,
but the pursuit and night bombardment had been so
relentless that the force was broken up, dissolved into
stragglers and could not get together again.

Mill Springs was more than the destruction of a minor
Confederate force. In the North it was received like a gift
of flowers-admirable but not important-but Albert
Sidney Johnston, a man who ought to know, took it to
heart. "If my right wing is broken as stated," he wrote to
his president, "the country must be roused to make the
greatest effort they will be called on to make during the
contest. Our people do not comprehend the magnitude of
the danger that threatens us." The shadow of what would
followthe Chattanooga battles already lay across his mind.
When Johnston found the reports of Zollicoffer's defeat
not exaggerated, he made preparations to abandon the
Kentucky line, even before Grant broke it again and for
keepsat Donelson.

IV
After Grant's thrust, Thomas and his division were

drawn into the general swing fotward of Buell's army to-
ward Pittsburg Landing. When Halleck came down to
take over after the desperate battle at that point and
~icked Grant upstairs into the anomalous post of second-
Ill-command,he gave the latter's wing to Thomas. A cool-
ness sprang up between Grant and Thomas over this,
emanating apparently from neither man so much as from
the staff officersof both, who felt there should be resent-
ment and without actually carrying tales, pushed advo-
cacyto the irritation point. The two generals got on very
wellwhen they could talk to each other; it was only when

they had to convey ideas through intermediaries that mis-
understanding resulted.

For the time being, Thomas passed into a period of dis-
trict commands, during which he established himself by
.imperceptible degrees as the operating brain of Buell's
Army of the Cumberland of which he commanded a wing.
He was in charge of many operations but these were
minor. The next time he emerged on the center of the
stage it was August, and he was trying to persuade Buell
that the unusual Confederate activity out toward the stra-
tegic left portended a drive north by Bragg. Where? Up
the central of the three great corridors into which the West
is divided by the Tennessee River and the Cumberland
range. Buell would not believe; pointed to Forrest's famous
raid westward, insisted Bragg was trying a wide flank
sweep to the Union on Nashville and drew Thomas in on
that base. On the last day of the month Thomas captured
a courier and sent the dispatches to Buell without com-
ment. They told how Bragg had watered his horses in the
Cumberland a week before and was marching on Louis-
ville and Lexington with all speed and a week's start.

Buell, still not more than half convinced, wired Grant
to borrow a division, ordered it in on Nashville, and leav-
ing Thomas there with three more, started north through
Bowling Green. Half way to Louisville, his line of com-
munications north suddenly went dead. Bragg had got as
far north as he wished, turned west to Munfordville where
he captured 5,000 men and a depot, then swung across
the only line Buell could take, and took up a strong po-
sition on jutting hills.

The Federals, in these last days forced into an eccentric
march that meant two miles to the Rebel one, came tramp-
ing up on September 19th, footsore, hungry, and short of
ammunition. Everything was hearts and flowers at the
Confederate headquarters that night; for once they had the
Union Army outnumbered, and had secured a position
where the damyanks would have to attack uphill against a
prepared position. Bragg thrust forward Buckner's di-
vision to provoke a battle that could have but one result.
Buell refused to attack during the day and toward evening
Bragg himself went out to the skirmish line to see what
could be done about starting trouble in the morning. Just
as he reached it, torches began to be carried through the
Union camp and there was faintly borne to his ears the
sound of shoutings, cheer on cheer. This seemed such
strange behavior for a dispirited army that Bragg held
Buckner in check and sent patrols to learn the reason.

To the Confederates' complete dismay the scouts
brought in word that Thomas, without orders, had gath-
ered up 20,000 men in Nashville and come marching to
Munfordville in one gigantic stride. Bragg's own lieuten-
ant, Kirby Smith, was off on a raid, with a considerable
part of his force. Thomas' arrival shifted the preponder-
ance in numbers most prodigiously to the other side; and
of all the men in the Confederacy none knew better than
Braxton Bragg the power of the stroke the Virginian could
deal. He hesitated; liked the prospect less every minute;
finally drew away. Buell slipped past to save Louisville,
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and Munfordville became the great unfought battle of the
war, a bloodless victory instead of a sanguinary defeat.

Whether Thomas was justified in refusing the appoint-
ment to command the army, vice Buell, that came within
the next few days, is a nice question in military ethics.
The Virginian's loyalty to Buell in making the refusal, and
his modesty have been much praised. The question is
whether modesty in such a case be not a kind of failure to
accept responsibility; and loyalty to his friend and com-
mander a kind of sublimal disloyalty (on the largest scale
and from the purest motives) to the nation he could serve
better than the other. The question is worthy of discussion
only in evaluating that Virginia code which Thomas
sharedwith so many officerswho fought for the grey. For
practicalpurposes, it was settled by the re-appointment of
Buell, who promptly fought the battle of Perryville,
gained a half-victory through young Sheridan's brilliant
work, and failed a whole one through an incorrect esti-
mate of the situation.

That was enough for Washington. Buell, a sound man,
but one who faltered whenever it was necessary to form
sweeping conceptions, was removed. Stanton fought hard
tohave Thomas in his place, but all the rest of the Cabinet
wasagainst him, even Lincoln, who said that the Virginian
hadrefused his chance and did not deserve another. "Well,
you have made your choice of idiots!" snapped the Secre-
tary as he signed the commission naming Rosecrans to the
Army of the Cumberland. "Now you can await the news
of a terrible disaster."

VI
They very nearly had it. Perryville left Bragg suspended

at the end of a dangerously long line of communication
with Union armies clouding all round him; he swayed
backto the Nashville area, and there clashed head-on with
Rosecransduring Christmas week. For two days the forces,
nearly equal, lay with the little stream of Stones River
separating them at the town of Murfreesboro. On the
final day of the year Bragg and Rosecrans started move-
ment to carry out complementary plans of battle, each ar-
ranging to hold with his right on his own side of the stream,
takea heavy left wing across and crush the other's right.

Arthur McD. McCook, of the fighting McCooks,
had the Union right with three divisions. Crittenden with
his own three divisions and one borrowed from Thomas,
wasgiven the attack mission. Thomas held the center with
four of his original five divisions. The left of this center
reached into a loop of Stones River; its front was pene-
trated by two roads (Wilkinson and Nashville Pikes)
through rolling country starred by brush and groves. Mc-
Cook's right, the tip of the Union line, was held well back
fromthe stream.

At the conference of corps commanders on the night be-
forethe battle, Rosecrans pointed out that the success of
the whole combination depended upon McCook holding
against anything that came toward him for three hours.
He calculated this to be the time it would take Crittenden
~ gain a line of heights on the other side and there deploy
hiS own and Thomas' artillery to blast the stuffing out of

the Confederate army with an enfilade.
McCook said he could hold but he does not appear to

have inspected his lines to make certain; and Rosecrans,
being busy with the details of his attack did not bother
either. Neither general was aware that Johnson, the com-
mander of the extreme Hanking division, had prolonged
beyond his own wing a line of campfires to give a spurious
impression of strength in that quarter. The result of the
trick suggests the thought that although camouHage is
useful in concealing the strength and dispositions of an at-
tacker, it may be a positive detriment when used to hide
the weakness of a defense. In this case it deceived the Con-
federates; but it deceived them into prolonging and greatly
strengthening their attacking left wing.

Bragg had set his movement an hour ahead of the time
Rosecrans had named for the Union attack; when it came
on, led by Hardee, it was already beyond Johnson's most
extreme position. There was no one to direct when the
attack fell for the Union division commander had placed
his headquarters two miles behind the line, because there
was a comfortable house there. The Union regiments were
mopped up in detail under a frontal and Hank attack of
overwhelming numbers. The big Confederate left hook
turned in on the next Union division, Davis', took it front,
Hank and rear all at once, and demolished it in turn,
though Davis had been granted time to reach the line of
the Wilkinson Pike. Sheridan, next in line, beat off two
assaults and only stopped a third by a last-gasp counter-
charge that wrecked his division.

When news of the attack on Johnson came to Rosecrans,
it was with no tale of rout, only that the flank had been
attacked. The Union commander treated it as interesting
but unimportant. (Had not McCook been positive?) It
was two or three hours later, Johnson and Davis had been
broken, Sheridan's division pounded to shreds, and the
Wilkinson Pike lost, before he realized what had hap-
pened. When he did realize it, he ordered a couple of di-
visions back across the river from Crittenden, but things
were then so bad that the men jammed in the loop of the
river, would have been cut to pieces like the Romans at
Canna: if the line, now back to the Nashville Pike and
cramped at a frightening angle, gave way.

It did not give way; Thomas held it. Before anyone else
he had realized what was happening; perceived that the
rebel attack could sweep McCook's wing back for a long
distance without serious damage, but that if the point
where the Nashville Pike approached the river were lost,
everything was lost and Crittenden cut off. He rushed
nearly all the artillery of the center to this point-a cedar
clump on a hill, the Round Forest. Sheridan, falling back
from the rebel masses, was ordered to direct his own
guns thither; the cannon of Negley's and Van Cleve's
fresh divisions were hurried out to the new right wing,
where another bit of high ground gave them an enfilade
into the flank of any force crossing the Nashville Pike.
The infantry were arranged under the general's own eye
just as the Confederates came across the low crests in six-
deep waves, yelling with the consciousness of certain vic-.
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tory, three to one at the point of contact.
There is a legend of Thomas quiet and dignified in the

hour of emergency; on the testimony of at least one
soldier who saw him during the crisis at Stones River it was
certainly not true there. He always had an eye to the value
of formal effects, ana as usual when a battle was toward,
that morning had climbed into the nearest thing to a full-
dress uniform that the camp afforded. Now, all togged out
like a Christmas tree, he rode along the line, bellowing
in a voice audible to every man within a hundred yards
that help was coming, all they had to do was keep down
and shoot low. "Fighting under Thomas," said one of his
soldiers, "was like having a stone wall in front of you or
a battery to cover you." He was the most conspicuous ob-
ject on the field; and hardly any man, perceiving how
he rode untouched through the storm, but lost some of
that sense of personal danger which makes troops break.
Nor was personal courage all Thomas offered by his pres-
ence; if a spot were really weak, the appearance of the
general was infallibly followed by reinforcements.

Bragg's attack was driven back along the line of the
Nashville Pike and a second, third and fourth likewise, all
of them delivered with furious enthusiasm. At the Round
Forest eight of Sheridan's guns had been lost, but not until
they had taken such toll that one Confederate regiment
lost 207 men in 402, another 306 in 425. Polk commanded
there for the rebels; he recognized the spot as the key of
the battle and asked another division to win it. Bragg,
satisfied that there was nothing to be done against the new
Union right, where Negley's artillery had stalled him and
cavalry menaced his floating wing, sent the men to Polk.
At 2:00 P.M. Polk pumped in the first two brigades, con-
centrically against the angle held by Thomas; they lost.
At 4:00 Polk tried again with two fresh brigades leading
the swing, the original pair in support. Again Thomas
beat them off, and as the tide began to ebb, flung out his

weary troops in a cOllnterstroke that shattered the attack-
ing formations.

That ended the day's fighting. Rosecrans, a man whose
brain was better than his nerves, called a council of war for
the night, at which officer after officer spoke of losses, dis-
organization, shortage of bullets. There seemed only one
thing to do; Rosecrans turned to Stanley of the cavalry to
ask him about covering a retreat.

Thomas, whose physical mechanism, like that of a
clock, required periodic re-windings, had come out of the
battle so wearied that he dozed off, but that final word
penetrated his half-consciousness. "Retreat?" he said sud-
denly, drawing every eye in the room as he slowly pulled
himself to his feet. "This army doesn't retreat."

"By God, no!" cried Sheridan, and they all began to

talk at once. The Union army did not retreat, but spent
New Year's Day waiting for ammunition from Nashville;
and the Confederates, who had had so heavy a dose of
Thomas on the first day, spent the second reorganizing.

On the morning of January 2d Bragg discovered that
Rosecrans had sneaked a division across Stones River dur-
ing the night and established a big battery on some hills to
enfilade his right. He ordered an attack that was tem-
porarily successful, but got caught in one flank by a ter-
rific counter from one of Thomas' brigades and in the
other by the fire of the battery. The attacking division
went to pieces, the Union cavalry began to reach for
Bragg's line of communications, and he pulled out quickly.
The battle had cost each side over IO,OOO men, and it
ended Bragg's opportunity to invade the north-the
Gettysburg of the Cumberland, as Perryville had been its
Antietam. And narrow as the margin was to be between
victory and defeat on Cemetery Ridge, Stones River saw
a dividing line still finer-namely, that Thomas stood in
the Round Forest during the afternoon and sat at the coun-
cil table in the night. (To be concluded)



AA Machine-Gun Telephone Coaching Set
B~?nujo't [;. 1Conwu~1 C. G. C.

The antiaircraft machine-gun coaching set was designed
'1lld built bv the Coast Artillerv Board as an aid in the test
~f various / articles of machil;e-gun equipment, It was
hoped that, in addition to aiding in these tests, the use of
the set would prove of benefit in training individual gun-
ners and would increase the effectiveness of Rank spotting.

The principal characteristic desired in the coaching set
was a combination of power and sound fidelity that would
insure clear transmission and reception during firing.
After trying various combinations of equipment, the
"sound-power" receiver combined with the standard bat-
tery-powered field telephone was found to meet these
reql\1rements.

Sound-power receivers are normally used with sound-
power transmitters, without any source of power other
than the energy resulting from the vibration of the tr:ll1S-
mittel' diaphragm by the voice. In this case, the use of
the battery-powered field telephone transmitter resulted in

GII/wer wearing sound-power recei I'ers
in he/met

Spotter using coaching set and one
meter stereoscope on home-made mOil/It

.....

such amplification and clearness that reception was ex-
cellent even by a gunner at a firing gun.

The complete installation, as illustrated, consisted of
four sets of sound-power receivers tied into leather helmets
for the gunners (two receivers per helmet), two sets of
sound-power receivers in helmets for the central control
adjusters, a roving telephone with a generous length of
field wire for the platoon commander, two telephones for
flank observers, one for a rear observer, one for a recorder
and a switch box to permit the flank spots to be switched
to either the gunners or the central control adjusters,

In previous tests, it had been impossible to collect data
for a comparison of the appearance of the same tracer,
viewed from several different points, due to the inability
of the average man to retain an impression of the appear-
ance of the tracers during an entire course. The average
gunner or spotter was able to remember the appearance
of the last few tracers, bur was usually very hazy as to
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Items of equipment used ill Coast Artillery Board Alltiai,..
craft Machille.GIlI! T elepholle Coachillg Set.

phoned. The smoothness and lack of confusion resultinL>
from this use of the set, invariably drew favorable con~
ments from visitors at the tests.

\Vhether the set has tactical value, and whether its value
as an aid to training is sufficient to warrant its issue to
organizations, nlllst be determined by extensive service
tests. Experimental sets are now being built by the Signal
Corps and should be ready for rest during 1938.

what had happened at the beginning or middle of a course.
The recorder's telephone was added to the set for the pur-
pose of securing an immediate record of what the flank
spotter was seeing. The running record of the flank spots,
thus secured, was filed with similar records made by ob-
servers at the battery for later analysis.

Previously, because of the noise of the gun, :1I1Y coach-
ing of gunners, during individual tracer firings, could be
accomplished only by jabs or shouts.

With the coaching set, however, the gunner was ad-
vised during the entire firing. He was corrected as to his
position at the gun, his manner of sighting, his leads, or
any other deficiency noted by the coach. When the gun-
ner had progressed to an advanced stage of training, his
receiver was switched to the flank spotter and he was
trained in correcting his leads by the information coming
from the flank.

The set was also used to control the fire of the platoon.
"Commence firing," "cease firing" (very effective when
given by the blast of a whistle in the platoon commander's
transmitter), the type of fire, color of ammunition, which
guns were to fire, "stand by," special instructions for any
particular gunner, and other firing line details were all tele-

•
!II Ii ,



View of target from firing point

Plane~Up! ByCaptain W. H. Boughton, 105th Infantry

Qi'tplane 7a'tget ~o't {lndoo't 7'taininq
THE 105TH INFANTRY, New York National Guard,

has designed and installed on the target range in the regi-
mental armory at T roy, an airplane target which will make
possible the participation of troops in actual training in
this form of marksmanship when outdoor ranges are not
available.

The apparatus is so designed that the airplane target
may be made to dive at troops on the firing point, and,
upon reaching the bottom of its dive, turn and climb in
the opposite direction. By a simple adjustment, the air-
pl~ne target may be made to travel parallel to the firing
pOlOt.

There is a speed control, so that the effect may be had
of an airplane traveling at 100 to 300 miles per hour at a
distance of 800 yards.

There are three types of targets, one showing the side
view of the plane, another representing a diving plane
and the third, the plane going away. The targets are fas-
tened to the activator in such a manner that any of the
changes may be made in a fraction of a minute.

The activator itself, is so constmcted that it may be
hung in any indoor range at very small expense. It is sim-
ple in constmction and, with ordinary care, should 0petate
for years at practically no expense.

This target was designed by Captain William H.
Boughton, assistant plans and training officer of the 105th
Infantry and is manufactured by the Rolfe Pump and
Nlachine Corporation of Troy. The information concern-
ing it is published through the courtesy of the Editor, The
New York National Guardsman.

Detail of activator
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This magllificmt animal carried off
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Tbese Red border
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THE CAPTURE OF BELGRADE
By Captain Gordon Gordon-Smith, Attache, Royal Yugoslav Legation

ONE OF THE most important episodes of the \Vorld Allies and the only means they had of communicating
War was the breakthrough of the Germans on the Dan- with her, on any serious scale, was through Archangel, in
ube front in September, 191). It caused a complete re- the Arctic Circle, and Vladivostok, in the South Pacific.
versal of the military position of the belligerent Powers. With a view to breaking this strangle-hold of the Cen-

The situation at that time was one which, if maintained, tral Powers on Russia, the French and British sent an ex-
assured the victory of the Entente Powers. A line of pedition to the Gallipoli Peninsula, with the mission of
trenches, such as the world had never seen, ran in France advancing on and capturing Constantinople and reopening
from the North Sea to the Swiss frontier. The Swiss, ro the Dardanelles, thus giving the French and British fleets
maintain the integrity of their territory, had mobilized access to the Black Sea.
their small but extremely efficient army and had , -/' This enterprise, though strategically perfectly
constructed along their frontiers a series of field :. sound, was characterized by a series of tactical
works which could have held back anv arrack. errors in carrying it out. The resistance of the

On the other side of Switzerland the line of ~ Turks proved so strong that the Allies' only hope
trenches was taken up by the Italian army and .,.c"'"". of ultimate success by in the fact that the enemy
ran down to the Adriatic. On . ~ had no means of manufacturing munitions. These
the other side of the Adriatic the ~ 4t! were obtained from Germany via Roumania.
Serbian line of trenches ran \Vhen, therefore, in the spring of 19I5, the
along the Danube to the frontier Entente Powers brought such pressure to
of Roumania. Roumania, though bear in Bucharest that the Rou-
neutral, was like Switzerland, manian Government closed the
ready to prevent any viobtion of ... 11 frontiers to further supplies for
her territory. ~:=.. /-;:f// Turkey, the position of the Cen-

On the other side of Roumania f= tral powers became desperate. It
the Russian trenches began and ~ became a guestion of life and
ran right up to the Baltic. The death for them to break through
British and French navies assured the circle that was slowl" bur
the blockade of the German surely throttling them, and pre-
coast while the Iralian fleet per- vent the defeat of their Turkish ally.
formed a similar mission in the Adri- The vital point for such a break-
atlL through was the Danube front, and a

The Central Powers were thus a be- German army of 300,000 men, under
sieged fortress, surrounded on every the command of Field Marshal von
side by a ring of steel on which bristled "Nfackensen, with another brilliant
ten million bayonets. Cut off from German soldier, General von Gallwitz,
every source of supply, their position, as his second-in-command, was as-
if the investment continued, was a sembled in the plains of Hungary. The
hopeless one. The combat swung back defense of Belgrade and the Danube
and forth, with varying fortunes, with- front thus became, for the moment,
in this grim circle but the defeat of the crucial front in the whole War.
Germany and Austria, if the Entente Un fortuna tel y for the Serbian
Power maintained their strangle-hold, Army, the Entel;te Power committed
was only a matter of time. the colossal blunder of placing their

Germany accepted, perforce, the role confidence in the loyalty of Bulgaria,
of a besieged fortress bur took measures A typical Serbiall illfalltrymall. with which they negotiated to come
to place Russia, in her turn, in a similar in on their side and march on Con-
position. By means of her alliance with Turkey she closed stanrinople to administer the coup de grace to the resistance
the Dardanelles, while in northern Europe the German of the Turks. The diplomacy of the Entente Powers al-
fleet occupied the Skagerack and the Kattegat, thus closing lowed itself to be hoodwinked by the astute Bulgarian
the Baltic. Russia was thus completely cur off from her Premier Radislovov and his German-born sovereign, the

The breakthrough on the Danube freed Germany from the Iron grip of the Entente.

j
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Czar Ferdinand, formerly Prince of Saxe~Coburg-Gotha.
Long after the Bulgarians had signed their treaty of alli-
ance with Germany and had accepted a loan of 200,000,-
000 gold marks as a "war chest," they continued to "string
along" the diplomats of the Entente.

This put the Prince Regent Alexander, Commander-in-
Chief, and Field Marshal Putnik, Chief of Staff of the
Serbian Army, face to face with a desperate situation.
They knew that it was a life-and-death matter for the
Central Powers to break through the circle of steel which
threatened them and drive down to Constantinople to
save their Turkish Ally from imminent defeat. They
knew that the Central Powers would spare no effort to
achieve their purpose. Not only was the Danube front
threatened by the German-Austrian army under Field
lYfarshalvon Mackensen but Austrian troops threatened
the Western front on the Drina, while the armies of the
Bulgarian Czar Ferdinand were ready to storm the eastern
frontier as soon as the Austro-German armies moved.

The Central Powers had further encouraged the wild
Albanian tribes simultaneously to raid Serbian territory.
Though militarily of little importance, these forces had a
"nuisance value" and means had to be taken to hold them
in check.

Strange to say, though the breakthrough on the
Danube front was one of the most important episodes in
the whole World War, no detailed account of it has ever
been given in the history of the War on the side of the
Entente Powers. The accounts published in the military
journals in Berlin and Vienna give a one-sided version of
the operations, in which the forces and material at the dis-
posal of the Serbian Commander-in-Chief are greatly ex-
aggerated, probably to enhance the importance of the
German-Austrian victory.

The following account of the operations and dispositions
of the troops on both sides is compiled from the official
recordsof the Serbian Great General Staff in the Belgrade
Ministry of War. It constitutes the first authentic account
in English of the fateful events of the early days of Sep-
tember, 1915. On the 1st of September the position was
as follows:

On the north, on the left bank of the Danube, in the
district known as the Banat of T emesvar, was the XI Ger-
man Army, under the command of General von Gallwitz.
This Army was made up of the 3d and 4th German Army
Corps and the 10th German Reserve Corps. This Army,
with its seven infantry divisions, had as its objective the
crossing of the Danube near Smederevo and the invasion
of the valley of the Morava.

On the left bank of the Save, in Syrmia, was the III
German-Austrian Army, under the command of the Hun-
RarianGeneral Kevesh. This Army was made up of the
8th and 19th Austrian Army Corps and the 22d German
ReserveCorps.

The objective of this Army was to push forward with its
main body, four infantry divisions strong, with 500 guns
of an calibers, capture Belgrade, and then push forward
to the south, in the direction of Kraguevac, where the

headquarters of the Serbian army was established. Another
section of this Army, two infantry divisions, was ordered
to cross the Danube at Obrenovac and advance along the
vaney of the Kolubara. The total enemy forces facing the
Serbs on the north were 190 battalions with 350 heavy
machine guns. The whole force was under the supreme
command of Field Marshal von Mackensen.

On the western front, along the Drina, the Serbs were
faced by 20 Austrian battalions.

In addition to these enemy forces on the north and west
the Serbs had to face on the eastern front the Bulgarian
Army of six infantry divisions. The latter's mission was
to facilitate the task of the Austro-German Armies by at-
tacking the Serbs on the flank and rear and cutting their
communications by rail with Salonica, the port through
which the Serbian army received its munitions and war
material. They further had the mission of opposing the
advance of the Franco-British force, under the command
of General Sarrail, which had been hastily landed at Sa-
lonica with the view of coming to the assistance of King
Peter's Army.

The total strength of the Bulgarian Army, concentrated
on the eastern frontier, amounted to 152 battalions of in-
fantry and 20 squadrons of cavalry. The Serbian Army
was thus face to face with Austro-German-Bulgarian
troops totalling 342 battalions of infantry, with 500 heavy
machine guns, 60 squadrons of cavalry, and 1,700 guns
of every caliber.

The disposition of the Serbian forces was as follows:

a. Against the Austro-German Armies.

The III Army, made up of the Danube and Drina Di-
visions, 1st Ban,* and the Branicevski Detachment, held
the Danube line from Djerdap, near Golubac, to Grocka.
The line Grocka-Belgrade-Ostruznica was held by a
force known as the Defense of Belgrade, made up of vari-
ous units.

From Ostruznica to the Montenegrin frontier the line
was held by the I Army, composed of the Drina, Timok,
Danube and Morava Divisions, 2d Ban; and the Sokolska
and Uzhice Brigades.

The total Serbian strength on the northern and western
fronts was 143 battalions of infantry, II2 heavy machine
guns, IS squadrons of cavalry, and 362 guns.

b. Against the Bulgarians.

The Timok Army, made up of the Kladovski and
Negotinski units; the Combined Division, 1st Ban; and

*The Serbian Army, on a war footing was composed of three
"Bans" or classes. The 1st Ban consisted of men from 21 to 30
years of age; that is to say. the men serving in the active army at
the moment of the declaration of war, plus the men in the first
class Reserve. The 2d Ban consisted of men of 30 to 38 years of
age. The 3d Ban consisted of men from 38 to 45years of age. This
was much on the lines of the French Army on mohi1ization,the 1st
Ban corresponding to the French active Army plus the first class
Reserves; the 2d Ban corresponding to the French Territorial
Army, and the 3d Ban to the Reserve of the Territorial Army.
In addition the Serbian Government had the right, if necessary,
to mobilize the young men of 18to 20 and the men of 45 to 50 years
of age. This would correspond to the French levee en masse.
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The general situation.

./
I

the Shumadia Division, 2d Ban; held the line from Djer-
dap to Midzor on the Old Mountain.

The II Army, made up of the Morava and Timok Di-
visions, 1st Ban, the Independent Cavalry Division and
weak defensive units from the T umba and Vlasinska De-
tachments, held the line from Midzor, on the Stara Moun-
tain up to the old Serbo-Turkish frontier.

The troops raised in the new territories, which had been
captured from Turkey in 1912, were provisionally formed
into two divisions, known as the Vardar and Bregnalica
Divisions. With other units they made a total force of 3I

battalions of infantry with 54 guns and held the line run-
ning from the old Serbo-Turkish frontier to the Greek
frontier ..

The total Serbian strength on the eastern front, facing
the Bulgarians, amounted to 132 battalions of infantry,

96 heavy machine guns, 25 squadrons of cavalry, and 292
guns.

c. At the disposition of General Headquarters was:

The Shumadia Division, 1st Ban. At first this was con-
centrated near Pirot, on the eastern frontier, but was after-
wards transferred to Smederevo, on the northern front.

d. On the Albanian frontier there was:

One unit of 13 battalions, with ~ heavy machine guns,
and 24 guns.

The total strength of the Serbian Armies amounted to
288 battalions of infantry of the 1st, 2d, and 3d Bans, 216
machine guns, 40 squadrons of cavalry, and 678 guns, of
which only 498 were quick-firers.

According to the foregoing data the united strength of
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The situation at Belgrade.

the Austrian, German, and Bulgarian forces attacking
Serbia was superior in numbers to the extent of 55 bat-
talions of infantry, about 300 heavy machine guns, 20
squadrons of cavalry, and 1,020 guns of all calibers.

To this it must be added that the enemy units were at
war strength. This was not the casewith the Serbian units,
which had lost thousands of men as the result of the epi-
demic of typhus, which had swept the country in Novem-
ber, 1914and the following months. This disease had been
brought into the country by the Austrian troops in 1914
and raged in the camps containing the thousands of prison-
ers captured during the rout of Field Marshal von Po-
tierek's army.

According to the data in the archives of the Serbian
Ministry of War the direct attack on Belgrade was exe-
cuted by the 8th Austrian Army Corps, with its two di-
visions and part of the 22d German Reserve Corps. This
attack was preceded by an artillery preparation carried out
by 500 guns of every caliber, which later supported the in-
fantry attack. Among the artillery there were many guns
of 300-mm. and one gun of 42o-mm.

The troops actually defending the city, as has been said
above, were known as the Defense of Belgrade. They held
the line from Grocka, to the east of Belgrade, to the vil-
lage of Ostruznica, on the right bank of the Save. The
total length of the line was about 55 kilometers.

The Defence of Belgrade was made up of 20 battalions

of infantlY (of which 12 were 3d Ban) and 77 guns, of
which only 49 were quick-firers. The heavy artillery con-
sisted of four guns of 12o-mm., two of I5o-mm., two Rus-
sian coast-defense guns of I5o-mm., a French coast-de-
fense gun battery (3 guns) of 14o-mm. and 8 British long
guns of I2o-mm ..

The distribution of the troops of the Defense of Bel-
grade when the attack began on October 6th, 1915was as
follows:

( I) Grocka Sector. From the Oreshacke Inn (to the
east of Grocka) to the river Bolecice (to the west of
Grocka). Troops: Four battalions of infantry, 3d Ban, and
16 guns (two field pieces of 75-mm., two British long
guns of I2o-mm., and twelve slow-firing De Bange guns).

(2) Great Selski Sector. From the Bolecice river to the
Mirijavskog rivulet. Troops: Four battalions of infantry,
3d Ban, eighteen guns (4 field pieces of 75-mm., 2 guns of
57-mm., 2 British long guns of I2o-mm., I French coast-
defense gun of I4o-mm., and 9 slow-firing De Bange
guns) and two heavy machine guns.

(3) Belgrade Sector. From Mirijavski river to the Jarac
tower, on the eastern bank of the Save (Southwest of
Belgrade). This sector was defended by a special body of
troops with the following formations:

(a) City Subsector: From the Mirijavski river to the
railway bridge over the Save. Troops: Two battalions of
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infantry, of 600 men each, 1StBan; a detachment of Bel- tillery assault the city was practically unable to reply. The
grade police, 370 strong; a detachment of volunteers from Allied heavy guns had been emplaced, not to repel an at-
Syrmia, 2S0 strong; 2 British long guns of 12o-mm., two tack on Belgrade itself, but to prevent the free movement
field pieces of 7s-mm., three slow-firing De Bange guns on the Danube and the Save of any boats transporting
and 2 antiaircraft guns, placed at Vracar (in the southern enemy troops. The only Allied guns which were in a po--
section 0t Belgrade). In the upper and lower sections of sition to offer active resistance were the Russian guns on
the city there were six field pieces of 7s-mm., two Russian the old Turkish fortress. Both the heavy guns were put out
coast-defense guns of 1so-mm. and two heavy machine of action the first day by direct hits and had to be stripped
guns. The total number of guns of all calibers defending and abandoned, while the quick-firer ran out of ammu-
the city proper was thus 17 pieces of artillery and 2 heavy nition and was destroyed by the Russians themselves.
machine guns. The British guns in the Grocka Sector did not come into

(b) T opchider Subsector. From the railway bridge over action on the first day as they could do nothing to aid in
the Save to the Jarac tower. Troops : Two and a half bat- repelling the enemy landing and it was better to keep their
talions of infantry, 2d Ban, with 12 guns and 4 heavy ma- position concealed until they could be used effectively.
chine guns. On T opchider Hill : Two French coast-de- The destruction wrought by the tremendous enemv
fense guns of 14o-mm., two guns of Iso-mm. and four bombardment was almost complete. Such antiaircraft guns
slow-firing De Bange guns; on the New Hill, four field as the Serbs possessed were immediately located and put
pieces of 7s-mm. out of action. The electric lights, the telephone and tele-

(c) Reserves of the Sector. One and a half battalions of graph communications, were all cut. The city was on fire
infantry, 2d Ban, and one machine-gun unit (5 heavy at many points and the whole river front was pulverized

h ) Band torn to bits.mac ine guns at anjica.
During the night of the 6th of September the enemy

(4) Ostruzhnica Sector. From the Jarac tower to the commenced their landing operations, making use of flotil-
Peline marshes. Troops: Two battalions of infantry,:-d las of flat-bottomed boats which had been prepared at
Ban, two heavy machine guns and fourteen guns (2 British Jakovo, on the Save and behind Zemun (Samlin).
long guns of 12o-mm., 2 guns of I2o-mm., 2 field guns The landing was made at two places: on the west end
of 7s-mm. and 8 slow-firing De Bange guns) . of the T zigantia Island, which was connected with the

(5) Reserves of the Defense of Belgrade. Troops: Two Serbian bank by a bridge, and on the quays of the Danube
battalions of infantry, 1st Ban, two squadrons of cavalry, in front of the city itself.
and four guns. This force was posted at T orlac. The crossing at the latter sector was executed by the

h d d d entire Austrian 8th corps (}I battalions, and 40 heavyFrom t e ata regarding the strength an istribution
of the troops of the Defense of Belgrade, at the beginning machine -guns) supported by the whole of the enemy

bombardment artillery. The defense of the city subsectorof the Austro-German offensive in October, 1915 (which
k f h f b ... f was composed of one weak battalion (600 men), one policeare ta en rom t e archives 0 the Ser lan Mmlstry 0

I I h. b unit of 370 men, one unit of volunteers from Srem (aboutWar), it is c ear y evident that t e supenority, oth in
I f 25° men), 2 heavy machine guns, and 17 guns of various

numbers and materia , lay with the attacking orce. On calibers.
the Belgrade Sector alone the enemy had 66 battalions of

f I (The officialGerman report speaks of the whole Serbianinfantry, 120 machine guns, and 500 pieces 0 arti lery of
d I bank being covered with machine-gun nests supported byall calibers. To this the defending force coulon y oppose guns on disappearing platforms. On the whole Danube20 weak battalions of infantry, 15 heavy machine guns front there were only IS heavy machine guns and theand 77 pieces of artillery. This superiority was most evi- Serbs did not possess a single gun on a disappearing plat-dent at the point where the enemy forced the crossing of

the Danube. form.)
On the morning of the 7th of September the Austrian

This crossing was executed by the entire 8th Austrian troops on the T zigantia Island were still held in check by
Army Corps (31 battalions of infantry and 48 heavy ma- a small force which fought with great gallantry, but in the
chine guns, supported by 500 pieces of artillery of various course of the day the small remnant of survivors was com-
calibers) . pelled to evacuate.

On October 3d the German-Austrian forces began a By daybreak on September 7th it was estimated thar
fairly heavy but desultory bombardment of Belgrade. This 4,000 to S,ooo Austrians had, at the expense of tremendous
lasted three days but it was only on October 6 that the di- losses, gained a footing on the Serbian bank of the river.
rect attack was opened with extreme violence. Five hun- Throughout that day the bombardment continued with
dred guns of every caliber began a tremendous fire on the undiminished fury. In the morning the British battery had
city. It was estimated that in the course of 24 hours nearly come into action against the batteries across the river, 24
fifty thousand shells of every kind were thrown into the guns and 4 howitzers. The concentration of fire was such
area of the city's defenses. that both of the British guns were covered with debris and

In addition, enemy airplanes, flying low over the city, had to be abandoned until night, when they were cleared
dropped bombs wherever they pleased. To this terrific ar- and made ready for action the next day.
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Another British battery was on this day brought from

Grocka and put in position on Banova Hill which com-
manded Tzigantia Island. It came into action in the after-
noon and was immediately made the object of concentrated
fire, but continued in action during the remainder of the
day.

The other British battery had meanwhile resumed firing
but one of the guns was almost immediately destroyed by
a direct hit from a heavy howitzer.

The enemy monitors on the Danube now came out and
attempted to take part in the fighting. They were at once
attacked by the two French guns and the one remaining
British gun and driven off. One of the French guns, how-
ever, was the victim of a direct hit and put out of action.

During the night of September 7th to 8th the enemy
continued landing men in large numbers and by noon on
the 8th they were practically in possessionof the river front
of the city. The city itself was burning fiercely at several
points and there remained only one French gun at Top-
chider, one British gun at Velike Varchar, and two British
guns at Banovo Hill.

Before noon on September 8th the British gun at Ve-
like Varchar was hit and destroyed. In the afternoon the
French destroyed and abandoned their remaining gun.
Orders were given to destroy the British battery at Banovo
Hill, but with great gallantry, under cover of the darkness,
the men succeeded in bringing up the ox teams and got
the guns away down one side of the hill while the enemy
infantry was swarming up the other. These guns later
rendered yeoman service during the retreat of the Serbian
army.

A second crossing of the Danube was made at Semendria
by the German troops under the command of General von
Gallwitz. Here the attack commenced a day later than
that on Belgrade. The bombardment here ~as equally
fierceand overwhelming. It was estimated that the enemy
had in action against Semendria, throughout the days and
nights of October 7 and 8, no less than 200 guns. Twenty
of these had been placed on the island facing Semendria,
under cover of the trees.

The Serbs had practically nothing to reply to this tre-
mendous fire and after two days' artillery preparation the
enemy crossed the river in force and occupied the town,

though not until after desperate fighting with the Serbian
infantry.

By this time, thanks to the overwhelming superiority of
the enemy forces, the fate of the Serbian capital was sealed.
German troops, having crossed to the right bank of the
Save and occupied Banovo Brdo, threatened the rear of
the troops defending the city subsector.

The Serbian General Staff has no intention of belittling
the courage shown by the 8th Austrian Army Corps,
which fought with gallantry, but it is evident that 31 bat-
talions supported by 48 heavy machine guns and 500 pieces
of artillery did not need to display heroism and morale to
crush the two Serbian battalions supported by 2 heavy
machine guns and 17 pieces of artillery.

The consequences of the breakthrough on the Danube
front were immediate and far-reaching. Germany had freed
herself from the iron grip of the Entente Powers; she ob-
tained direct rail connection through Bulgaria to Con-
stantinople and was able to come to the rescue of her
Turkish ally, in a critical position for want of ammunition
and other war material.

The first result of this was to render hopeless all prospect
of success on the Dardanelles. The Danube was the front-
line trench of the force in the Gallipoli Peninsula. Once
this was gone and the Turks reenforced and reprovisioned
nothing was left but to evacuate. On October I Ith, two
days after Belgrade fell, Lord Kitchener telegraphed to
General Ian Hamilton, asking for an estimate of the losses
which would be involved in the evacuation of the Penin-
sula. Six weeks later the evacuation was carried out.

The political consequences of the fiasco of the Allied
policy in the Balkans was also very great. Under pressure
of public opinion in France, Mr. Delcasse, Minister of
Foreign Affairs, resigned and disappeared from public
life. But this did not appease the public indignation, and a
few days later the Viviani cabinet was driven from power.

In Russia M. Sasanoff, Minister of Foreign Affairs, as
the result of the complete failure of his Balkan policy, was
completely descredited and shortly after was replaced in
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In Great Britain the
boundless indignation caused by the Balkan disaster and
the evacuation of Gallipoli was the main cause of the
downfall of M. Asquith and his replacement by Mr.
Lloyd George.

IN FORMING A PLAN of campaign, it is requisite to foresee everything the enemy may
do, and to be prepared with the necessary means to counteract it.-NAPOLEON.



THE KNOX TROPHY
The most sought-after annual prize for artillerymen is

the Knox Trophy. As all gunners know, this trophy is
named after General Henry Knox, the father of American
artillery. The award is made possible by the generosity of
the Society of the Sons of the American Revolution in
the Commonwealth of 1vIassachusetts. Each year the bat-
tery of the Coast Artillery Corps demonstrating the
greatest all-around efficiency receives the trophy at the
annual dinner of the Society held at Boston during the
month of January.

1vfany factors enter into the determination of which
battery is "best" for the year in question. The bed-rock
of the award is excellence in target practice, but the award
does not necessarily go to the organization which made
the highest numerical score. If that were the case, luck
might at times determine the winner. Therefore, to elimi-
nate the "breaks," consideration is given to personnel er-
rors, time-out occasioned by avoidable causes, errors in
applying the rules of adjustment, accuracy of spotting, and
other similar factors. It can therefore be said that the
organization winning the trophy clearly shows that it pos-
sesses battle efficiency of a high degree.

This year, when all the scores and related factors had
been counted up it was found that the winner was Battery
B, 69th Coast Artillery (AA) , Fort Crockett, Texas. The
Chief of Coast Artillery and the Coast Artillery Associ-
ation join in congratulating Battery B, and the 69th Coast
Artillery on the splendid work that made tfleir victory
possible. They have added fresh laurels to those of an out-
standing organization.

Captain William H. Papenfoth commanded Battery B,
~th Coast Artillery (AA) at the time of its practices.
The congratulations of the Secretary of War have been
sent him and the battery. The following is the letter of
commendation sent to Captain Papenfoth by The Adju-
tant General:

January 6, 1938.
Captain William B. Papenfoth
Battery B, ~th C.A.
Ft. Crockett, Texas

Dear Captain Papenfoth:
It is desired to express to you the heartiest congratu-

lations upon the winning by Battery B, ~th Coast Ar-
tillery (AA), Fort Crockett, Texas, of the Knox

Trophy for the calendar year 1937. This trophy is much
sought after by all organizations of the Coast Artillery
Corps and Battery B is announced as the winner after
the most careful review and study of all 1937 target
practice reports by the Coast Artillery Board. The fine
record made by Battery B in its target practices is a trib-
ute to the high state of training of the battery and its
fitness for service. It should be a source of gratification
to you as commanding officer of the battery at the time
of its target practices to know that your efforts have been
recognized by the award of this much coveted trophy.

By order of the Secretary of War.
F. M. S~IITH,

Adjutant General.

As in all competitions there were runners-up, but this
year the contest was by no means one-sided. The winners
of second and third place worked hard and did their best.
The second honors go to Battery C, 59th Coast Artillery
(HD), Fort Mills, Philippine Islands. Battery C was
commanded by Captain Matthew K. Deichelmann dur-
ing the 1937 target practices. Captain Deichelmann and
his battery have received a commendatory letter from the
Chief of Coast Artillery. Third-place honors fell to the lot
of Battery B, 91st Coast Artillery (HD), Fort Mills,
Philippine Islands. At the time of its target practice this
battery was commanded by 1st Lieutenant Arthur Roth.
Lieutenant Roth and Battery B have received the congratu-
lations of the Chief of Coast Artillery.

For the 1938 competition some changes have been made
in the procedure governing the award. The following
letter from The Adjutant General sent to all corps area
commanders (except the Fifth and Seventh Corps Areas)
gives the details of the changes:

I. The Society of the Sons of the Revolution in the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts presents annually a Knox Tro-
phy to the Coast Artillery battery of the Regular Army which
has conducted the best target practice (primary assignment)
during the preceding year. The presentation is made at the
annual dinner of the Society, held about the middle of Jan-
uary.

2. This trophy is highly valued. The resultant competition
is very keen among battery commanders. Great care and
much work are involved in making an equitable award. Tar-
get practice reports received late in the calendar year can not
be reviewed and compared with the required thoroughness,

••

THE WINNERS - Batter)' B, 69tb Coast Artiller)' (AA), Fort Crockett, Texas.
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if appropriate and timely report is to be made to the donor
of the trophy.

3. Effective for the calendar year 1937, and succeeding
years, the provisions of paragraph 48, Coast Artillery Memo-
randum No. 17, dated \Var Department, June 15, 1937, are
hereby modified. Target practices fired after September 30th
will not be considered in that calendar year. Practices held in
October, November and December will be considered with
the first nine months of the next year, i.e., the year is October
1st to September 30th. (Practice held during October, No-
vember, and December 1937, will be included in the year
ending September 30, 1938.) The foregoing applies to no
other features of Coast Artillery Memorandum No. 17, June
15, 1937,

4. Any report, of a target practice fired prior to Septem-
ber 30th, not received by The Adjutant General by Decem-
ber 10th, will not be considered in making the award for
any year.

Elsewhere in this number we carry an article by Captain
Papenfoth on how Battery B, ~th Coast Artillery (AA)
won the Knox Trophy for 1937.

General Sunderland has expressed his appreciation to
the members of Battery B, 69th Coast Artillery in the
following letter:

Subject: Knox Trophy.
To: The Adjutant General.

I. It is desired to express to all members of Battery

B, ~th Coast Artillery (AA), Fort Crockett, Texas,
heartiest congratulations on the winning of the Knox
Trophy for the calendar year 1937, This trophy is
much sought after by all organizations of the Coast
Artillery Corps and Battery B is announced as winner
after the most careful review and study of all 1937
target practice records by the Coast Artillery Board.
The fine record made by Battery B in its target practices
is a ~ribute to the high state of training of the Battery
and Its fitness for service. All members of the Battery
should derive great satisfaction on the realization that
their efforts have been rewarded by winning the coveted
Knox Trophy. An officer will be designated to receive
the trophy when it is presented by the Society of the
Sons of the Revolution in the Commonwealth of Mas-
sachusetts at their animal dinner in Boston on January
17, 1938. This officer will make the necessary arrange-
ments for the shipment of the trophy to the Command-
ing Officer, Battery B, 69th Coast Artillery (AA).

2. It is requested that this letter be forwarded
through channels, to the Commanding Officer, Battery
B, 69th Coast Artillery (AA), Fort Crockett, Texas.

A. H. SUNDERLAND,

Major General.
Chief of Coast Artillery.

THE KNOX MEDAL
In addition to the award of the Knox Trophy to a bat-

tery of the Corps, the Society of the Sons of the American
Revolution in the Common-
wealth of jyfassachusetts also
awards a medal to an outstand-
ing soldier of the Coast Artillery.
The selection is made from the
students attending the enlisted
specialists' courses at the Coast
Artillery School. Since the men
in attendance are of the highest
type and are specially selected
for the detail, it follows that the

student winning the Knox Medal is an outstanding all-
around soldier.

This year the medal was won by Staff Sergeant Forrest
H. Butters, CAe. The Chief of Coast Artillery has sent
his congratulations to Sergeant Butters for the hard work
and spirit that made the accomplishment possible.

Sergeant Butters is a native of New York and was born
in Corning in 1906. After graduation from Corning gram-
mar school he attended Elmira High School for two years.
He enlisted in the Coast Artillery Corps of the Regular
Army in February, 1930 and was sent to the Canal Zone
for station, being assigned to Battery B, 1st Coast Artil-
lery. Within a year, he was a corporal; before two years

had passed he achieved sergeant's stripes. Upon his return
to the United States in 1933, he reenlis~ed for duty at Fort
Monroe. He attained the rank of corporal in June, 1934,

At the time of his detail to the enlisted specialists'
course, Sergeant Butters was serving as a corporal. He took
the examination for staff sergeant (clerical) in April,
1937 and received his warrant June I, 1937, about three
weeks prior to graduation. His present assignment is to
the Submarine Mine Depot, Fort Monroe.

That Sergeant Butters is not essentially the studious
type whose knowledge comes mainly from books is evi-
denced by the fact that he takes an active interest in all
outdoor sports. In this field he confesses a greater liking
for tennis and handball than for the others.

Sergeant Butters has ably demonstrated that he possesses
to an outstanding degree the major factors that are con-
sidered when the award of the medal is made. These are:

Scholastic standing
Cooperation
Diligence
Conduct
Attention to duty
"Nfilitary bearing and neatness
Character.

We predict that Sergeant Butters will have a long and
successful career as a Coast Artilleryman.



WINNING THE KNOX TROPHY
B\f Captain William B. PapentotkJ C. G. C.

THE 1937TARGET practices of Battery B, El9thCoast
Artillery (AA) were held at Fort Crockett. During the
month of August the west end of the reservation is more or
less ideally suited for firing over the Gulf of Mexico. The
battery is equipped with four 3-inch guns (M3)' MIAl
director, T9E I stereoscopic height-finder and two 1920
altimeters.

Throughout the season Colonel Allen Kimberly, the
regimental commander, gave the battery every faciliry for
training, but exacted a high order of training before per-
mitting it to fire. The guard and fatigue requirements were
so arranged as to allow the entire organization to attend
both drills and firings.

Realizing the great importance of obtaining correct alti-
tudes, an intensive training course for stereoscopic observ-
ers began early in the year and continued until the prac-
tices were completed. All men were tested on the stereo-
scopic trainer and results carefully analysed, resulting in
the final selection of six men to be trained as observers.
The commanding officerauthorized the use of the Quarter-
master "I" boat by the battery as a water target. Ranges
were read by the observers and compared with those de-
termined by use of a horizontal baseline and an impro-
vised plotting board which proved to be satisfactory from
a training point of view. Training for the observers was
thus continued until the summer encampment of the
ROTC and the ORC, when airplane tow targets became
available. Each practice of the summer trainees was care-
fully analysed and the computed altitudes from the
analyses were used as a basis for check of the observed
altitudes. A record was kept for all observers, to determine
the proper adjuster settings under all conditions, these
settings being used in the regular practices. The compara-
tive accuracy of the observed altitudes in all the practices
was gratifying, and to Sergeant Thomas F. Emond, the
observer, must go the credit for a job well performed.

A complete detail for the director, with a capable re-
serve, trained under the supervision of 1st Lieutenant Carl
E. Green, ably assisted by the instrument sergeant, Mal-
colm E. Thomas.

Following closely upon the completion of gunners' in-
struction, the range section was given theoretical instruc-
tion, including visual representation of all elements of
firing data. Special attention was paid to the operation of
the detail as a team, and the importance of accuracy of
operation of the individual was stressed.

The range, vertical and lateral spotters were trained dur-

ing the indoor period by use of a spotting board, which
consisted merely of a board with vertical and horizontal
lines painted on it. A stick with a wad of cotton on the
end was used to simulate bursts.

During the summer the battery participated in the
firings of reserve regiments and the ROTC. These firings
were carefully analysed. The fuze error and developed
muzzle velocity ran consistently; accordingly the data was
used to advantage during the record practices. It was also
noted that there was a tendency to fire the gun too rapidly.
The gun section frequently achieved a rate of 30 rounds
per gun per minute. To allow vertical and lateral docks
and muzzle to settle, as well as permit accurate fuze cut-
tir:g, the rate was slowed down to 25 rounds per gun per
mtnute, and a greater accuracy resulted. In the trainin~ of
the gun sections credit for excellent work is due 1st Lleu-
tenant Charles R. Longanecker, the battery executive, 1st
Sergeant William G. Wood, and the four gun com-
manders.

Major Charles S. Harris, the battalion commander, con-
tributed valuable assistance in the conduct of the practices,
especially in the technical training. Major James G. De-
vine "pinch hit" and acted as safety officer and plane di-
rector during his tour with a Reserve regiment.

The task of safety officerand plane director was not easy,
since at the altitudes and ranges involved the guns were
pointed almost directly at the plane a great deal of the
time. Major Devine's experience and judgment insured
absol~te safety, with the four courses of each practice con-
secutlve.

The practices were fired at altitudes ranging from 12,000
to 14,000 feet and at maximum practicable ranges. In each
practice, firing was conducted on four courses. Hits were
obtained on each of the twelve courses, except one, and on
that course the target was shot down on one of the first
two salvos by a shrapnel hit on the target bridle. Only one
minor materiel failure was experienced.

Average data for all practices is tabulated below:
Slant range , 6,312 yards
Altitude 4,506 yards
Ground speed of plane 109 m.p.h.
Per cent of hits 14.2
Hits per gun per minute 3,4
Shots per gun per minute 24-3

The three scores 172.7
138.9
318,9
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OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COAST ARTILLERY
Chief of Coast Artiller)'

MAJOR GENERAL A. H. SUNDERLAND

Personnel Section
MAJOR CLARE H. ARMSTRONG

Materiel and Finance Section
MAJOR C. W. BUNDY
MAJOR H. B. HOLMES, JR.
MAJOR S. L. MCCROSKEY

Executive
COLONEL JOSEPH A. GREEN

Organization and Training Section
COLONEL HORACE F. SPURGIN
MAJOR AARON BRADSHAW, JR.
MAJOR W. H. WARREN

Plans and Projects Section
LIEUT. COL. JOHN L. HOMER

Notes from the Chief'.s Of~ce
Most of the target practice reports for 1937 have been

received.The Chief of Coast Artillery has noted with in-
terest the e~cel.lent results that hav~ been obtained by
many orgaOlzatlOns.

* * * * '*'
An excellent text on stereoscopy and stereoscopic range

finding has been prepared at the Coast Artillery School
and copies sent to all Coast Artillery regiments. Target
practicereports indicate, in some cases, that this text is not
being used to the best advantage. It is believed that this
conditionmay be responsible for the failure of some organ-
izationsto obtain satisfactory stereoscopic spotting. As this
method of altitude determination and spotting is the one
most likely to be used in war, a thorough understanding
ofthe limitations and capabilities of the height finder and
the principles involved is essential. Every effort should be
madeto exploit the possibilities of stereoscopic height find-
ing and range sensings during peacetime training.

* * * * *
The use of the term "ex-caliber" is not considered proper

when referring to sub-caliber materiel.

* * * * *
The Knox Trophy is a highly coveted award and, if it is

tocontinue to have the significance in the Coast Artillery
:vhichit has had in the past, every effort must be made to
IUsurethat the award goes to that organization which has
madethe best actual record in target practice for the year.
This means that the complete target practice reports of all
batteries must be studied carefully and evaluated before
notifying the Society of the Sons of the Revolution in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts of the Chief of Coast
Artillery's selection for the award. The award is made at
theSociety's annual dinner about the middle of January.
Pastexperience has demonstrated that there is insufficient

time to make a thorough study of the target practice re-
ports of batteries that fire late in the calendar year or of
those batteries on foreign service which fire aft~r October
Ist. To overcome this difficulty it has been decided that
in so far as the Knox Trophy award is concerned, the
target practice year will run from October 1st to Septem-
ber 30th, inclusive. Also, that the target practice reports
covering firings within this period, must reach The Adju-
tant General on or before December loth. Otherwise they
will not be considered in making the award. This pro-
cedure has been followed in the selection for 1937, The few
1937practices which were fired after September 30th, 1937
will be considered in making the award for 1938.

* * * * *
Experience is the best teacher. After two years in com-

mand of a searchlight battery, a captain submitted a report
in which he listed the defects in the design and operation
of the materiel with which he had been serving. It was
natural that some of the defects to which he referred had
been recognized before the receipt of his letter but there
were others which had not been reported. For each defect
he suggested a suitable remedy. The following is quoted
from the comments made by the Engineer Board: "It is felt
that this is exactly the sort of constructive criticism we need
most. If all officerswith comparable searchlight experience
would submit such reports as this, the work of the Engi-
neer Board would be greatly simplified." More important,
perhaps, is the net result-better materiel.

* * * * *
Materiel data sheets are important. Each year it is neces-

sary to return many of these sheets for minor corrections.
The information appearing in these sheets is used almost
daily to answer questions which could not be answered
otherwise without corresponding with the harbor defense
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concerned. No other similar source of information is avail-
able to the Chief of Coast Artillery. Accuracy in their
preparation is essential...........

The Niles. Unforeseen circumstances resulted in a delay
in the delivery date of the new mine planter Lieutenal;t
Colonel Ellery lV. Niles until December 28, 1937. The
approved itinerary for the Niles provides for visits to
Washington, the Harbor Defenses of Chesapeake Bay,
the Harbor Defenses of Boston, the Harbor Defenses of v
Sandy Hook, the Army Base at Brooklyn, and the Harbor
Defenses of Pensacola during the shakedown trials. The
mine laying equipment will be tested in Hampton Roads
and the cable equipment will be tested in the Se::ond
Corps Area. U. S. Arm)' Mine Planter Niles

Major General Hwang Chin-san, Chinese Arm)', receives
Escort of Honor at Fort Monroe.

Fort Monroe
BRIGADIER GENERAL JOHN W. GULICK, U. S. Army, Commanding

COLONEL W. E. SHEDD, JR. COLONEL EUGENE B. WALKER

Commanding, Harbor Defenses of Chesapeake Bay Commanding 51st Coast Artillery
and 2d Coast Artillery

LIEUTENANT COLONEL FREDERIC A. PRICE
Commanding 52d Coast Artillery

By 2d Lieutenant H. Bennett Whipple
General Gulick entertained several visitors of note during major general. After a brief tout around the post and

November and December. Among them was Major Gen- luncheon at General Gulick's quarters the guests motored
eral Hwang Chin-san, Chinese Army, who arrived on the to Yorktown where the afternoon was profitably spent in-
Washington boat on the morning of November 22 ac- specting the old Revolutionary War fortifications.
companied by three fellow countrymen, all graduates of On a rainy December 2, Major General McCoy, Second
noted U. S. universities: Mr. Chang, secretary to the Corps Area commander, Hew from Governors Island, to
General, and Captain T e-Ming Yi and Lieutenant Yuan Langley Field on his way to visit the commandant of the
Chuen Li, aides to the General. The visitors were escorted Portsmouth Navy Yard. To meet General McCoy and
to Randolph Hall by Captain F. S. Kane, appointed spe- party at Fort Monroe came Admiral Wilson Brown,
cial aide to General Hwang during the latter's stay at Fort U.S.N., General Williams, U.S.M.C., and the destroyer
Nfonroe. Leary, which docked at the main wharf. Saluting guns

At 9 A.M. rhe party, accompanied by General Gulick placed at the main dock fired thirteen rounds for rhe
and Lieutenant Peterson, A.D.C., pro~eeded to Disrrict visitors who proceeded to General Gulick's office. This
Headquarters where a guard of honor, commanded by part» including General G~llick, joined General Mc~oy
Captain P. NfcC. Smith, rendered the usual honors due a on 1115 way from Langley Field to Fort Monroe. Salutll1g

guns located at the Mill Creek Guardhouse fired the sa-
lute for General McCoy as he passed through the post on
his way to board the Leary. The parry from Governors
Island visited naval officials to discuss winter maneuvers in
the Caribbean.

SCHOOL LISTS AND PROMOTIONS

Fort Monroe relinquishes several officers next summer
to be students at Leavenworth and the War College. To
the War College, Monroe loses Major E. M. Foster,
Finance Department, Captain R. E. Starr, instructor,
Coast Artillery School, and Captain Hobart Hewett, now
a member of the Coast Artillery Board and formerly an
instructor, Coast Artillery School. The Leavenworth list
reduces Monroe's presen~ strength by eight officers from
various departments. From school instructors go Major J.
R. Townsend, Captains N. A. Burnell, L. W. Bartlett
and E. B. Thompson. From school students go Captains
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J. R. Lovell and W. L. Wright and Lieutenant R. T.
Frederick. From the Harbor Defenses goes Captain R. E.
Dingeman.

Lieutenant Colonel W. R. Nichols, executive, Third
C. A. District, and Lieutenant Colonel F. S. Clark, as-
sistant commandant, Coast Arti"llery School, were ex-
amined for promotion recently and should be full colonels
early in the spring. Lieutenants W. H. Hennig, R. T.
Frederick and E. D. Peddicord were examined for pro-
motion to captain, effective early in June.

TROOPS

To Portsmouth went the 2d Coast Artillerv on a cold,
wet November I I. \Vith ~/lajor Paul H. Fre;1Ch in com-

w~lich ~ate man)' officers left the post to pass the holidays
With fnends and relatives. The old Jeff Davis tree on the
parade ground was colored with scores and scores of col-
ored lights, as were many trees on the water front and at
the Coast Artillery School.

The post Christmas tree celebration was held in Libertv
Theatre on the twenty-fourth. Children below the age ;f
twelve years of every officer, warrant officer and enlisted. /

man were given presents. The tremendous task of <Yather-~
ing, wrapping and marking these presents was handled by
Mrs. J. W. Gulick, Mrs. W. E. Shedd and Iv[rs. P. P.
Lowry, who labored long and weary hours for several
weeks prior to the 24th. Among all the Coast Artillery of-

SPECIAL CLASS, OFFICERS OF THE NATIONAL GUARD AND OFFICERS' RESERVE CORPS, 1937
Frollt Row (left to right) : Capt. Case. Capt. DUllnington, Capt. Groff. Cant. Herrod, Capt. Hutchinson. Capt. Kimble, Capt. MarteH,

Capt. ~rartin, Capt. Prevost.
~Iiddle Row (left to right): Capt. Schubert, Capt. Schoenfeld, Capt. Skeele, Cap!. Wesley, 1st Lieut. Ahrens, 1st Lieu!. Beyers, 2d

Lieut. Jefferis. 1st Lieut. Da1eda, 1st Lieut. Dresser, Cap!. Gudger, 1st Lieut. Kert.
Back Row (left to right) : 2d Lieut. Lee, 1st Lieut. Lewis. 1st Lieut. Long, 1st Lieut, ~IcKay. 1st Lieu!. l\litchell, 1st Lieut. RidgeH. 1st

Lieut. Smith, 1st Lieut. Starr, 1st Lieut. Taylor, 1st Lieut. Ward, 1st Lieut. Hasham.

mand, the Second was loaded on a Navy Hat barge early in
the morning for a bitter, rough crossing. After marching
in a long drawn out but inspiring parade the weary Fort
Monroe troops made another choppy trip back to Old
Point and docked in mid afternoon, having been on their
feet since an early hour.

During November and December the Harbor Defense
Commander, Colonel W. E. Shedd, in addition to routine
inspections, reviewed the 2d, 5 ISt and 52d in march order
on successive Fridays.

In mid December, a Peninsula Charity Fair was held at
Langley Field. The Coast Artillery presented several ex-
hibitions of guns, searchlights and fire control equipment,
which filled one of the five or six hangars vacated by the
Air Corps for use by the fair committee.

CHRISTMAS

The Christmas season opened on December 22, on

ficers at Monroe not one could be discovered who had the
qualifications necessary for a Santa Claus. The committee,
after long and profound contemplation, decided to search
outside our branch and found, one Major (Pete) Poland,
Infantry, who had every desirable trait and characteristic
for the part. He played the role well. Every child departed
from the theatre that day happy and very appreciative of
the task accomplished by the ladies of the committee and
their fellow workers, Chaplain Bodel, Major Poland and
those who procured and decorated the tree.

The 2d Coast Artillery Band m:tde its traditional round
of the post early Christmas morning, awakening the garri-
son with "Hark the Herald Angels Sing" and other ap-
propriate selections. Chapel services during the week were
well attended. The midnight service on Christmas Eve
was a capacity gathering for the small chapel which had
bee.n tastefully decorated by several ladies of the congre-
gation.



Harbor Defenses of Honolulu
COLONELG. A. WILDRICK

Hawaiian Separate Coast Artillery Brigade
BRIGADECOMMANDER,BRIGADIERGENERALJAMESA. WOODRUFF

CHIEFOF STAFF,COLONELROBERTARTHUR
ADJUTANTGENERAL,MAJORM. S. DANIELS

S-l & S-4, LIEUTENANTCOLONELWM. D. FRAZER S-2, CAPTAINWILLIAMH. DUNHAM
S-3, LIEUTENANTCOLONELRALPHE. HAINES,C.A.C.

MAJOR LERoy A. WHITTAKER CAPTAINL. D. FLORY
Com. and Engineet OfJicet Asst. Com. and Engineer Officer

War Plans aud f\1otOt Officer
LIEUTENANTCOLONELA. E. ROWLAND

Harbor Defenses of Pearl Harbor
COLONELH. C. MERRIAM

Sixty-folMh Coast Artillery (AA)
COLONELRALPHN. MITCHELL

By Lieutenant John 1. Stark

DISTINGUISHEDVISITORSOF 1937

This being our end-of-the-year letter, we would like to
recount some of the most important happenings of the
year in the Hawaiian Separate Coast Artillery Brigade.
~he year 1937 was marked by a number of distinguished
VIsitors to our sunny shores. The entire United States
Fleet visited us early in the spring, some 125 ships strong,
and furnished our "enemy" for the 1937 Hawaiian De-
partment maneuvers. Also among the distinguished
visitors were a cabinet member and many senators and
representatives from Congress. Secretary of the Treasury
Henry Morganthau came in June and was afforded the
military courtesies of the Department, which included a
large review at Schofield. The many senators and repre-
sentatives who came here were mostly members of the
congressional statehood committee. In'cidentally, we ex-
pect the United States Fleet back in March to again join
us in maneuvers. Judging from the success of the maneuv-
ers last spring, the 1938 visit of the Fleet will be more
than welcome.

A great many changes in officer personnel took place
during the year. Heading the list, our department com-
mander, General Moses, took over the command from
General Drum in July. This brigade had its new com-
mander arrive in January, at which time General James A.
Woodruff succeeded General R. S. Abernethy. During
the year, Colonel Robert Arthur relieved Colonel B. H.
L. Williams as brigade chief of staff, and at Fort Kame-
hameha, the commanding officer underwent a change,
Colonel Merriam relieving Colonel Biscoe. All in all, it
was one of the largest turn-overs of officer personnel in
~ecent years, there b7ing a ~otal of 57 new officers coming
mto the Brigade dunng a smgle year.

HSCAB HAS GOOD TARGET PRACTICESEASON
In summarizing the target practices for the year, we re-

port a m?st successful completion of this important part
of our aSSIgnment. Outstanding among the sea-coast rarget
pra~tices was that of Battery A, 55th Coast Artillery,
whIch made a score of 175.1 firing 155 mm. guns. This
score was especially notable because the target was towed
by our Army tug at a slow speed. The battery commander

of this battery was Captain Fred F. ScheifHer.
Just in from the field, the 64th antiaircraft regiment

has a great deal of news for us. For one thing, they report
an outstanding antiaircraft practice-that of Battery K,
64th Coast Artillery, which made a score of 241 in a night
rractice, Captain Pierre Denson, commanding. We be-
lIeve. the 64th has set a new record for high altitude firing.
At tImes the sleeve was towed at the remarkable height of
16,500 feet, even in night practices. A high speed bomber
was used for towing. The scores for the various batteries
of the regiment as they have just been reported to us are
listed below. These scores are average for three practices
which each battery was required to fire using the mobile
3-inch antiaircraft guns.

Battery Score Battery Commander
B-64 II6.6 Capt. F. L. Hayden
C-64 lI8. I Capt. M. L. Skinner
F-64 85.3 Lt. L. G. Ross
G-64 97.4 Capt. F. C. Wilson
K-64 177-3 Capt. P. B. Denson
L-64 99.9 Capt. G. W. Palmer

H.S.C.A.B. SPORTS

Fort Kamehameha won the swimming crown with a
total of 1,000 points, while Fort Shafter fought them to the
finish to garner 991 points for second place. The Green
Wave from Honolulu took third position, hard on the
heels of the leaders, with 973 points. The margin of victory
in the swimming battle was not sufficient for the Fott
Kam. ~en .to offset the early lead established by the
Shaftentes m boxing, track and baseball and the athletic
supremacy for the Brigade went to the Antiaircraftmen
from Fort Shafter.
. The keen rivalry .displayed in the past year by the units
m the H.S.C.A.B. ISclearly shown in the statisticallistinu
of the final athletic standings for 1937, t1

Team Boxing Basket- Track Base .. Swim- Tot.
ball ball ming Pts.

Ft. Shafter 1000 500 1000 1000 991 4491
Ft. Kamehameha 905 1000 736 625 1000 4266
Ft. Ruger 754 214 808 438 973 3187



Corregidor
BRIGADIERGENERAL P. P. BISHOP, Commanding

COLONEL T. A. TERRY, ExeC1ltiz'e

SIXTIETH COAST ARTILLERY

By Lieutenant C. W. Hildebrandt
. The s~archlight and machine-gun batteries have fin-
Ished theIr record target practices with gratifying results.
Captain Bender, commanding Battery "A" had scores of

FIFTY-NINTH COAST ARTILLERY

By Lieutenant Leland R. Drake
During Octo~er and November the 59th participated in

basketball, boxmg and golf. Battery "C" beat Head-
quarters Battery in a close game for the battery league
basketball championship. The regimental basketball team
was organized. the ~atter part of October and played a
three-~ame senes WIth ~he 6:>th Coast Artillery for the
Amencan troop champlOnshIP of Fort Mills. The two
teams were so closely matched that it took three games to
decide the series. The 59th won the first game 38-27, lost
the second 32-37, and nosed out the 60th in the final
game 36-32. The team then went on to Manila to win the
Philippine Department basketball tournament. On the
evening of Noven:ber 17th an inter-regimental boxing
smoker was held WIth the 60th c.A. whose pugilists out-
fought the 59th fighters 53h to 33h. The officers' golf
team proved not to be of Bobby Jones caliber, for it came
out third in the Caldwell Cup matches and fourth in the
Marathon Golf Tournament which created much amuse-
ment for both the players and spectators.

The Grant arrived on October 29th with several new
officers for the 59th. Major McBride succeeded Major
Barrows as regimental adjutant. Other new officersinclude
Captain McNamee, Lieutenant Roy and Lieutenant
Lazar, who hav~ been given command of Battery E, Bat-
tery A and ServIce Battery, respectively. The new arrivals
have already experienced two typhoons, one of which was
the worst one the ~hilippines has had in over four years.

All ~f the battenes ~ave been intensively training for
the artillery season whIch commences for most batteries
in December with subcaliber practices. "C" Batterv has
fired its record 3-inch antiaircraft practice and fro~ ob-
servation it appeared to be an excellent shoot. Under the
supervision of Major Campbell, who has been conductinO"
an artillety school, the officershave been given some inte~
esting practical instruction in artillery.

At Fort Hughes a large retirement party was given for
First Serg~an~ Fleming. All the first three grades of the
59th were mVIted and were brought over by a special boat.
First Sergeant Fleming has left for Pensacola, where he
has many friends.

59th Coast Artillery
COLONEL GEORGE RUHLEN

60th Coast Artillery
COLONEL J. H. CUNNINGHAM

91st Coast Artillery (PS)
LIEUTENANT COLONEL WILLIAM C. KOENIG

92d Coast Artillery (PS)
LIEUTENANT COLONEL ALBERT H. WARREN

By Major R. E. Phillips

From the standpoint of officerpersonnel the harbor de-
fenses .were ~reatly s~rengthened when the transport
Grant hmped mto Mamla on October 29th bringing Lieu-
tenant Colonel Koenig to take command of the 9Ist Coast
Artillery (PS), and Lieutenant Colonel Crawford, who
is assigned to the staff for work on war plans and as In-
spector. As reported in the regimental sections below, a
considerable number of other newly arrived field officers
joined the various regiments for staff and command duties
therein. They were sorely needed and found plenty of
problems awaiting attention.

I?~ring the .two-month pe~iod October I-November 30,
antiaircraft firmgs have dommated training activities. Five
preliminary and five record machine-gun practices have
gone forward with scores averaging well over 100 and
three)-inch. AA MI9I8 gun practices and a searchlight
practIceare m process of analysis.

The outstanding feature of officerathletics for the period
wasplayoff of the post golf championship. Weather pre-
vented the establishment of qualification by a number of
our players but the contest was generally a success and
many extra hole matches resulted before Lieutenant
George Keeler and Captain F. J. French emerged for the
hnal round of 36 holes to determine the club champion.
A see-saw battle was carried to the twenty-seventh hole
and it was championship golf all the way, the match end-
ing5 and 4, in favor of Lieutenant Keeler.

Besides sending a full quota to the Army-Navv game
festivitiesin Manila a local celebration was put on at the
Corregidor Club, about fifty people attending. The re-
broadcast of the shortwave results sent from the US to
Manila carne in very clearly.

The entire garrison is rejoicing in the assured recovery
of Lieutenant Reybold who suffered a serious fracture
when he was hit in the left temple by a baseball and was
taken to Sternberg General Hospital.

The Honorable John Van H. MacMurray, chairman
of the joint committee making the study of economic
aspects of American-Filipino relations accepted the com-
manding general's invitation to visit Corregidor on Oc-
tober 30th. Formal honors were dispensed with at the re-
quest of Ambassador MacMurray. The Ambassador and
Mrs. ~acMurray were ent~rtained at the commanding
generals quarters ?uring theIr two-day stay at Corregidor.
. The Commandmg General and family have been visit-
Ing at Bagnio since November 1d. Lieutenant Donnelly
and family accompanied the General's party. Colon~l
Ruhlen assumed command of the Harbor Defenses during
General Bishop's absence.



Fort Crockett
COLONELALLENKIMBERLY,Commanding

The Provisional Machine-Gun Battalion, which was
formed from troops of the 69th, returned from Camp
Bullis, on November 9th after two months of interesting
participation in the maneuvers of the Proposed Infantrv
Division. Shortly thereafter, rifleswere issued to the 69th
pursuant to the new tables of basic allowances. As only
about 10% of the command had handled rifles before,
the parade ground gave all appearancesof a recruit depot
for about ten days..

Trucks of the entire regiment accompaniedthe machine-
gun battalion on the divisiontest. They operated over open
country, through woods, and on unimproved roads and
functioned well throughout. However, a complete over-
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167.8and 173.1for his searchlight practices. "E" Battery, signments during this period with excellent results. In
Captain Wrean commanding, had two ,30 caliber shoots addition several beach defense problems were fired, both
of 196.9and 187.2,and two .50 caliber shoots of 239.1 and day and night with similar results.
164.6. "F" Battery, Lieutenant Hale commanding, did
equally as well with scoresof 101.32and 242.6 for his ,30 NINETY-SECONDCOASTARTILLERY(PS)
caliber shoots, and 209.1 and 292,99 for his .50 caliber By Major H. A. McMorrow
shoots. Captain and Mrs. John Harry arrived on the Grant on

The 3-inch gun batteries are beginning intensive train- October 29th bringing the 92d one more officer.Captain
ing now for their target practices which will be held in Harry has been assigned to Battery "A" and to command
February. Fort Wint.

The fifteenth anniversary of the 60th Coast Artillery As the next scheduled departure is that of Lieutenant
was celebrated with an appropriate organization day pro- and Mrs. Wilson in February, we expect no changes for
gram on October 26th. A regimental formation in the severalmonths.
morning and a holiday which included free movies, a regi- Antiaircraft machine-gun practices have had the at-
mental basketball game, and an officers'beach parry made tention of the entire regiment. The Guard Battalion did
a very enjoyable day. some spectacularshooting early in October, making scores

Arriving 3 days behind schedule, on October 29th, the of 173.5 and 134.8. Next to fire were Batteries "A" and
Grant brought Major and Mrs. Marquat to the 60th. "D," about the middle of November. Battery "B" and
Major Marquat assumed command of the 1st battalion "C" will finish up the shooting just prior to the Christmas
upon his arrival. holidays.

In the American Troop swimming meet, the 60th Coast All batteries areusing the Morgan sight in the AA MG
Artillery beat the 59th by eight points. However we were firings and the results obtained are well beyond those of
not as fortunate in basketball and the 59th nosed us out, previous firings under tracer control.
winning two games out of three. In boxing we were again The 92d defeated the 91st to take the basketball cham-
victorious. With good weather here, track and baseball pionship of Corregidor (Scout Division) for the second
are the main sports for the next few months. successiveyear. After losing the first of the three-game

NINETY-FIRSTCOASTARTILLERY(PS) series, the 92d came back in fighting form to grab the
second and third games.

By Major Arthur L. Lavery The team fared badly in the department tournament,
During the months of October and November athleric however. The 14th Engineers beat us by three points and

interest was centered on basketball, boxing and track. went on to win the championship.
A capaciry crowd in the athletic arena saw the gIst Battery "B" won the regimental track meet held on

Regimental Basketball team win the first game and lose November 24th, Battery "C" placing second. The Guard
the next two in the playoff with the 92d for the post Battalio.nbrought out a tug-of-war team that whipped all
championship in the Scout Division. Scoresof 40-29, 32-37 comers.
and 38-43indicate how well matched the two teams were. On Friday, December 3d, the Boxing meet between
The regimental team was entered in the Philippine De- the 91st and 92d will be held at the athletic arena. Our
partment tournament and tied for first place at the end of squad has been working out under the supervision of
the round robin schedule. In the playoff, however, they Captain Pamplin and Sergeant Kantere and we expect
lost to the 14th Engineers by a scoreof 34-27. them to come away with the victor's laurels.

The first of a seriesof monthly track meets was held on
November 16th. It was won by Battery "B" with 67
points followed by Battery "c" with 42 points and Bat-
tery "G" with 40 points. One of the outstanding per-
formanceswas a 10 second 100 yard dash by Private First
Class H. Fernandez.

Two boxing meets have been held in the arena. Mem-
bers of the regimental team to box against the 92d fighters
for the Post Scout Division trophy on December 3d were
picked on their performance in these meets.

The last transport brought a number of officersto the
regiment. Lieutenant Colonel William C. Koenig as com-
manding officer,is well fitted to carry on the tradition of
the regiment; Major Leroy H. Lohmann, after years of
mine planters and cable ships, has receivedthe mine com-
mand and Captain Lee A. Denson, Jr., has been assigned
as fort commander of Fort Frank.

All batteries finished their additional antiaircraft as-
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Washington Chapter

The Washington Chapter of the U. S. Coast Artillery
Association held its annual dinner in conjunction with the
Washington Coast Artillery Club on December 7, 1937,
at the Army and Navy Countty Club.

As usual, the party was a real success, being attended
by over 80 Regular, National Guard and Reserve officers.
The Chief of Coast Artillery, Major General A. H.
Sunderland, was the guest of honor. Practically all of the
Regular Coast Artillery officers station~d in Washington
and the National Guard and Reserve officersin the vicinity
attended. General Sunderland, Colonel Avery J. Cooper,
Colonel Walter H. Burns, Colonel J. A. Green, Colonel
H. F. Spurgin, Colonel Sanderford Jarman, Colonel H. P.
Newton and Colonel Clifford Jones, made short but inter-
esting talks. Colonel James B. Bentley acted as toast-
master.

The new officerselected for the Washington Chapter at
this meeting are:

President: Lieutenant Colonel Roy S. Atwood, e.A.e.
Vice-Pres.: Captain Joseph H. Church, CA-Res.
Secretary-Treasurer: Major William J. Heale, D.e.

N.G.
The President of the Coast Artillery Club, Captain

Lyman E. Morris, 913th e.A., will serve in that capacity
for another year.

The success of the meeting was largely due to the ener-
getic work by the chairman of the committee on arrange-
ments, Colonel Harry P. Newton, and Captain Joseph H.
Church.

Los Angeles

The Los Angeles Chapter, United States Coast Artil-
lery Association held a regular meeting at Griffith Park
Planetarium on the evening of December 14, 1937. At
this session the following-named officers were elected to
office for the ensuing year: .

President-Lieutenant Colonel George W. Oertley,
2Slst e.A., Cal. N.G.

Vice President-Lieutenant Colonel Avery J. French,
CAe.

Secretary-Treasurer - Captain Lauron E. Salisbury,
SI9th e.A.-Res.

Directors-Colonel R. H. Williams, CAC; Colonel
Edward A. Evans, 977th e.A.-Res.; Lieutenant Colonel
Frank H. Holden, 97Sth e.A.-Res.; Captain Paul W.
Cole, 63d e.A.; 1st Lieutenant e. F. Beyers, 2SIst CA.,
Cal. N.G.

Under the leadership of Colonel Oertley the chapter
plans a program that. will interest all branches of the
Coast Artillery Corps. Two future meetings, it is planned,
will take the chapter into the field for a first-hand observa-
cion of current Coast Artillery problems.

and this will require The N.e.S. Club House was the scene of several enjoyable
parties during the holidays.

~~~

San Francisco
COLONELH. T. BURGIN,6th Coast Artillery,

Commanding
By Major Willard W. Irvine

The 6th Coast Artillery furnished an escort of honor
for Governor Merriam of California, November 21, at
"Treasure Island," the site of the Golden Gate Inter-
national Exposition which opens in San Francisco Febru-
ary, 1939, The escort, consisting of a battery and the
band, was commanded by Captain Dean Luce. Lieu-
tenants Joseph e. East and George V. Underwood, Jr.,
were platoon commanders. "Treasure Island" is a 400-
acretract built in San Francisco Bay near Yerba Buena
Island. -

The regiment, less Battery "K," participated in a parade
and Armistice Day ceremonies at Oakland, California.
Theband directed by Warrant Officer W. K. Hershenow,
wasawarded the first prize of $60.00. Battery "K," sta-
tioned at Fort Baker, took part in similar exercises at
Mill V alley.

Battery "E," under the direction of Lieutenant George
R. Carey, Battery Commander, and Lieutenant William
H. Ball, Range Officer, fired a service practice with 12-inch
disappearing guns. At a range of 16,000 yards, 8 bow on
and 2 broadside hits were made in 10 record shots. The
scorewas 199,3.

The U.S.A.M.P. Bell commanded by Lieutenant John
H. Sawyer, Warrant Officer Erik H. F. Lundblad,
Master, arrived on November 4th for duty in these de-
fensesand departed December 30th. The mine planter
Niles, recently completed and now on the East Coast, is
expectedto arrive in April.

Service practices for the year have been completed with
thefollowing results:

Battery "A" 6" guns, DC, Captain R. R. Hendrix,
Score II6+

Battery "E" 12" guns, DC, Lieutenant George R.
Carey, Score 199.3.

Battery "K" 12" guns, BC, Captain Dean Luce, Score
145.6.

Orders have been received assigning Sergeant Majors
!-larryM. Keive and James Kelly to the harbor defenses
on their return from Hawaii the early part of this year.

haul and repaIntIng is necessary
months of well organized work.

The Houston Chapter of the Coast Artillery Association
held two social functions in December; a small dinner
dance at the famous San Jacinto Inn, on the San Jacinto
battlefield, and a reception and dance at the Fair Oaks
Country Club. The reception was attended by reserve and
regular officers.

Brigadier General E. S. Hartshorn of the War Depart-
ment, accompanied by Lieutenant Jeff Barnette, President
of the Texas Reserve Officers' Association, were guests of
Colonel Kimberly on December 13th.
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THE UNITED STATES
COAST ARTILLERY

ASSOCIATION

X
"The purpose of the Association shall be to promote

the efficiency of the Coast Artillery Corps by maintain-
ing its standards and traditions, by disseminating pro-
fessional knowledge, by inspiring greater eDort to-
wards the improvement of materiel and methods of
training, and by fostering mutual understanding, re-
spect and cooperation among all arms, branches and
components of the Regular Army, National Guard,
Organized Reserves and Reserve Officers' Training Corps."

OFFICERS
President

MAJOR GENERAL A. H. SUNDERLAND

Vice-President
COLONEL AVERY J. COOPER

Secretary-Treasurer
MAJOR AARON BRADSHAW, JR.

Additional Members of the Executive Council
BRIG. GEN. WILLIAM OTTMANNCOLONEL E. C. WEBSTER
COLONEL W. S. POLLITZ COLONEL. E. W. THOMSON
COLONEL CLIFFORD JONES LT. COL. R. M. PERKINS

LT. COL. J. P. HOGAN

NEWTON D. BAKER
1871-1937

Mr. Baker's great mind and magnanimity of
spirit materially assisted in successfully guid-
ing the country through the World War. Dur-
ing that troublesome period he let the Army
tell its own story by its perfect morale and its
great strength; only entering into controversy
simply to state the fact that it was pressing on
to victory.

Assailed on all sides, he never lost his innate
graciousness. He fought openly and fairly with-
out the use of abuse, depending alone on the
clarity of his reasoning to bring out the facts.

He was above the use of expediency, to build
himself up or to secure advantage. He sought
only clarification of the issues.

He was a great Secretary of War.

We Move Onward

The JOURNAL has checked off another year.
It has been a good year-measured by the real tests of

accomplishment. We have gone onward and upward. We
have had the loyal support of our friends to sustain us and
their expressed appreciation to stimulate and encourage us.

We now are entering upon another year, chin up and
facing forward, confident that this appreciation and sup-
port will continue.

The JOURNAL is yours. It is for you to say what the new
year shall bring forth for it. By pulling together you can
make the new year better than the old. That means the
Coast Artillery Corps, in each of component parts-Re-
serve, National Guard and Regular; it means you indi-
vidually as a member of the Association.

The exchange of ideas is the ferment of progress. The
JOURNAL exists to promote that exchange of ideas. It is at
your service whether you talk or listen or both. It makes
no pronouncements. It assumes no official authority. It
only enables you to express your convictions to those who
are interested in hearing them or to listen to what others
have to say.

Above and beyond that, of course, it is the one constant
purpose of the JOURNAL, to enable the Coast Artillery
Corps to do a better job. This calls for constructive com-
ment on basic questions. It calls for constructive think-
ing and constructive listening.

It is for you, then, to say what the New Year shall
yield. It is for you to say whether we shall be able to say,
as the procession of the year passes, that we are keeping
up the pace.

Steady Growth
One of the surest signs of a healthy professional interest

is the growing number of National Guard, Organized
Reserve, and ROTC subscribers. This interest is in evi-
dence most in those localities where the Regular Army
officer is imbued with the idea of selling The JOURNAL to
his people. However, the success of the majority of these
officers can be directly attributed to the willingness of the
civilian-component officer to learn the game.

For instance, up in Rhode Island the 243d Coast Artillery
has made it a requisite that every commissioned officer be
a subscriber to the Coast Artilleryman's magazine. At the
beginning of the year, the regimental fund pays for all
subscriptions; each officer in turn reimbursing the fund
in five installments. This system provides a major short-
cut in bookkeeping and eliminates the necessity for dun-
ning the occasional dilatory subscriber. The credit for
initiating this system goes to Colonel E. C. Webster,
commanding officer of the 243d, and Lieutenant Colonel
E. H. Metzger, unit instructor. Incidentally, Colonel
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Webster has just been elected to a post on the Associa-
tion's executive council. We may be sure that such a true
believer in the JOURNALwill be more than an asset in the
;;dmimstration of the affairs of our Association.

Similar systems are in operation with such strong and
continuous supporters as the 202d CA. Ill. N.G., co~-
manded by Colonel C C Dawes; 250th CA Calif.
N.G. commanded by Colonel R E. Mittelstaedt and .the
213tilCA Pa. N.G. commanded by Colonel C J. SmIth.

'vie hope that this progressive movement .will grow.
The National Guard support has been contllluous and
strong. In expressing our.appreciation we should not pass
onwithout also commentmg upon the fine work done by
Lieutenant Colonel C M. Irwin and Major Kenneth
Rowntree commanding officer and unit instructor of the
249th CA (HD), Ore. N. G., respectively.

Another stout booster for The JOURNALis located at
San Antonio, Texas. Here Lieutenant Colonel Oscar
Warner, unit instructor of the 969th CA (AA) and
attached units, keeps up a continual drum-fire of sales-
talk for the magazine. Moreover, Colonel Warner gets
results. Hardly a day goes by that do~s.not brin~ with
it a subscription from Texas. In addltlon to thIs, the
Texans find that The JOURNALis of rare value as an in-
structional medium. The Coast Artillery Reserve News
Letter to the officers of the Texas area for January told
them about some of the articles they were missing if they
did not subscribe to The JOURNAL.Among these were
mentioned those dealing with the training movies of the
603dCA (Ry) , the training of. the 519th C~ .. at Fort
MacArthur, Major Mead's article on TelevIsIOn and
ColonelGreen's article on Harbor Defenses-all from the
November-December, 1937 number of The JOURNAL.

Then, at Los Angeles, Colonel R H. Williams on du~y
asinstructor for the Reserve units of Southern CalifornIa,
hashis own method. In the early fall when he mails out
his information and application blanks for enrollment in
theArmy Extension Courses, he is thoughtful enough to
includea letter telling about The. COASTA~TILLER~JOUR-
NALand its value as an extra-currIcular medIUm of lllstruc-
tion. Colonel Williams' method works, too.

Officers on duty with the RC?TC a~e not idle. -:\t
Washington University,. St: Louts, Major A D. ChI~-
man has succeeded in sIgnlllg up every member of hIS
junior class. He found Major Braly's article on ROTC
instructional aids of value-and he told us about it. The
subscription-getting feat of Washington University is
matched by two other ROTC units-The University of
Alabama and the University of Delaware. The spreaders
of the gospel at those schools a~e Captain Ralph. Russell,
Major Reamer Argo and Captam Frank S. Cunn~n~ha.m.

This steady growth should be a source of satIsfactIOn
to every member of the Association. We congratulate
thosevolunteers and the many others not mentioned who
made it possible. If every ,:"ell-wisher of The COAST
ARTILLERYJOURNALwere to 111au~rate a one-man cam-
paign, circulation would be doubled within six months.
Moreover, thousands of the Corps would be more closely
in touch with what is going on in the military world.

Annual Election
The new members of the Executive Council elected for

the period January 1, 1938, to December 31, 1939, are:
Vice President-Colonel Avery J. Cooper, CAe.
Additional Members-

Colonel E. e. Webster, 243d CA., R.I.N.G.
Colonel E. W. Thomson, CA-Res.
Lieutenant Colonel R M. Perkins, CAC
Lieutenant Colonel J. P. Hogan, CA.e.

Colonel Avery J. Cooper, CAe, is at pres~nt o~ duty
with the War Department General Staff and ISservmg as
executive officer, Supply Division-G-+

Colonel Earl C Webster is the commanding officer of
the 243d CA., RI.N.G. He has served continuously with
the Rhode Island National Guard since 1915' At present
he is the principal of the George W. West Junior High
School.

Colonel E. W. Thomson is the commanding officerof
the 916th CA., Org. Res. He is at present professor of
physics at the U. S. Naval Acader,ny..

Lieutenant Colonel R M. Perkms, CAC, ISat present
on duty with the War Department General Staff and is a
member of the Supply and Project Section, War Plans
Division.

Lieutenant Colonel J. P. Hogan, CAC, is on duty in
the officeof the Chief of the National Guard Bureau, as as-
sistant to Chief of the Operations and Organization Di-
VISIOn.

Last year we were highly gratifi~d by the I?aterial in-
crease in the number of voters. ThIS year aga111we have
a marked increase in the number of voters over the totals of
former years. We know our readers welcome this news,
and believe with us that it is an indication of progress. That
so many members are keenly interested in the selection of
officers"forthe Executive Council is a source of gratification
to the Association. It means that the JOURNALis being
read and that the readers are taking active interest in its
welfare.

We congratulate the new .m~mbers on th~i~election and
desire to express our appreCIatIonto the retlflng members
for their support and cooperation.

of of of

Prize Essay Competition
The JOURNALhas decided to conduct a prize e.ssayco~-

petition in order to stimulate thought and create mterest 111
current professional subjects ....

A detailed description of the prOVISIOnsg?vermng the
contest appears on the inside ~ront cover of thISnumber.

It is especially desired to Impress upon all contestants
the fact that the subject of each essay is to be selected by
the author and his selection will be restricted in no man-
ner. However, in order to aid those who may not have
subjects readily in mind the following a:e given as desir-
able subjects on which essays may be wntten.

The role, organization, and training of AA artillery
with a view to its employment with a field army.

AA Intelligence service.
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Aircraft warning service.
A system of beach defense.
Training methods for National Guard, Organized Re-

serves and R.O.T. C.
Proper weapon and organization for the AA machine-

gun battalion.
Coast Artillery gunnery of today and the problems of

long-range and indirect fire.
The value of mines in harbor defense.
National Guard spirit and the best means of maintain-

ing efficient Coast Artillery National Guard regiments.
The mission of the Coast Artillery Organized Reserve

in the event of an emergency, including its mobilization
and assignment to station.

Tactical employment of railway artillery when operating
with an army in the field.

On the as;umption that a harbor of major importance is
to be fortified, what would constitute an ideal defense?

The antiaircraft regiment: a discussion of an ideal organ-
ization and ideal armament, including guns, ammunition
and fire control equipment.

Coast Artillery target practice: its purpose and how best
to accomplish it.

The ideal types of weapons for seacoast defense.

f f f

Inadequacy of Service Pay
Major General Frederick W. Boschen, in his annual

report as Chief of Finance of the Army stated:
"In my annual report for the fiscal year ended June 30,

1936, I discussed at length, the provisions of the present
pay law, Act of June 10, 1922 under which the amount of
monthty rental and subsistence allowances to be paid to
commissioned officers is determined on the basis of their
family or domestic relationships, and not upon the service
rendered by them.

"The situation relative to this provision of the pay law,
and the objections thereto, made in previous annual re-
ports, remain unchanged.

"I am firmly of the opinion, based on experience gained
in the years since the present pay law was enacted, that
this provision in that act was a mistake; and that we
should go back to the sound principle that payment of
pay and allowances should be on the basis of service ren-
dered by the military personnel concerned and not on do-
mestic or marital conditions entirely foreign to the per-
formance of their military duties.

"The question of inadequacy of service pay has been
the subject of considerable discussion in the annual reports
of the Chief of Finance for the past several years, and be-
cause of its paramount importance, I again desire to bring
the attention of the War Department to the necessity of
procuring legislation at the next session of Congress cor-
recting the inadequacy of the pay of military personnel,
not only with reference to existing living conditions, but
also in comparison with the salaries paid to civil officersor
employees with relatively commensurate duties and re-
sponsibilities.

"The last comprehensive revision of Army pay was ef-
fected by the Congress in 1~, more than a quarter of
a century ago. The rates then prescribed by the Congress
are presumed to have been adequate at that time. With
the lapse of years, however, the cost of living mounted
and cognizance was taken of this fact by the Congress in
its action with respect to the salaries of its civil officersand
employees, whose pay was increased, not merely once, but
with respect to some classes, several times, within the last
20 or 25 years. In fact, the pay of some civil officers has
been increased within that period as much as 175% while
the pay of the Army and the other uniformed services
has lagged far behind in this regard. In 1929 and 1930, an
Interdepartmental Pay Board, made up of officers repre-
senting the six uniformed services of the United States,
studied the subject of service pay carefully and exhaus-
tively, and, in its final report dated October 31, 1930, set
out data showing conclusively the need for a substantial
increase in pay of the personnel of the Army and the other
uniformed services. However, the country was then in the
midst of a financial depression and, it is presumed, prin-
cipally for this reason, nothing came of the report of that
board, and shortly thereafter the general reduction in pay,
with its special discriminatory features with respect to
service personnel, was effected by the Economy Acts.

"In view of the improved economic conditions in this
country, and of the gradually mounting cost of living, it is
believed that the time is now ripe for a renewal of action
by the War Department, either individually or in col-
laboration with the executive departments administering
the other uniformed services, looking to an increase in
service pay. As before stated, the report of the Interdepart-
mental Pay Board of 1930 is an exhaustive study, and a
masterly discussion of the subject, and contains recom-
mendations as to rates of pay, and even a draft of legisla-
tion designed to carry these recommendations into effect.
That report was published in full in Senate Document
259-71st Congress, 3d session, and in my opinion, said
report furnishes an excellent basis for the consideration of.
and recommendation for, increased service pay.

"In view of what has just been shown, I earnestly recom-
mend that every effort be made by the War Department at
the next session of the Congress to procure legislation
correcting the inequality in service compensation and in
like manner correcting the inadequacy of service pay,
hereinbefore discussed."

f f f

AA Equipment Deficiencies
There are only ten regiments of antiaircraft artillery in

the entire National Guard of the United States, and there
is sufficient armament and equipment in all ten of them
to equip completely only one of these regiments for war
service, in the event of an emergency which may bre~
upon the nation. When one considers the r8le of anti~lr-
craft artillery in modern warfare, he must at once reallZC
that the deficiency in this very important arm of the
military service is vital in the scheme of national def~
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and that steps should be tak~n without delay to correct
it. The armament and equipment of an antiaircraft regi-
ment is highly mechanical and extremely technical. It can
not be improvised in any event and can not be made in a
week or a month. In case of emergency requiring its use
America can count only on that which is in the hands of
the troops at the time. The Chief of Staff of the Army in
his annual report indicates that determined efforts are be-
ing made to correct the deficiency, which he hopes will be
done by the end of the fiscal year 1939, All of this is a
mere beginning in the providing of an adequate antiair-
craft defense, however. The United States has a long way
to go on the project. To be sure, the material is costly, but
the funds for its provision constitute some of the best na-
tional defense insurance premiums that are included in the
national budget. General Craig will have the support of
the country at large as well as the services in his plans for
providing this element, and the Congress should see that
the funds for it are forthcoming in sufficient amounts.
America has already dallied too long on this vital project.
-Army andNavy Register.

-{ -{ -{

British AA Target Practice
Wireless-Controlled Targets

The results obtained by the Regular and Territorial
units at the AA target practice camps during 1937 show
an increase in the standard of efficiency of these units ac-
cording to the British press. Special progress is reported in
the results obtained by the altitude finding units.

A series of practices were carried out with full service
charge ammunition at ranges varying from 7,000 to
14,000 ft. and at heights varying from 8,000 to 13,000 ft.
Direct hits were obtained on the targets in two-thirds of
the shoots, the average number of hits on each course be-
ing six. The targets for these practices were flags towed by
planes.

One practice was fired at a wireless-controlled airplane
with full service charges. The target was brought down
with the first few rounds fired. The remaining practices
were fired with practice ammunition which does not ex-
plode but emits only a puff of smoke. These latter prac-
ticeswere fired also at a wireless-controlled airplane and
during these firings one wireless-cont.rolled airplane was
reported as being hit.

Progress is certainly indicated by the extensive use of
wireless-controlledplanes and special ammunition in these
practices.

Battleships and Airplanes

Sofar as Germany is concerned the much disputed ques-
cionas to whether the next war on the seaswill be won by
battleships or airplanes has been definitely decided in favor
of the battleship.

Experts who determine Germany's naval policy are con-
vinced, according to the new Naval Year Book just out,

that the "battleship is still the nucleus of every fleet which
is unwilling to stay glued to the coast but is willing to
fight for supremacy" and openly scoff at "younger
schools" which pronounce the battleship dead every time
a new weapon appears.

The doom of the battleship, the Year Book points out,
was first proclaimed as early as fifty years ago, when the
first torpedoboat appeared, until the Russo-Japanese naval
battles taught the "youngsters" otherwise.

The same predictions were repeated when the submarine
appeared unril the World War showed after the early
months that a submarine was unable to sink even one
major battleship and naval battles were still being decided
by superior shooting and heavier armor.

Now it is the airplane which is supposed to have rend-
ered the battleship fit for the scrapheap. But, the Year
Book says, "Events in Spain clearly have shown how small
the hitting results of planes in attack against battleships
really are."

At the same time, as in the air fleet so in their navy the
Germans do not propose to exaggerate one feature of naval
consttuction at the expense of another, but to strike a
golden mean between the three factors determining the
ships' fighting value, namely speed, gun caliber and
armor protection. The New York Times.

-{ -{ -{

Battle of Guadalajara

In reading of the operations of the Russian
aircraft in Spain last March, one is impressed with the de-
gree of demoralization which aircraft can bring about in
unseasoned ground troops when unopposed by other air-
craft and undeterred by adequate antiaircraft defense. A
few antiaircraft machine guns and a few pieces of antiair-
craft artillery would have afforded very material protec-
tion to the troops and their trains. More important still
they would have preserved the morale of the ground forces
by making some reply to the attack from the air, even
though it might not have been a wholly effective one.
Good troops can stand heavy punishment if they can fight
back, but even the best feel a sinking at the heart when
subjected to an attack to which they can make no reply
whatever. In modern warfare troops at the front or march-
ing to the front must anticipate being raided by air and
must have with them proper weapons with which to meet
such raids. Military Engineer.

of -{ -{

French Air Raid Precautions

In a recent article entitled "Air Raid Precautions in
France," Captain J. R. J. Macnamara, M.P., gives a brief
but comprehensive outline of the measures being taken
not only in France but also in Germany and England. He
points out that the French have worked out a happy me-
dium between precaution and expense, and that they have
not shown themselves indifferent to the dangers as has
England for so many years. He contends that one c~n
gain protection against almost any known form of aenal
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warfare provided that expense is no object. On the other
hand, a nation, at least a democracy, has to live its normal
life of daily work and gaining bread. Hence, it might be
able to achieve safety, only to die of starvation. He won-
ders how Germany, which never seems to have any money
for anything, is able to spend so much on armament,
especially so much more than her more well-ta-do neigh-
bors. He says France cannot accept the principle of
totalitarian defense at a cost of some $2,500,000,000, as
has Germany.

The following extracts from his article are of interest:
The French air raid precautions are interesting, particularly

in that the policy guiding them is based on diametrically-
opposed principles and conjecture to those in Germany. In
Germany air raid precautions and training are compulsory.
In France they are voluntary. In Germany every town, vil-
lage, farmhouse, and factory is being equipped with the
devices so far invented. The French will not do this, as they
fear that all these will be obsolete in a few years and that
money would only be wasted.

The Germans say that everyone should always be ready
and fully equipped. The French do not believe this to be
necessary. They point out that bombing from the air is
exceedingly expensive and dangerous, and that the murder
of civilians gains no military objective. What the enemy will
aim for will be military objectives. Those who live near these
must be protected. Otherwise civilians will probably only be
killed incidentally, and it would be better, provided, of course,
normal not-too-expensive precautions have been taken, to
wait to equip the whole population until it is absolutely
necessary, and when the capital expenditure involved will at
least be spent on the most up-to-date material.

Even with this economical outlook, however, the French
have spent far more money so far than has Britain, and her
efficiency is far greater. The central Government pays 90
per cent of what it considers the cost should be, while the
local authorities pay the remaining ro. The latter, if they
like, can embark on more than normally elaborate schemes
and bear the extra burden themselves. Some in the danger
zones have done so.

The French, like the Germans, have collected data by
actually dropping bombs from the air, although not in the
same expensive manner as the Germans. In particular have
they tested the strength of the Maginot Line. They l:ave
come to the conclusion that a dugout to be really safe agalllst
high explosive bombs must be protected with 6 ft. 6 in. of
reinforced concrete. They consider, therefore, that the ex-
pense involved would make it quite impossible to protect the
whole population against direct hits with explosive bombs.
They have provided shelters for the staffs of ce~tain essential
services, and in some towns for people caught III the streets
during a raid. They have also equipped underground stations
for refugees, and so on. Otherwise they expect ~he pop~la-
tion to go indoors, which is the best protectIOn agalllst
splinters, and hope for the best that their house is not the
unlucky one which suffers from a direct hit.

Competitive Examination for Admission to
L'Ecole Superieure de Guerre

The examination consists of two parts: written and oral.
About 350 candidates whose applications have been ap-
proved by their various commanders up to include the
Corps Area, are given the wrirten examination in N a-
vember. The examination is prepared and corrected by the

faculty of the Ecole de Guerre.
amination at their stations.

Of all the candidates who take the written examination
about 120 are selected. These candidates are ordered t~
Paris in groups during the following February to take the
oral examination. About one-third are weeded out by the
oral test.

Each candidate spends a week at Paris. During this
time he appears before separate boards of officers for each
of the following arms: infantry and tanks, cavalry, artil-
lery, engineers, aviation. The candidate is given a simple
tactical situation for the arm. He studies this situation for
about thirty minutes and stakes it out on his map. He is
then called up by the board for a period of about thirty
minutes. During this time, the members of the board quiz
him on his knowledge of organization and tactical princi-
ples as applied to the problem in hand.

In addition to the oral tests in tactics of the arms, the
candidate is given an oral quiz in the language he has se-
lected. He also takes a test in equitation.

About 85 officersare finally selected. They are ordered
to a series of tours in branches other than their own during
the following six months which include the summer
maneuver season. They finally report at Paris ab?ut No-
vember I to begin their two-year course at the Ecole de
Guerre.

The examination system of selecting students seems to
work very satisfactorily for the French. Unit and higher
commanders exercise an initial selection in approving only
the applications of officers of experience and promise.
Those who have energy, ambition and intelligence, and
above all, a capacity for long, hard work, are selected by
the written examination. From this group are chosen, by
means of the oral test, those officerswho are best able to
think rapidly and express themselves clearly. The result is
that the student finally selected has a very sound and uni-
form tactical instruction, he has had considerable experi-
ence with troops, he is of high mental caliber and possesses
a broad general culture, he has shown a capacity for hard,
sustained mental effort.

Passive Resistance

Increasing demands that measures be provided for safe-
guarding the civilian population against the effects of air
attack indicate that the various means for passive defense
should be made an integral part of the defensive organi-
zation of our country. Preparations for passive defense can-
not be improvised on the spur of the moment. They must
be provided for in time of peace..

C. S. Metcalf, in a recent article points out quite dls-
tinctly that the need for such measures is not related to
any belief that war is imminent. He stated that the wise
householder takes out a fire insurance policy on his house,
not because he is expecting his house to be burnt down,
b~t rather because he appreciates a risk of fire always
eXlsts.

The various types of attacks were discussed by him,
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especially the importance of the time element and the
fact that only a few minutes will elapse between the
warning of a raid and the arrival of the attacking planes.
It is essential that the public know exactly what to do, as
any delay in putting a scheme into operation might result
in brge casualties. The impOrtance of civilian cooperation
was stressed as well as the responsibility of the general
public in making the means available to success. It was
contended that this can be done in Great Britain by enlist-
ing in the undermentioned services:

(a) Air raid wardens, selected men and women, pre-
ferably over 30 years of age, of good character, and who
are locally respected. Their duties comprise supervision
of the issuance of civilian gas masks; to furnish general
instructions and advice to the public; and to report damage
in the area of which they are in charge.

(b) First aid and medical services, composed of men
and women volunteers to staff the first aid posts, casualty
clearing hospitals, and to form first aid parties for the col-
lecting of casualties.

(c) Rescue and demolition services, made up of men
capable of doing manual labour and rescue work for
people trapped in damaged buildings. They should be
capable of dealing with unsafe buildings and the clearing
of blocked and damaged roadways.

(d) Decontamination services, the function of which is
to neutralize and clear up ground and material which may
have become contaminated by liquid blistering gases.
Men between the ages of 30 and 45 are most suitable for
this service.

(e) Dispatch riders, men or youths who are able to
ride a motor cycle or cycle, and whose duty it is to main-
tain communications in the event of the existing means of
communications breaking down or being overloaded.

(f) Auxiliary firemen to augment the existing fire serv-
ices in order that the large numbers of fires which may re-
sult after a raid can be kept in check.

The various services provided in Great Britain are evi-
dence of the importance placed on passive means of de-
fense against air attack. The steps taken there might serve
as a guide in our development of this important defensive
means.

Spanish Civil War Observation
Elmer Peterson, of The Associated Press, has published

a summary of the reports of correspondents and observers,
deducing therefrom several military lessons of the Spanish
Civil War. He concluded that the Spanish Civil War has
done little to advance military science as it might be ap-
plied in a major armed conflict. It is his opinion that the
Spanish War has done no more, in fact, up to the present,
tha~ permit the testing of certain types of guns and
equIpment.

In his summary of the most important general and spe-
cific lessons, he lists the following:

That modern warfare, unless victory is obtained through
surprise or overwheiming strength, will continue to de-

pend on the human equation for success. Especially is this
true when scientific defense is placed against scientific of-
fense; resulting in a stalemate.

That civilian populations will be more directly in-
volved in future wars through air raids; but that the re-
sistance of such civilian populations, in the way of courage
and stamina, depends on a variety of factors, including
heredity, health, pride of race, political ideals, intensity of
purpose, and conviction.

That modern antiaircraft guns, properly handled, can
provide an effective defense; especially in the method of
parallel barrage in which the guns, electrically controlled
and synchronized, place a curtain of fire in front of ad-
vancing airplanes.

That high speed bombers, well armed, being practically
flying fortresses, are of increasing effectiveness; that
fighter airplanes must have greater speed; that speed
in military airplanes does not diminish the necessity of
well-trained pilots.

That the Spanish conRict has, if anything, strengthened
the emphasis on the human element as opposed to modern
weapons of destruction and defense.

British New Antiaircraft Gun
Late reports have indicated that the British were con-

vinced that their 3-inch r6-lb. gun was not sufficiently
effective against the latest type of aircraft and that they
were experimenting with a gun of about s-inch caliber
similar to our naval antiaircraft gun. It has been recently
reported by the press that the British have put a gun of
about 3.7 in. into large scale production. This gun is re-
puted to be a high-muzzle velocity, very effective weapon,
and it is understood that it is to be used extensively in the
defense of the English great industrial areas.

British 3.7-il/ch high /Iluzzle-I'e/ocit)' AA gl/ll.



Balloon Barrage

., ., .,
Autogyro

The British Air Ministry is reported as having pur-
chased five new autogyros of the cabin type. This form
of aircraft is to be used for observation purposes, staff
reconnaissances and also as a means of transportation be-
hind the lines, to bring together senior officers and com-
manders at one place in a minimum of time.

Germany is directing its attention to slow flying air-
planes and is reported as having abandoned experiments
with autogyros. The cruising speed of the slow flying air-
planes, which they are working with, varies from 30 to
130 miles per hour. It is claimed that it requires, in still
weather, only 150 yards for the take off run and that it
can be landed within a length of 65 yards in calm weather.

The mechanical features of the slow flying planes are
reported as superior to those of the autogyro but these
mechanical advantages seemed to be outweighed by the
increased scope of usefulness of the latter.., ., .,

Picture Credits
We are indebted to Life for the excellent photographs

used on the cover and frontispiece of this number. Pencil
Points kindly furnished the engravings of the murals at
the Coast Artillery School which are used throughout
the issue.

The JOURNALhas recently carried several items calling
attention to the activities of the British Government in an
effort to reinforce the aircraft and antiaircraft defenses of
London with balloon barrage groups. Press notices state
that heights of 40,000 ft. have been reached. This appears
to be somewhat of an exaggeration but reliable sources re-
port that heights of 25,000 to 30,000 ft. have been reached
and that balloons connected in tandem vertically have been
used successfully to these heights.

Even though balloon barrages were used successfully in
France and England during the late war, there has been a
great deal of doubt in this country as to their real value.
Some sources state that their greatest asset is their psy-
chological effect as the enemy aviators continually feared
encountering them. They do give physical protection and
it is believed reasonable to assume that their use in the
vicinity of concentrated activities of great military value
might be justified.
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Effect of Bombs

Whereas the airplane seems a weapon of doubtful value
in Spain, and the effect of its bombs problematical, compe-
tent observers attribute much of the Japanese Army's
masterly advance in North China to the successful use of
airplanes.

In Spain the bombing frequently seems fortuitous and
uninstructed. As in the bombing of the Fearless,six bombs
all missed their mark. Sometimes the bombs themselves
seem of archaic design. One was dropped right into the
tanker Stan bridge, according to the observer, while it was
discharging a cargo of oil at Gijon last month. The bomb
messed up the officers' quarters but did not sink the ship,
which sounds like a poor sort of bomb.

On the other hand, the Chinese bombs meant for the
Japanese warships, which fell instead in the International
Settlement, did much material damage and provided
plenty of horror for the newsreel men to film in ideal con-
ditions. The bombs were all right but their droppers were
not adequately instructed.

On September 18, the Chinese made another attempt
to bomb the Japanese warships at Shanghai, but instead
hit the Ewo cotton mill owned by the British firm of
Jardine, Matheson and Co., thus providing more evidence
that the training of personnel is every bit as important as

Shadow Factories

The importance that the British Government ascribes
to industrial mobilization is signified by their creation of
what are termed "shadow factories." It was realized that
there were not sufficient reserves of plants and machinery
in the country for the manufacture of war-like stores and
essential equipment. These factories were built with the
understanding that they would lie idle except for the time
required to train the personnel for management and
operation. They were to be kept in such shape that they
would be instantly available in event of an emergency .

., ., .,
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Seacoast Targets the provision of Shadow Factories for the emergency pro-
duction of airplanes and bombs.-The Aeroplane.The English press has recently reported that the first of

the tests of the new high-speed target towing motor boats
was very successful. The new boat is equipped with two
SOD-hp.engines, is a very seaworthy craft and can main-
tain a speed of about 30 knots an hour. Its use to simulate
wartime conditions for seacoast target practice should
prove a boon to seacoast artillery training. A high-speed
target is essential for training if war time conditions are
to be approximated.

* * *
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Any individual, whether or not he is a member of the service, is invited to submit constructive sugges-
tions relating to problems under study by the Coast Artillery Board~or to present any new problems that
properly may be considered by the Board. Communications should be addressed to the President,
Coast Artillery Board, Fo.rtMonroe, Virginia.

THE COAST ARTILLERY BOARD
CoLONELWILLIAMS. BOWEN,CAC, President
MAJORGoRDONB. WELCH,Ordnance Dept.
MAJORFRANKLINE. EDGECOMB,CAC
MAJORHUGHN. HERRICK,CAC

GENERAL.Since the publication of the November-De-
cember issue of the COASTARTILLERYJOURNALthe Coast
Artillery Board has studied numerous subjects that, be-
cause of their secret or confidential nature, cannot be re-
ported at this time.

CABLEINSTALLATIONFORFIXEDANTIAIRCRAFTGUN
MOUNTS(PROJECTNo. 107S)' The Coast Artillery Board
completed its study of permanent cable installations for
fixed antiaircraft gun batteries in December, 1937, and
recommend that the standard systems M3E1 and MfAl
be regarded as suitable for such batteries when using M2
directors. It was further recommended that the extension
junction boxes be redesigned in certain particulars when
the use of any other director was contemplated. As thus
modified, permanent cable systems should be installed at
all fixed antiaircraft gun batteries as directors are pro-
vided.

SEACOASTDATACOMPUTORT-S (PROJECTNo. IIOO).

The computor with self-synchronous data transmission
system and two 155 mm. guns equipped with data indi-
catorswere received late in September, 1937. During Octo-
ber and November the Board conducted extensive tests of
the computor culminating in subcaliber and service firings.
These tests disclosed that the performance of the com-
putor could be considerably improved by certain minor
changes in design of the lever mechanisms. It is planned
~ocond~ct further tests after incorporation of the changes
III the pIlot model.

EMERGENCYFIRE CONTROLSYSTEMFORTHREE-INCH
ANTIAIRCRAFTGUNS (PROJECTNo. IIo3)' Certain
featuresin connection with this project have been discussed
in previous issues of the COASTARTILLERYJOURNAL.The
project has now been completed and therefore a brief
resumeof the equipment used, the tests conducted and the
conclusions reached by the Board are included herein.

1. Description of the System. The system is intended
to provide a simple, relatively inexpensive means by which
an antiaircraft gun battery can continue to function ef-
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fectively, in the event that part or all of its standard fire
control equipment is a casualty. The emergency equip-
ment is particularly designed with a view to simplicity
and ease of procurement, so that in case of mobilization a
complete set of emergency equipment can be furnished
each antiaircraft gun battery.

The system tested is built around two instruments, a
lead computor and a tracker. The lead computor is an in-
strument which, when supplied with altitude readings,
and oriented with respect to the course of the target, con-
tains means by which values of vertical and lateral leads
can be read. These values are transmitted by telephones
to the tracker. The lead computor is operated by a crew
of six men, one of whom acts as observer. Approximate
formulas are used in determining the resulting deflections,
but the data produced appears to be sufficiently accurate
for emergency use. Two types of lead computors were
tested. The telescopic computor (Figure 1) has a tracking
telescope, an orienting bar, and a target speed measuring
device. The simplified computor (Figure 2) must be
oriented by eye, has an open sight for tracking and requires
that target speed be set in by estimation only.

The tracker intended for use with the emergency system
has not Jet been constructed. Since its design apparently
offered no particular problem, it was decided, for purposes
of economy, to test thoroughly the principles of the lead
computor before proceeding with the construction of a
tracker. The instrument contemplated for this purpose
should be comparatively simple. Itwill include two track-
ing telescopes and the necessary differentials and charts,
scales or cams to provide for determining superelevation
and fuze range, combining vertical and lateral leads with
present position data, and applying spotting corrections
where necessary. The resulting firing data will be indi-
cated on suitable dials and will be transmitted by telephone
to the guns. (The Case III telephone transmission system
was described in the November-December issue of the
COASTARTILLERYJOURNAL.)For the purpose of the in-
stant tests a suitable tracker was improvised by using a di-
rector MIA1, without the deflecrion computing features.
The instrument, as thus used, computed fuze range and
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supereleyation and applied the deRections as telephoned
from t.he lead computor. Spots were applied as in normal
operation.

For purposes of comparison, the telephone data transmis-
sion svstem was emploved in about one-half the tests and

/ /

the standard (lv12) self-synchronous system was used in
the remainder.

Altitudes were obtained either from a height finder Nf I

or from al timeters ~vfI920. Tables of Basic Allowances now
provide for equipping the antiaircraft gun battery with

Jallllar)'-Febl'l/ary

laterally and vertically within eleven yards of the gun-
ta:get line (within target column, except for range devi-
atIOns) .

c. Nineteen and five-tenths per cent of all bursts were
laterally and vertically within forty yards of the gun-target
line (within target plinth, except for range deviations) .

d. The telescopic lead computor was more accurate
than the simplified lead computor. Both instruments were
much more accurate on crossinO' courses than on incomincro ~courses.

Figure 1- Telescopic Compufor

both of these altitude-measuring devices, consequently at
least onc of thcm should always be available for use with
the emergency system.

2. The Tests. The tests consisted of nine separate target
practices of approximately forty rounds each, fired at vari-
ous altitudes and angular heights, and on various types
of rectilinear courses. Another phase of the investigation
consisted of tracking tests on high-speed targets, to de-
termine the accuracy of performance of the lead computors
and the telephone data transmission system against fast-
moving planes. Records were obtained by which data from
these elements of the emergency system could be compared
with data supplied by corresponding elements of a standard
(director) system, operating on the same target courses.

3, Analysis of Results. The Board made a careful study
of the records of target practices and high-speed tracking
tests. It was found that:

a. Two and two-tenths per cent of hits were obtained.
b. Three and five-tenths per cent of all bursts were

Figure 2 - SimPlified Compufor

e. The Case III telephone data transmission system
functioned satisfactorily.

f. By comparison with results obtained in target prac-
tices of Regular Army batteries during the current year,
the emergency system may roughly be considered as be-
ing one-sixth as accurate as the standard (director) sys-
tem. By a few simple modifications in the data trans~is-
sian system, it seems likely an accuracy of about one-thIrd
that of the standard fire control system should be secured.

4. The Board concluded that.-
(/. A fire control system based on a lead computor and

tracker, employing Case III pointing methods, is suita?le
for emergency use by three-inch antiaircraft gun battenes.

b. Study of the lead computor principle should be con-
tinued in an attempt to improve the accuracy and service-
ability of the present telescopic lead computor.

c. The development of a tracker should be pressed.
d. A telephone data transmission system of the type

used in these tests is suitable for emergency use.
e. The system should be given a service test at an early
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date in an advanced target practice by one or more units
of the Regular Army.

5, Present Status of Development. In accordance with
the conclusions and recommendations of the Coast Artil-
lery. Board, the ~hief of Coast Artillery has taken the fol-
lOWingsteps to Insure the early construction of a complete
emergency system.

a. The Chief of Ordnance has been asked to expedite
development of a suitable tracker.

b. The Board has been directed to proceed with a fur-
ther study of the lead compmor principle.

c. Further study of Case I ~ pointing equipment has
bee~ dropped for the time being, pending an extended
serVIce test of the present emergency system.

d. Two old-model Vickers directors (Directors M I)
I are being shipped to the Board for modification into im-

provised trackers, with a view to holdinCTfirinCTsat an earl),
'h t> t>date WIt the emergency system by various units of the

Regular Army.
e. Consideration is being given to the inclusion of in-

struction in the lead CO~1putor principle and emergency
methods of fire control, In the courses at the Coast Artil-
lery School.

WINCHES FOR ANTIAIRCRAFT GUN PRIME MOVERS
(PROJECTNo. 1106). The Coast Artillery Board has been
engaged for some time in conducting field tests to de-
termine whether or not,' by equipping all antiaircraft gun
prime movers, with winches, it would be possible to dis-
pense with the medium tractor as an item of equipment
for antiaircraft units. Tests conducted to date have not
given conclusive results. The present 7 ~-ton prime
mover has a decided tendency to bog down in loose sand
and mud, even with no towed load. Under such condi-
tions, the services of a tractor are needed to extricate the
truck and place it in a position from which its winch can
be used to tow the gun across the same ground.

In an attempt to meet this situation, the Board impro-
v~seda set of traction devices by using traction plates pro-
VIded for 155 mm guns. A prime mover equipped with
~hese i~?rovised devices sh.owed a decided improvement
In mobIlity, although consIderable difficulty was experi-
enced due to the excessive weight of the traction plates,
the small clearance between truck body and traction
plates and the tendency of the devices to run off the
wheels. In order more thoroughly to test the possibilities
of such expedients, the Board has asked the Chief of
Coast Artillery to take steps to secure a set of modern
traction devices, suitably designed to fit the two rear sets of
wheels of a prime mover. It seems quite possible that, by
equipping all prime ~overs with winches and furnishing
each gun battery WIth one or two sets of traction de-
vices for emergency use, the need for a medium tractor in
antiaircraft units will no longer exist.

ELECTRIC BRAKES FOR 3-INCH ANTIAIRCRAFT GUN
MOUNTS (PROJECT No. I I 10). The Coast Artillery

Board completed its study of electric brakes for mobile
antiaircraft gun mounts in November, 1937, As a result
of ~11IS study, the Chief ~f Coast Artillery requested the
Chlef.of O.rdnance ~oeqUIp all such mounts building or to
be bUIlt WIth electric brakes. In studying the mechanical
problems involved, the Chief of Ordnance found that it
might be practicable to supply four-wheel instead of two-
wheel brakes for these mounts. In case detailed design study
confirms the practic~~ility of this installation, it is expected
that all mobile antIaIrcraft gun mounts manufactured in
the future will be equipped with electric brakes on all
four wheels.

SWITCHBOARDBD-74' During November, the Coast
Artillery Board made a study to determine the advisability
of providing a new circuit combination for the BD-74 fire
control switchboard. The proposed new combination con-
tained the following circuits:

80 transmitter battery supply,
3 simplex,

40 jack,
I lamp battery,
I fuse alarm,
6 trunk,
I night alarm,
I operator's telephone.

It was expected that this combination would replace
the present A, Band C combinations. The chief points
of difference between the proposed combination and the
A, Band C combination was the reduction in the number
of simplex circuits provided, the increase in the number of
jack circuits provided and the addition of trunk, night
alarm and operator's telephone circuits. The Coast Artil-
lery Board concluded that such a combination was a de-
sirable replacement for the present A, Band C combina-
tion but believed that an additional improvement could
be made by eliminating the three simplex circuits and
replacing them with twelve additional jack circuits. There
is normally little use for simplex circuits in a harbor de-
fense but there is considerable use for jack circuits. The
substitution of the jack for the simplex circuits would pro-
vide a total of fifty-two jack circuits in the new combina-
tion. Simplex circuits would still be available in combina-
tions 0 and E should a particular installation make their
provision desirable. The Coast Artillery Board recom-
mended that the proposed combination, so modified, be
considered as a replacement for present combinations A,
Band C of the BD-74 switchboard.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTSIN DESIGN OF ELBOW TELE-
SCOPES.In a recent investigation the Board conducted com-
parative tests of two pilot models of elbow telescopes de-
signed by the Ordnance Department with a view to their
possible use as replacement for the Elbow Telescope M2,
now standard equipment on most antiaircraft directors.
The principle objections to the present standard telescope
are:
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(/. Focus of the eye-piece can not be changed by the
observer.

b. Illumination of reticle is unsatisfactory.
c. Instrument is not suitable for use as a "night glass"

(i.e., an instrument designed especially for observation at
night or under other conditions of poor visibiliry). One
of the pilot models tested by the Board (the telescope
T-w) was found to be quite satisfactory, except for its
excessive weight. After further study, the Ordnance De-
partment stated that by using aluminum alloy castings
for the bracket and telescope proper, an instrument could
be constructed which would retain the desirable optical
characteristics of the T -10 telescope and yet would be con-
siderably lighter in over-all weight than that instrument.

Construction of a pilot model of this new telescope is now
being undertaken. The following data are furnished for
comparison with the Elbow Telescope M2:

M2 New telescope
Over-all dimensions, inches 5"4X2 I5i'ix8 i'ix3 ~
Weight, pounds 3,4 10 (estimated)
Power 8 8
Field of view 80 45' 80 45'
Exit pupil, mOl 3 7
Diopter adjustment no yes
Eye distance, inches }Is (approx.) IY<i (approx.)

Note: The eye distance of the new instrument is such as
to permit of its operation by an observer wearing a gas
mask.

Coast a'LtilleJL~O'L~e'Ls
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(Covering the Period November 1 to December 31, 1937)

Colonel F. J. Behr, to home and await
retirement. Previous orders revoked.

Colonel L. B. Magruder, from 7th, Ft.
Hancock, to recruiting, New York City.
Previous orders revoked.

Lieutenant Colonel F. E. Emery, Jr., from
Org. Res. 3d Corps Area to 2d, Ft. Mon-
roe, revoked.

Lieutenant Colonel C. R. Finley, from in-
structor, C.&G.S. School, Ft. Leavenworth.
to 62d, Ft. Totten.

Lieutenant Colonel R E. Haines, from
Hawaii, to General Staff with troops, Bos-
ton.

Lieutenant Colonel E. K. Smith promoted
Colonel, December 1.

Lieutenant Colonel J. P. Smith promoted
Colonel, December 1.

Lieutenant Colonel C. H. Tenney, from
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg,
to office of the Assistant Secretary of War,
Washington, D. C.

Lieutenant Colonel E. \V. Turner, from
6th, Ft. Winfield Scott, to 7th, Ft. Hancock.

Major E. R. Barrows, from 7th, Ft. Du-
Pont, to 5th, Ft. Hamilton.

Major H. D. Cassard, from Hawaii, to
1st C.A. District. Boston.

Major B. L. Flanigen promoted Lieuten-
ant Colonel, December 1.

Major E. H. Freeland promoted Lieuten-
ant Colonel, November 1.

Major E. F. Gallagher promoted Lieuten-
ant Colonel, December 1.

Major W. J. Gilbert, from 5th, Ft. Ham-
ilton, to Hawaii, sailing New York, Feb. to.

Major A. V. Rinearson, Jr. promoted
Lieutenant Colonel, November 1.

Major J. C. Ruddell promoted Lieutenant
Colonel, November 1.

Major F. C. Scofield promoted Lieutenant
Colonel, December 1.

Major F. L. Topping, from 1st C.A. Dis-
trict, Boston, to Hawaii, sailing New York,
February 10.

Captain G. W. Ames promoted Major,
December 1.

Captain Granger Anderson, from 13th, Ft.
Barrancas, to Hawaii, sailing New York,
February to.

Captain C. S. Denny, from 9th, Ft. Banks,
to Hawaii, sailing New York, March 25.

Captain P. B. Denson, from Hawaii, to
9th, Ft. Banks.

Captain C. O. Gunn, from Hawaii, to
13th, Ft. Barrancas.

Captain P. A. Harris, from Hawaii, to
7th, Ft. DuPont.

Captain R. R. Hendrix, from 6th, Ft.
Winfield Scott, to Hawaii, sailing San
Francisco, December 21, then to the Philip-
pines, sailing February 5.

Captain A. L. Lavery promoted Major,
November 1.

Captain P. S. Lowe promoted Major,
November 1.

Captain W. C. McFadden, from 7th, Ft.

Hancock, to the Philippines, sailing New
York, January 6.

Captain W. B. Merritt, 52d, Ft. Hancock.
to instructor, C.A. School, Ft. Monroe.

Captain Lloyd Shepard, resigned.
Captain L. A. White, from 62d, Ft. Tot-

ten, to Hawaii, sailing San Francisco, May
7.

First Lieutenant C. G. Calloway trans-
ferred to Quartermaster Corps, November
11.

First Lieutenant V. H. King from Hawaii.
to 51st, Ft. Monroe.

First Lieutenant W. J. Ledward, trans-
ferred to Field Artillery, December 22.

First Lieutenant R. M. Nelson, from
Hawaii, to 51st, Ft. Monroe.

First Lieutenant H. S. Tubbs. from
Hawaii, to 2d, Ft. Monroe.

First Lieutenant W. E. H. Voehl, from
Hawaii, to 2d, Ft. Monroe.

Second Lieutenant W. S. Blair, from 51st.
Ft. Monroe, to Hawaii, sailing New York.
March 25.

Second Lieutenant H. J. Katz, from 51st.
Ft. Monroe, to Hawaii, sailing New York.
March 25.

Second Lieutenant R. H. Mattern, from
62d, Ft. Totten, to Hawaii. sailing New
York, December 8, then to the Philippines.
sailing February 5.

Second Lieutenant E. H. Thompson, Jr.,
from 51st, Ft. Monroe, to Hawaii, sailing
New York, March 25.
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The career of that distinguished Coast Artilleryman,
Brigadier General ROBERT S. ABERNETHY, is famil-
iar to most of our readers. Therefore we touch only on
the highlights of a personal history that is closely inter-
woven with the past forty years of the Corps. General
Abernethy graduated from the Military Academy with
the class of '97 and was then commissioned in the Artil-
lery. With the exception of a hitch as captain and major
of Infantry during the Spanish War period and one as
a colonel of Field Artillery during the World War, all his
service has been with the Coast Artillery.

General Abernethy has been decorated with the Silver
Star (2 Oak-Leaf Clusters) and the Purple Heart (Oak-
leaf Cluster). He is a graduate of the School of Sub-
marine Defense (1906) and the Army War College
(1912). At present he commands the San Francisco Port
of Embarkation.

of of of

Captain WILLIAM H. BOUGHTON, 105th Infantry,
New York National Guard, has served the military forces
of his native state for over twenty years. During this
time he participated in active federal service on the Mexi-
can Border in 1916 and overseas during the World War.
While a member of the AEF he took the course at the
lewis Machine-Gun School (British) and the Musketry
and Bayonet School of the American Expeditionary
Forces. He was discharged from his war service wit~ the
grade of sergeant and reentered the New York NatIOnal
Guard as a first lieutenant in 1921, being promoted to cap-
tain five years later. He has held assignments as company
commander, regimental adjutant, and assistant plans and
training officer of the 105th Infantry.

In civil life Captain Boughton has had fifteen .rears of
experience as a sales manager of wholesale electrical sup-
plies. This background probably accounts for the excel-
lence of the article in this number. At present he holds
a position in the personnel bureau of the Adjutant Gen-
eral's Office, State of New York.

Major E. T. CONW A y, Coast Artillery Corps, reap-
pears in our pages after an absence of over a year. He IS

the author of "AA Machine-Gun Fire Control" published
in the September-October, 1936 issue of the JOURNAL.

Major Conway's knowledge of machine-gun fire ~on-
trol is exceptional, and brought him a three-year detail ~s
a member of the Coast Artillery Board. Upon the tenm.
nation of that assignment last year, he was detailed as a
student at the Command and General Staff School, Fort
leavenworth from which he will graduate with the classlof '938. ' •

Captain GORDON GORDON-SMITH is an attache
of the Royal Yugoslav Legation at Washington. He has
had varied experience as a war correspondent and repre-
sented the New York Tribune during the 1915 Serbian
campaign. He is the author of numerous magazine articles
and books; among these being From Serbia to Yugoslavia.

of of of

Major CHARLES S. HARRIS, Coast Artillery Corps,
is a North Carolinian. After graduating from the Univer-
sity of North Carolina (A.B. '17) he entered the army
as a 2d Lieutenant, CA-ORC, August IS, 1917' He re-
ceived his regular commission as 2d Lieutenant, Coast
Artillery Corps in October, 1917, and has since risen by
easy stages to his present grade. He is a graduate of the
Coast Artillery School (Battery Officers' Course, 1924;
Advanced Course, 1933), and the Chemical Warfare
School Field Officers' Course (1934).

We touch brieRy on the highlights of Major Harris'
service. During 1924-1927 he served as instructor in anti-
aircraft and heavy artillery gunnery at the Coast Artillery
School. He commanded Battery B, 63d Coast Artillery
at the time (1932) that organization won second place in
the Knox Trophy competition. The Coast Artillery
Board had his services as its antiaircraft member during
the period 1933-1935. Other than that he has had the
usual tours of troop and foreign duty including a hitch in
the Philippines and one in Hawaii. At the moment Major
Harris is on duty with the 69th Coast Artillery, Fort
Crockett, Texas.

of of of

PETER B. KYNE, nationally known novelist and creator
of Cappy Ricks, has had a checkered military career. En-

listing as a private in Company L,
14th Infantry in 1898 at the age
of 18, he got an excellent worm's-
eye view of the Philippine Insur-
rection. He saw overseas service
during the World War from the
vantage point of a battery com-
mander of the I44th Field Artil-
lery, California National Guard.
After demobilization he signed
up with the Officers' Reserve
Corps as a captain of Cavalry. He

has sired some thirty novels, innumerable short stories and
a few scenarios. He makes his home in the city of his birth
-San Francisco.

f f f

Captain WILLIAM H. PAPENFOTH, Coast Artillery
Corps, not only commanded the battery (B, 6gth) that
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won the Knox Trophy, he also wrote the story in this
number telling how that feat was achieved.

Captain Papenfoth's service began as a private, Coast
Artillery Corps in 1915. By the summer of 1918 he had
progressed through the grades of corporal, sergeant, and
sergeant major. He won his commission as 2d Lieutenant,
CA-ORC, in June, 1918; and received his appointment
in the regular establishment July I, 1920. He is a gradu-
ate of the Battery Officers' Course, Coast Artillery School
(1923). Captain Papenfoth is on duty with the 69th
Coast Artillery (AA), Fort Crockett, Texas.

of of of

The biography of FLETCHER PRATT appeared in the
September-October, 1937, number of The JOUR!':AL.
Those of our readers who occasionally forsake Arm)' Regu-

lations and Training Regulations for more worldly litera-
ture will probably have noticed his articles in recent num-
bers of Esquire-"Knights in Armor," December, 1937,
and "The Clothyard Shaft," January, 1938.

We take for granted that you read "The Will of the Lead.
er" which ran in four installments, beginning with the
November-December, 1936, number. The author of that
success, Major RICHARD G. TINDALL, Infantry, re-
turns to us with a hot-off-the-griddle account of what the
French and German armies have up their tactical sleeves
for 1938. At last report Major Tindall was still holding
down his post as an instructor in tactics at the Command
& General Staff School, Fort Leavenworth.
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~HLIT ARY HISTORY OF THE WORLD WAR. By
Colonel Girard Lindsley McEntee. New York: Scrib-
ners, 1937, 566 pages; 459 maps and diagrams; illus-
trated; index; $7'5°.

This is the first comprehensive guidebook to the
World War. It begins with a terse account of the treaties
and war plans that furnished the background for 1914
and ends at the point where the soldier gave way to the
makers of the peace treaties. Virtually every tactical and
strategical happening of importance is mentioned. There
is an analysis of the first year of the war, followed by ac-
counts of the battles on the Western front, the Eastern
front, the Italian, Serbian, Turkish, Mesopotamian, East
African, and other far-flung sectors. Included are ac-
counts of the naval concentrations, the principal battles
at sea, the transport and convoy situations, the problems
of logistics on land, and the complex ramifications of the
supply systems comprising ammunition, equipment, and
food. In fact, nothing of any importance has been
omitted.

The jl1ilitary History of the World War, is written, as
good history should be, without bias. It is unemotional
Jl1d contains no propaganda. The autho~ has striven to
tell only the story of what happened. That he has suc-
ceeded is attested by the fact that his work has been
adopted as a textbook at the United States Military
Academy.

A remarkable achievement is the feat of printing
ingenuity that succeeded in spotting virtually every one
of the 459 ~aps and diagrams on the same page with the
accompanY1l1g text.

Few military histories can show a bibliography as ar-
resting as the one that accompanies Colonel McEntee's
book. He has spent years in compiling the maps from
official archives, including the German. Consequently
the maps show every detail of German strategy as well as
ofthe Allies.

The prospective reader can take no better guide than
the evaluation of another historian, Colonel W. A. Mit-
chell, Professor of Military History at West Point, who
sa)'s:

Colonel ~1cEntee's book contains more valuable informa-
tion concerning the World War than I have ever seen else-
where in one volume. It shows a knowledge of the World
\Var equalled by few if any historians. The book is remark-
able.

Colonel McEntee was retired in 1934 after 33 years of
service. During that period he served three tours in the
Philippines, was with Funston at Vera Cruz, and during
the World War served overseas as a staff officer of the
jth Division, AEF. He is a graduate of the Signal School,
the School of the Line, the Command and General Staff

School, and the Army War College. He is a military
history lecturer of note and has contributed many articles
to military magazines. He is the author of Italy's Part in
Winning the IF arid War, published by the Princeton
University Press.

No military library can be called complete without a
copy of the Military History of the World War.

f f f

HISTORY OF MILITARISM. By Alfred Vagts. New
York: W. W. Morton & Company, Inc. 513 pages;
33 illustrations; notes; $4'75.

Dr. Vagts, a newcomer to the rank of American his-
torians, has turned out a remarkable social and political
history of armies, in which battles are more or less dis-
regarded. His long experience as an historian in pre-Nazi
German universities has furnished stout mortar for a mili-
tary-literary edifice that is truly monumental. Moreover,
the practical knowledge gained by four years' service as
private and officer in the German army has stood him in
good stead in evaluating the theory and practice of the
systems whereby man has waged war. He writes easily
and ably-at times brilliantly-and with the occasional
Rash of a sardonic humor lightens what easily could have
been a first-rate soporific.

His thesis is that the use of armies is governed by two
distinct and separate ways of thinking-the military and
the militaristic. The military way limits the use of men
and materials to the winning of a war or the defense of a
country. On the other hand, the militaristic way seeks
"ends not identical with the winning of victory." At
times, these ends resolve themselves in the pursuit of
"enterprises for sheer glory or the reputation of leaders."

The central theme is developed over the time-period
spanning the breakdown of the feudal system to the rise
of the present-day armies of the totalitarian states. Includ-
ed are dissertations on the military aspects of discipline,
various theories of warfare, the philosophy of war, and the
government of armies. In short, the book is as complete
a survey of armies from within as could be compressed
within the covers of a 512-page volume.

In discussing the military way, the author makes the
point that all army functions not related to battle are non-
essential and lead away from the true purpose of war. The
real soldier, according to Dr. Vagts, subordinates all to
winning. In his military economy there is no place for
glory or for the schoolboy conceit of being a good loser.
Nor does he allow his honor to incommode him on the
battlefield.

For example, there is the ungentlemanly conduct of
the American revolutionists in potting first the Redcoat
officers (at Cow Pens, Bemis Heights, Bunker Hill) be-



GENERAL PHILIP KEARNY. By Thomas Kearnv .
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1937. 4~ pages; 19
illustrations; $4.00.
A biography of an American cavalryman and soldier. of

fortune. He saw service on the western frontier, in Afrtca
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asan observer with the French, during the Mexican War,
and served under Napoleon III in the Austro-French war.
He met his death as a brigadier general of Union cavalry
.ItChantilly, Virginia.

The bibliography and index give an able summary of
rhereferences extant on the Peninsula campaign.

of of of

BACKGROUND OF WAR. By the Editors of Fortune.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1937, 296 pages; Index;
$2'5°'
This book, which appeared between March and Au-

gust, 1937, as a series of six articles in Fortune magazine,
isin many ways an excellent preface to If War Comes-
that superb analysis of potential aggressors and their pos-
siblemoves written by Majors Dupuy and Eliot. Taken
together, these two studies constitute a complete back-
ground or "estimate of the situation" for the military
reader.

Background of War is not merely another book added
to the growing list of feverish war prophecies; it is an
easilyread examination of six foci of fear: the ambiguous
foreign policy of Great Britain; the Fascist invasion of
Spain; the left government of France; the domestic pres-
sure in Germany; the militarism of Russia; and the new
armaments developed in these countries and our own since
theWorld War.

Unfortunately, Italy and Japan are omitted from this
otherwisecomplete study of danger zones.

The authors think that National Socialism maintains an
on-the-surface complacence among the German people
becauseit has put the nation to work and made it feel that
the work is for a glorious, patriotic purpose. As .for desir-
ingwar-"Hitler ... got his bellyful of fighting during
the last war." Goring, too; he is held together by a steel
brace. "Neither von Blomberg, the War Minister, nor
von Fritsch, who is the silent power in the Wehrmacht,
thinks that Germany is ready in terms of officers, men,
guns, and ammunition to risk a fight-just yet, at any
rate. But there are more radical elements in the Nazi
parry: Gobbels, for example." And Rosenberg who wants
tocarry through the Drang nach Osten.

"Industry in Germany, needs the shot-in-the-arm of war
orders." And symbolic v~ctories,such as the remilitariza-
cionof the Rhineland, must be kept up to preserve Nazi
popularity. ''This must lead the Nazis toward gambling
on, say, the Anschluss with Austria, or the repatriation of
the German portion of Czechoslovakia .... Will the
Nazis make a mistake and pick a moment to bluff when
England or Russia is not in the mood to back down? ...
Dictators don't dare to back down."

The French Front Populaire is styled "A government
of the Workers, by the Intellectuals, for the Bourgeoisie
fwhich] keeps the French Republic from vanishing from
the Fascist earth ... a government which exists to save
France from the fate of Spain." It is an occupation of
government offices which "aims to exclude the Fascists
from power ... without seizing power for the workers
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THE KAISER ON TRIAL. By George Sylvester Vie-
reck. New York: Greystone Press, 1937. 500 Pages;
Illustrated; Index. $5.00.

Anyone familiar with Mr. Viereck's antecedents, his
ante-bellum activities, his post-war literary endeavors, and
his unique relationship with the wood-chopper of Doom
will know in advance what manner of trial Wilhelm II
receives in this book. With a fine display of impartiality
Mr. Viereck has the Public Prosecutor arraign Wilhelm
before the High Court of History on the old question of
war guilt. This arraignment is essentially a recapitulation
of the more lurid charges leveled against the German
Emperor by the Allied propaganda machines and long
since shrugged away on the count of military expediency
-an excuse, incidentally, that is not altogether unknown
to Germany. Nevertheless, the old canards are hauled out
again and to rebut them the Public Defender summons
legions of witnesses from the living and the dead. The
Public Prosecutor, not to be outdone, has recourse to the
same device but unfortunately his witnesses usually turn
out to be stooges for the defense. All in all I should say
that the prosecution is allotted twenty or twenty-five of the
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and thus risking a possible invasion by Hitler and perhaps and political forms produce quick-witted, self-reliant
even Mussolini." soldiers. The institutions of the modern dictatorships art

The political and economic ups and downs of France, less likely to produce such men than the institutions of
since 1918, are, like those of Germany, described with the democracies." W. G. J.
marvelous simplicity for the non-politically minded ., ., .,
reader.

''The Soviet Union has more live soldiers and dead
generals than any other nation on earth." The authors'
"'-stute estimate on Russia's warlike preparations is that
phantoms of invading capitalist armies, like those of 1919,
beset Soviet leaders, and that these preparations therefore
are primarily for home defense. However, Soviet doctrine
is: "If we are attacked, the war will be waged on enemy
territory, not ours."

The chapter "Who Dares to Fight" is a brief survey
of land armaments, with these conclusions based primarily
on the war in Spain: "Such improvements in weapons as
have been made leave the relative positions of attacker and
defender about what they were and subject aggressors to
the risk of stalemate and long war .... And no dictator-
ruled country will risk a long war if it can avoid one."

This also looks sound: "The effect of the development
of air power has been to force the scattering of troops in
small units for self-defense. The effect of mechanization
and the use of machines with small crews like tanks has
been the same. Small units must rely on themselves. In
consequence the advantages in modern warfare will lie
with peoples whose social institutions, economic practices,

u
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$3.00 Postpaid11 Maps

IF WAR COMES

Answers These Questions-And Many More

By
MAJOR R. ERNEST Dupuy and MAJOR GEORGE F. ELIOT

368 Pages

Is the Spanish civil war a rehearsal for the next world war?
What lessons does it teach about air power, antiaircraft equip-
ment, tanks, gas? What of new and fearsome weapons, the
threat of which has been held over our heads? What effect
will the Douhet Doctrine have on the next war? How do the
major nations stack up in military strength on land, in the
air, and at sea'! What are the great strategic problems that
will confront England, France, Italy, Germany, Japan, and the
United States if war comes '!

This book describes in a series of keen, analytical estimates
what soldiers believe the initial moves must be in any great
war. These estimates are not based upon any fantastic dream
of the future, but upon the military and naval means at hand
today.

There have been economic, political and diplomatic surveys
of the world situation. Here is a military estimate of the
forces now stirring in war-clouded Europe and battle-torn
Asia. It will be read with equal interest by the professional
soldier and the man in the street, who today, as never before,
must be drawn into closer touch with hostilities.
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500 pages devoted to this trial, which is certainly an indi-
cation of the author's bent.

But here is the strange thing, and it is a thing that may
cost Mr. Viereck his entree at Doorn. His Public Defender
succeeds, and much against his creator's wishes, in making
Wilhelm II appear the consummate jackass of all time.
Somehow I think that poor old Wilhelm would prefer to
have the High Court of History convict him as a ravening
lion rather than laugh him out of court as a posturing, in-
effectual nincompoop.

But do not misunderstand me: this is not the verdict of
Mr. Viereck-not by a mile of wienerwurst. For this
gentleman is in a veritable lather to show old Bill as a
master diplomatist, a big-time strategist, a champion of
labor against capital, a profound scholar, a philosopher of
parts, and so on and so on. That none of these many tal-
ents came to flower was not the fault of Great Man Hohen-
zol1ern~there was dirty work at the crossroads. In fact
there was an interminable amount of dirty work at an end-
less succession of crossroads and all of it had just one pur-
pose--to thwart Germany's All Highest. It began with
Bismarck and it didn't end until lying advisers forced the
Anointed of God to scuttle into Holland in order the save
the Fatherland.

Now as a matter of fact there was a plethora of skull-
duggery in Wilhelm's court from the time he took over
the Number One job until the day he decided he had had
enough. Bismarck had no stomach for him and did his best
tohumiliate him and circumvent him. The one supremely
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IIContains more valuable information concerning the World War than I have ever seen elsewhere H
in one volume. It shows a knowledge of the World War equalled by few if any historians."- U
Colonel W. A. Mitchell, United States Military Academy, West Point. ft
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Colonel United States Army (Retired) I
A panorama of 459 maps and diagrams with full descriptions of the military tactics it

employed in the campaigns on all fronts. it
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By the use of hundreds of maps, for which the author has developed a special technique H
that makes every troop movement instantly understandable, and through crisp, lucid ex- !i
planations Colonel McEntee reveals the almost day-by-day progress of the War, from !i
the plans of attack favored by the various nations before 1914, through the actual opera- i
tions down to the end. The maps are based on official records, not only of the Allies but _

italso of the Central European powers. !i
No history of the War so graphic, so complete, so detailed, has ever been published. !i
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CAPTAIN LEW M. MORTON, CA.e.
Instructors in Motor Transportation,

Coast Artillery School

By MAJOR JOHN T. DECAMP, CA.C

and

HEREis a concise, technical discussion made avail-
able to the service at a time when such a book is in .
considerable demand. This one volume covers all
necessary information concerning the design, op-
eration and maintenance of automotive transpor-
tation issued to the military service. The text has
been reviewed and approved by Professor Erwin
H. Hamilton, B.S., M.E., of New York University,
acknowledged authority on automotive engineer-
ing.
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lll:IIl;;:::ll::::lIlmllll;;::::::m:::;;;;;;m::;:::::::::::::::m:::;;mii courageous act of Wilhelm's entire reign was kicking hi.tn
:: lout. But though he kicked him out he was unable to curb

n the intrigues that the old man hatched in retirement.
n From that time on Welhelm picked one dud chancellor

I after another. First came Caprivi who promptly refused to
renew Bismarck's shrewd "reinsurance treaty" with Russia
thereby making certais that Germany would have an ene-

I
my to the east as well as the west.

Caprivi was eventually succeeded by the sparkling
Bulow who is more famous for his memoirs than his
achievements. Mr. Viereck contends that even Bulow's
brilliance was spurious; he insists that his vast reputation

if for erudition was. built by memorizing bits ?f unusual
D knowledge culled from learned books and springing
if canned epigrams at opportune moments. In all things he
n was superficial. His long tour as Imperial Chancellor isD noteworthy for the gradual encirclement of Germany, the
:. sabotaging of Wilhelm's treaty of Bjorko, the fateful

IDaily Telegraph interview in 1908, and the first-class job
he did in selling his Imperial master down the river.

:: Next came Eulenberg, the life-long friend of Wilhelm.I He turned out much worse than any of his predecessors.
tt In addition to a dozen other weaknesses and a general
:: shallowness, this prince of the blood was sexually "queer."
!i In due course an enterprising journalist blew the lid off ofiiii a major scandal that left the world wide-eyed. Wilhelm
ii and his family were not involved but it was finis for the..n "queer" chancellor.

HERE ARE THE TITLES OF 31 FACT-FILLED
CHAPTERS: D And then with his uncanny ability of picking blank

ii •• files, Wilhelm pounced on Bethmann-Hollweg for the

I Outline of Automotive Vehicle Construction. :: vacant chancellorship ..
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.. Theory of Internal CombustionEngines. :: chancellors dance. But Wilhelm knew of Holstein, then Engine Test and Performance. ft
:: Diesel Engines. :: man with the hyena eyes. He knew that Holstein had re-
:: Clutches and Transmissions. :: dl d d .. H h dii Universal Joints, Drive Shafts, and Differentials. :: peate y eva e presentatIon to majesty. e a every
:: Rear Axles, Frames, Springs, and Shock Absorbers... means of learning that this geheimrat was a poisonous
D ~~:~s~\xles and Steering. i scoundrel. That the Anointed of God did nothing about
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end of a pen. Few contemporary writers are more skillful.
In this book he has lost none of his literary cunning-it is
history that trips him. To most readers The Kaiser on Trial
willbe a Grade A irritant but at the same time it will hold
their interest from cover to cover. When you get through
,'ou may agree with this reviewer that the All Highest
;vasn't around when they rationed out the gray matter and
chatis about the only charge on which the High Court of
History will find him guilty. C. T. L.

~[ASSACHUSETTS: A Guide to its Places and People.
Federal Writers' Project. Cambridge: Houghton Mif-
flin Co., 1937, 670 pages; index; ~ ill. 16 maps in text,
I in pocket. $2'50'

This excellent volume is one of a series of State guides
produced under the WP A by a corps of writers, research-
ers, historians, and others under the supervision of State
Director R. A. Billington. Written in Baedecker style,
It is primarily a guide for the tourist, but it has a wider
fieldof usefulness than merely that. To the stay-at-home
OJtive it will tell lots of things he doesn't know, and to
the Bay Stater who is temporarily or permanently exiled
bl' business or professional duties from The Common-
wealth (there is only one Commonwealth, so far as he is
concerned) this book pinch-hits for a visit back East.

In addition to the touring-guide features of the book we
findworkmanlike articles. meaty and concise, dealing with
IUchsubjects as the history and the government of the
Commonwealth, its labor, architecture, literature, and
3rt. And there are pages sparkling with references and
instances of that "fierce individualism" that characterized
ourforefathers .

This book is admirably arranged in three main sections,
devoted respectively to (a) The general background,
(b) Detailed descriptions of the cities and larger towns
with tours in each and (c) a mile-by-mile. description of
the longer tours within the State. Anyone who contem-
plates visiting or tourirlg through Massachusetts needs no
other guide than this and, having and reading it, will gain
much additional pleasure from his tour. The excellent
rotogravures will save him enough in picture postals to
more than pay for the book .

Most of us will believe, at first, that more space or
emphasis could be given to certain items. For example,
fourlines are allotted to the historic occasion when General
Washington issued letters of mark to the schooner Hannah
thereby founding the United States Navy. This summary
treatment robs us Army blokes of a beautiful chance to
pin back the ears of our Navy brothers for, let it be known
that this craft was manned first by the Army-salty
Continental soldiers from Salem and Beverly. A second
example: one who has made repeated trips of many miles
lust to feast his eyes on the gorgeous lawn and blue spruces
of Miss Helen Frick's home in Pride's Crossing might be
pardoned for thinking that the whole village deserves
1l10rethan two lines .
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It cannot be maintained that the book captures the
charm of Nfassachusetts, but probably no book will e\"er.
do that. One remembers the spray against a granite shore. I

the aroma of kelp on the beaches, the cobbles of Boston
glistening in the streetlights-but one can't imprison
such things within a book. And after all, this is a guide..
book and guidebooks must be tersely written. The editors
of this book faced a collection of several million words of
copy which, somehow, had to be cut down to one book of
popular size. They did a good job. P. D. B.

THE GREAT ADVENTURE. By Edwin C. Parsons.
Garden City, New York: Doubleday, Doran & Com-
pany, 1937. 335 pages; 18 Illustrations. $2.75'
Eureka! An airy story without a harlot in it (except b\"

inference). Even the liquor remains more or less in o;e
chapter. There, the use of fire-water is discussed in a
business-like manner-and without the usual flourish or
benefits of hiccups. An even better chapter perhaps is
entitled "Guts vs. Erudition." In that is a derisive account
of how the author and his buddies, after fighting one or
more years for France, were all found physically (if nm
menta~ly) unfit to fly for Uncle Sam-even though they
compmed that famous body of flyers known as the La-
fayette Escadrille .

They were the gallant volunteers-Thaw, Lufbery,
Rockwell, Parsons, and many others-who fought for the
mere fun of pulling a trigger. If at times the short biogra.
phies of those aces assume the style of pulp-paper stories.
the reader can be assured that they were some of the very
men who supplied the motif for a thousand penny dread.
fuls. As a matter of fact, some parts of The Great Ad-
venture itself appeared at one time or another between
the covers of various magazines .

While intended as a strictly factual chronicle, the author
could not forbear slipping in one or two well known quips
of the AEF. He did not, however, include the favorite
doughboy story about the artillery observer who yelled
frantically over a telephone, "Hey! Five planes coming
hell bent into our lines. Shoot at the last one. It's a
Boche!"

Not that that particular story applies to any members
of the Escadrille. Those debonair lads were among the
first winged knights of the war. Their tilting ground
was five thousand feet up in the air, where to be over.
thrown had but one conclusion--death. Those who fell
deserve an epitaph, and Edwin Parsons has given them a
good one .

The effect would have been much better if continuity
had not been sacrificed so ruthlessly. The first part of t~e
book is tops and it stays that way until the author drags. In
his once-printed short stories. From then on the narrative
just won't stayed glued together .

However, The Great Adventure is a saga of the fir~t
American lads who fought in the clouds. If that doesn r
appeal, then the reader is not air-minded. E. D. C.
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Fascinating reading and helpful knOll/edge .

A Study of Mintar)' Methods from the Earliest Times
WARFARE

By Colonel Oliver L. Spaulding, Field Artillery; Hoffman Nickerson,
formerly ClIPtain. u. S. Army; Colonel John \'V'. \Wright. Infantry.

A comprehensive and scholarly study of wars and battles from earliest
times through Frederick the Great. From early Oriental wars to the cam-
paigns of the 18th Century the decisive battles of history are interestingly
described and analyzed for their military significance and results .

600 Pages
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